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TNTRODUCTION

n my thesis, I have examined the role of faith in
the Eucharistic doctrine of Thomas Aquinas in the Summa
Theologiae (III, 73-83), in order to determine Thomas
pelîception of the nature and extent' of the human dimension
of the encounter with Christ in the sacramenL. Ïn accordance with Aquinas' ovln analysis, this examinatíon of faiLh
has proceeded. along two main lines: (1) the portrayal of
'
the role of faith in Thomas' exposit'ion of his doctrine of
real presence, which has principally involved the díscussion
of the function of faith in resolving the epistemological
problem created, in part at least, by the subsistent
accidentsofthebreadandwine;and(2)theaccountof
Thomas' delineation of the role of faith in the Eucharist
within Èhe context of his theology sf grace, which has
emphasized. the necessity of faith for the worthy reception
not only of the grace offered to men in non-sacramental
\^rays but, indeed., even of that grace which is consequent
upon Christ's actual presence in this sacrament. I believe
that this manner of analysis has allowed me to develop and
describe the various affirmations made by Thomas about the
role of faith'in this part of his theology in a systematic
1-
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and. comprehensive l''tay.

has been devetoped in four chapters. The
three sections of the first chapter are devoted to the
treatment of a number of introductory concernsr the proper
Dfy theme
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understanding of which is necessary for a correct eval'uation

of the argument of the later chapÈers. In the first section,
place
of faith in the approPriation of
the
u¡¡ç
ss
I have examined
¡,¿evv
grace outside of the sacramental structure, principally as
this is described by Thomas in his treatment of justification
by faith in the second Part, of the summa (I-ÏI, 106ff..).
nstrate ah" """tinued need for
Then, I have tried to demon=::"::^:::^::
faith even in the reception of sacramental grace by recounting
Thomas' discussion of the role of faith in relation to the
sacraments of the Old and of the New Law (in his analysis
of the sacraments in general in ÏIrf 6off.). Finalty, in
anticipation of the later argument about the Eucharist' in
particular, I have ended the firsÈ chapter with a brief
description* of Thomas t specific contention about the
necessity of faith for the reception of the grace offered
:
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through the Eucharist itselfChapter t\¡/o corrcenÈrates On Aquì nas I aCcount of the
real presence of Christ in the Eucharist and is divided
^-î !a
to
into three main sections. The finst section has tried

!.
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id.entify briefly the problem of real presence as formulated
in the tradition before St. Thomas. The second section has
i. l.':{rl
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3anatyzed his account, of the mode of Christrs presence ín

the Eucharist, in three parts. Sínce Thomas explains his
doctrine of real presence in terms of his understanding
of substance and describes it as being the result cf a
process of change, it has been necessary (a) to provide
a short sunmary of these concepts (substance and accidents,
and, change in general) âs employed elservhere in Thomas I
thought. But, because Thomas boÈh departs in som-e respects
from his usual port,rayal of substance and. accidents in hís
teaching on the Eucharist, and, moreover' emphasizes the
unÍqueness of this miraculous conversion, in the explicat.ion
of real presence according to Thomasu (b) sufficient care
has been taken to underscore specifically the unique aspects

of Thomas' argument. In turn, the emphasis on d.ist.inctiveness
has forced. me (c) to examine the principal cause of t-he
the
Eucharistic conversion, the act of God. in fulfilling
promise of Chri st. Finally, the discussÍon in Chapter
two has been concluded with the examination of the two ways
in which faith contributes Èo the exposition of the d.octrine
of real presence: (a) the role of faith i-n the resolution
of the epistemologicai problem posed. by Thoinas' notion of
substantial conversion, and the concomitant idea of subsistent aecidents, has been noted; and (b) against the background of his discussion of sacrament.al causality, I have
described the secondary role, in the achievement of the

i:.f - :
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4conversion, of the so-cal]ed. "faith of the Churchr" which
is expressed in the intention of the minister to consecrate

the species
In the five sections of the third chapter' I have
turned to the detailed discussion of the role of faith in
the recepÈion of the grace bestowed as the result of real
presence. fn the first section I have brief}y sketched
the effects of worthy reception of t'he Eucharist, the
infusion of justifying grace and charity, and, the actual
enjoyment of 'spiritual sweetness' which is consequent
upon rcontact' with the Lord. Then, I have described in
some detail the precise requirements for this fruitful
encounter of Christ in the sacramentr.man's abiding union
with God in Christ. through faith and love. This analysis
of the continued role of justifying faith in the Eucharist
itsetf, in turn, has allowed me to pay particular attention
in the third section of this chapter to the structural
similarities between Eucharistic reception, and, the
experience of God and Christ in both the initial act of
justification by faith and the beatific vision, in ord.er to
enable us to perceive more clearly the precise place of
the Eucharist in the spiritual life. The fourth section
of chapter three considers the implications of Thomas'
teaching about the two main roles of faith ín the Eucharist
and attempts to decide whether the different aspects of his
Eucharistic theory are entirely compatible. Here, Thomas'

IYJY.-P¡::{-Í+*:-:1rlJ
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description of the dist.inction between 'sacramentalr and
'spiriÈual' eating, which is proposed' specifically in
relation to the question of the requirements for fruitful
reception of Christ in the Eucharíst, have been emphasized
and evaluated in terms of the'understanding of real presence
'disclosed in the second chapter. Finally, Ï have concluded
the third. chapter by noting two final and less important
aspects of the role of faith in the Fìucharist, namely,
the need for faith in the reception of the girace of the
Eucharist made avaitable on account of its sacrifical
nature, and, Thomast notion of faith in the real presence
as a meritorious act"
Chapter four attempLs to evaluate some representative
positions in the contemporary discussion of real presence
in the Eucharist in the light of Thomas r understanding of
the role of faith i.n this sacrament ' This evaluatj-on of
the work of such thinkers aS Schillebeeckx, Schoonenbergi,
and Davis, has allowed me to propose some significant
conclusions about the abiding validity, and limitations'
of Thomas' approach to the general question of the role of
faith in this sacramenÈ.
Quite, apart from the legitimate desire to isolate
an important aspect of Thomasr eucharistic teaching and
reveal its relation to his general teaching on grace and
just.ifying faith, this study has been motivated, by other'
more contemporary concerns. Not the least of these is my

i

6conviction of the abiding value of Thomasr exposition of
Èhe central tenets of the faith for our own understanding
of the Christian message. This convictj-on clearly runs
counter to the prevalent view of Thomas in some inftuential
quarters of contemporary Èheology. Ïf one may generalize
in this regard, the popular view of Aquinasr system which
has arisen in recent years is that, the importance given in
his theological synthesis to the consideration of questions
and positions not immediately relevant to the concerns of
biblical Christianity has resulted in the neglect' if not
the actual subversiorlr of the basic Christian proclamation
.l
of God's salvific work in christ.r That r find this
analysis of Aquinas untenable will emerge, Ïropefutly, from
the thesis as a whole. In the first p1ace, the discussion
of Thomas' positions on faith, grace and the sacraments
in the first three chapters will challenge, indirectly at
least, the accuracy of this cofllmon view. Moreover' the
fourth chapter is designed. particularly to highlight. more
vividly those aspects of his eucharistic thought in which
Thomas has anticipated the concerns of the modern proponenLs of a viable and progressive re-interpretation of
the Eucharist. Thus, granted the }ímitations inherenÈ in
a v/ork of this type, I hope that this thesis will also
serve to increase to some d.egree the awareness of the
continued relevanee of Thomas I witness to the truth of the
Christian faith for modern theological reflection-

::i.-::1.
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CHAPTER ONE

Justification by Faith

and.

the

Sacramentq

The purpose of this chapter is to establish an

r

adequate foundation upon which the analysis of the following.
chapters may be bËrsed. This entails primarily the des-

cription of the role of faith in the soteriology of
Aquanas, with special r.eference Lo faith's part in the
reception of both sacramental and extra-sacramental grace.
Naturally, given the breadth and profundity of his portrayal of faith in the different parts of the Summa (for
example, ín his discussion of the grace of the New Law
in I-ïï, 10 6ff., and, in his formal treatise on faith'
II-TI, Iff.), this chapter makes no claim to exhaustiveness.
Rather, only those elements of his d.iscussion which contribute directly to the development of our theme are here
Lnctuoed..

As d.escribed in his treatise on the grace of the
Law, for Thomas the situation of the unjust or unredeemed man is characterized by estrangement, bondage

New

and d.j-sorder.. By his sin, both original and. actual'

ntan

has dest.royed the original relationship to God of loving
obedience which he enjoyed in the pristine state.

Having

been made for God, man is naturally meant to offer himself

7-

8in d.evoted service to his maker. But, by his sinful
rebellion and offence against Godrr man removes himself
from subord.ination to God--rather than conform to the
will of God., man allows his own willfulness to be his
guide. Consequent upon this estrangement and withdrawal
.)
from Godz is a further disrupt.ion within man himself
In the original state, there is a natural hierarchy of
powers in man, the lower, less perfect or complete po\4ters
ultimately being responsible to man's reason. But' once
sin comes to dominate man, this situation no longer
applies: just as the whole man, and. especially his reason
and willr rro longer is subject to God, neither do his
lower faculties remain subject or fully responsive to
t
the reason.' In turn, this freedom from the restrain! of
reason, which itsetf is corrupted and d.arkened by sinr4
has frrrther disastrous consequences for man, for the
reckless abandon of these povters causes them to turn out1

in the things of the wor}d, thereby
culminating -in the loss of the whole rnan to inferior
tr
por"t=.s Thus, in place of the original freedom in subord.ination to God, sin establishes in human life the slavery
and debasement inherent in bondage to the world.
Corresponding to this vision of the human predicament,
the justification of the impious is depicted by St.. Thomas
as the establishment of a ne$/ relationship of man to God:
by his saving act in Christ freely appropríated by man

ward for fulfillment
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through faith, God liberates man from the consequences
of his sin and draws him back to his proper order to God.
In this process of reconciliation by which sin is forgiven
.a¡d. a new relationship is formed, the grace of God works
to overcome the results of human rebellion' Thus, for
example, grace serves to heal the nature of *.1116 resolving

the conflict in the inner being of man by re-establishing
the proper harmony betvTeen his lower and higher pares.T
This ne\¡t harrnonY, however, is never complete in this
world.: faithful to the Christian notion of the 'not-yett
'quality of redemption, Thomas argues that the power of
Godrs grace, though real and creative, does not r¡Iork to
restrain completely the passionate aspect of man or make
it fully compliant to the dictates of reason" Ilence,
although there is a real renewal of human nature consequerrt
upon just.ification, there always remains for the justified
the constant. possibility of further (especially venial)
osinö--and, thus, the necessity for God's further justifying work for Èhe duration of life by the constant
renewal and recreatíon of a man's just.ifying faith.9 rn
add.ition to this rest,orative aspe*t of grace, God's grace
has an elevating function, for it also grant's to man those
capacities required for the willing performance of the
virtuous, God-serving acts which are in accordance with
the life of grace and a rerationship of love to cod.10
Thomas I more refined analysis of justification
i:i:i:l ì:¡

1-..;"r-.,.. ^l-!
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isolates and stresses two factors in the establishment of
this new relationship between God and man which are absolutely crucial to the correct appreciation of this process''
on the one hand, affirms Thomasr justification is the
l^r
^-l-.
-:^-^r
by Godrs
only
free and unmerited, work of God, occasioned
. 10ve for the individ.ual sinner. There seems to be at
. leasË lvro r-easons for Thomas t s frequent observation in
his treatise on the grace of the New Law that iustification
and all it entails is precisely the work and' gift of God'
First, in the formulatj.on of his teaching, Thomas was
'conscious of the consistent testimony of Scripturer âS
well as that of the Augustinian stream of catholic tradition, to the grace of Go¿ as the sole ground of salvatio"'ll
But, secondly, it also seems clear that Thomast own analysis
of the human condition and the consequences of sin had
convinced him of this truth. For Thomas, justificationr
and the renewal which it brings, means for the individ'ual
that, he rises up from sin and returns to God. But, he
continues, rising up from sin does not simply mean to
refrain fróm sinning (even though this, too, is not a
for man). Rat'irer "rising" here denotes'
especially, the freedom from the consequences and entanglemeni of his sin, both past and present, and man is clearly
incapable of achieving this absolution by his own devicess
after all, it is impossible for him to re-establish the
harmony in his inner being which his own sin has destroyed,
simple possibility

-

I

11 ot t to free himself from the bond.age to inferior

things

created by his own sin; and, again, given that sin is
offence against God, it. is simply not within the purview

to'remit the debt of punishment owing to this
justification
"¿"
=irrr12 Thus, concludes St- Thomas,
.only be the gift of God.: manr as he stands apart, from
God in sinr: can do nothing to earn Godr s love or to flee
his sin; rather, Èhe restoration of order and peace ís
of

man

of God alone.-But, on the other hand, Thomas similarly suggest.s
that. justificatíon must also be viewed, in one sense at
leastr âS the work of man. For St. Thomaso God respects
the integrity of his creatures and prosecutes his wíII
for them only in accordance with their natures. Now, it
is a distinguishing mark of man that he is a being of
free choice.14 Hence' says Aquinas, the process of
justification also requires on man's part a freely-made
15 Naturally,
decision in faith for God and againsÈ ,irr.
of his emphasis on justification as the
however, in
dependent on the initíative

I

_I.ight
gift of God's grace, Thomas is careful to refrain from
suggesting that this free decision is in any vlay a human

or necessitates the descent of
God's grace. On the contrary, Thomas safeguard's his
initial insight by further arguing that this free decision
of faith, the human response to God required in justification, is itself the effect of Godrs interior moving of
achi-evement which causes

l+::l!-t'ir:iìj;í
'' ,- .,.' -..

1

- 16
qÞ ÃsYss
AugustÍne
*""rr=, then, irr"t just
This
JuÐL as
-t.nrS. meani

'."

man -þy gfaCe.

IT *ho*"= concluded. that just,ífying
had done before himr
faith is itself the gift, of God, for he recognízed. ttrat
.j

'.

.-..':

.. .

only turns to
.him to d.o so.
man

....::.

... .,1:...,

God

,.

ín faith when God has first
,.,

moved

,,. i

'.:':'':..liTheconc1usiont'hatfaithitse1fis.agiftof:..,
,-äæ.,(inâsmuch as mán'is moved to rältfr bv ,Go-{l ',,,i¡=Ige."=3.!¡dl ,
:',,täIËält: on'.-Ë":,..ightli different, groun-ds, by Thomas.i",ug"pf;;:.- ,,
,på"=¿ges of Èis formal treatise on'iaith"
Thus, for 1",'
. ;;i:-r'exampler wê read in fris discussion ôf the rmeritoriousj
::- to believe is an act'
- tha!
:nature of faith in ],T.-LI, 2,9c,
,''.:.,
of
the
vírtue
by
truth
divine
to
the
of mind assent,íng
'.:'
command of the will as th.is is moved by God through grace
ït, is possible to discern in this descriptíon of the
interior act of faith, which incorporates aspects of

.,.",,u"

,,..-.,
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,

,
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Thomaslear1ieranaIysi=,18hi"at'tempttodojustice
'..,--.;and'
hunran
the complexity of faith by delineating the
r:
1 . ,
. .
the
divine rcontributionsl to its act. t On the one handi
...
.,.,;r¡....
,,
..,--..:
first part óf tnis description clearly defines the human

.

.

-..ar....,.,.

facu1tiesinvoIved.int'heinterioractoffaith.1nthe.
... ..,:.....
i.....i
.i
.r
first plaäe, Thomas assigns believing to the intellect as
.'

itssubject'and'st'atesthaÈitinvo1veSanassenttothe
truth. Yet, the further description of the role of the will
serves to d.istinguish this assent from other acts of the
intellect in which a d.ecision about the true'and the false
. As Thomas had argued. earlier in this treatise,Ig
'

f.:¡
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'

theassentsinvo1vedinunderstandingandscienceare
immed.iately or mediately occasioned by their respective
objects , for these objects are 'seen', that is, are
themselves capable of actuating the assent of the mind.
But, the objects of faith transcend man's natural capacities
for knowled.ge and hence, Thomas notes r are incapable of
so moving the mínd iri such a direct way to assent. For
the assent of faith to occur, then, Thomas argues that
the will must assume an integral role in this process--iù
.

is necessarlr that the will command or influence t'he
intellect to give its assent to the truth Presented for
its considerat,ion. Yet, Thomas addsr oD the ot'her hand,
for the will to command the intellect to assent requires,
in the first instance, a prior movement of the will by
God. to this action: only when God moves the will by
'interíorly invitingr man to believe through an interior
inspiration2o does faith become an actualit'12 in any man's
existence. Hence, even in the treatise on faith, Thomas
asserts that the raid. of Godrs grace" which help God'
grants in his mercyr2l acts as the found.at.ion, the unmerited
return to God in f:alrtjn'22
Thomas' ef fort to coord.ina'te this twofold conviction
of the utter gratuity of justification as God's act, and,
of the need for man's free response in faith, is perhaps
more clearly reflected in his discussion, in the treatise
on grace, of the different, rstages' in the initial conversion
source

, of the

human

l!jl:tìli.t:':¡
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to God. Although initial justification is
instantaneous and its 'stages' simultaneous, Thomas has
discerned. four elements in the process of conversion,
regarding which there is a definite priority of nature:
first, the infusion of grace;' secondl th" movement of
free choice directed to God; third, the movement of free
choice directed at sin; and, finally, the forgiveness of

of

man

of grace tras prioríty demon=irr".23 That the infusion
strates clearly Aquinas' basic belief that human justification is God's gift. and has its initiative from God'
'alone. Yet, ëts suggested by his placement at the end'
of the process of the forgiveness of sins, which surely
is also God's achievem.nL,24 Thomas knerv that justification
also demand.ed an appropriate human response - Ho!'/ever ¡ ID
turn, the knowledge of this necessity did not blind'
Aquinas to the fulI significance of the central problem
of human existence, that the intrusion of sin has rend'ered
man incapable of rectifying his situation by redeeming
himself from his sin. Hence, Thomas notes this appropriate
free action of man in justification only after he has

.ì:iri:-l

mentioned the infusio:r of grace. This secondary placement
of the double movement of free choice required in the

thus clearly signifies that for
Aquinas, that any man actually come to realize in his owÏr
life God.'s offer of justifying grace depends on God's
prior act giving this man the power to respond to God'rs love.
conversron of man to

-1
God.

!L--^

-1
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The specific content of justifying

faith is

especiallyd'etermined.byGod'ssavingworkinChrist.
That is, for st. Thomas, salvation is obtained only by
25
the loving acceptance in faith of the work of Christ'
and j-n particular his death on the Cross ' bY those who
are moved by God to return to him' Thus' Thomas writes'
in him
as PauI says; 'To the one who believes
is
faith
his.
tñ" justiii"å the unrighteous,
purpose
the
to
justice,
accord'ing
ieckóned as
it is
ãf God.'s graáe.' (Rom. 4:5) .From-this
unrighteous
the
of
clear tfiaÉ in the-justification
an act of faith is required' in this sense' that
amanshouldbelievethatGod'ishe.whojustifies
the mystery of Christ'¿o

men through

This analysis of the centrality of Christ for justifying
faith,inturn'causesThomastoadvanceashisbasic
understanding of the church that it is the 'community of
those who are redeemed by their faith in christ.'z',
"
this, Thomas indicates his alfareness of the Church as,
first and foremost, the collecÈion or assembly of those
who have been lifted out of the mass of unredeemed
humanity, fleed from the grasp of sin, and set in a new
order to God, through and on the basis of christ's selfofferingtoGodontheirbehalf.Thevalueo!this
definition is marrifest for it correctly states the dependence of the church on christ for its being. The church
first attains, and then retains, existence only on account
of Christ, whose achievement of the Fatherr s will in cvercoming sin and. death by his own death on the cross has set

i.rÈiìì.,iá

iii:':):ì.iii
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up, as it were, the objective cond.ition of human red'empt'ion'
Men, in turn, âs implied by this notion of the church,
realize the fruits of christ's achi-evement and are included
among those who are turned anew to God when they have
personally accepted this work, âs done for them, by their
faith in Christ.
Yet, the definition of the church or the mystical
body of christ as the lgroup of the saved centred in
Ctrrist' does not exhaust the Thomistíc notion of this new
community. Ïn add.ition, Thomas argues that the church
also serves as the principal vehicle of the communication
of the news and the power of God.rs saving *otk.28 Although
ThomaS is also a\Âlare of the proclaíming function of the
church in preaching, for Aquinas, the main task of the
Church in its activity in the world is to make available
the grace of Christ through its celebration of the sacra*"rrt.=.29 For Thomas, the sacraments: of the New Law are
.fic reatity.30 This means, first
of all, tha! Thomas is cogrnizant of the function of the
sacraments as signs. which inform men of God's action:
they signify especially the death of christ oI. the cross
and thereby point men anew to the source of their new
life. Yet, Thomas adds, the sacraments are not merely
'in the category of signs'. By their ordination by
christr 3r th" sacraments arso have the capacity to make
available that which they signify. That sacraments thus
l1;¡.::ri,:.''

lÌÈ:tì:"":.:irâ1¡:1

l:''.:.
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effect what they signify when they are properly performed'lthat is, when they are offered by a priest who has been
duly ordained and who has therefore received the priestly
character which grants him the right to work rin the
person of Christ', and., moreover' who himself has the
intention rto d.o what the Church intends to d'ol when he
celebrates the sacrament--does not, hourever, indicate
that they grant grace by virtue of an11 intrinsic or natural
qualities. Rather, it is Christrs o'hrn use of selected
material objects in his institution of the sacraments
which has deputed to them as supernatural function, to
act as the instruments through which the grace of his
Passion is communicated to his p"op1".32 Hence, not even
in hís d.oct.rine of the sacraments as grace-bestowing does
Thomas faIl. into the error of denyíng the primacy of
christ for men by assigning to mere material objects a
too-prominent role in the order of salvation. The sacraments'are able to offer grace to believers only because
Christ. himself has chosen to use them as a means through
which his Spirít may hrork to bestow Christi s bounty on
those vþl d.epend on him for sustenan""-33

the modern interpreters of St' Thomas,
there Seems to be Some confusion about the naiure of the
relation between the sacraments (and the power of God
here offered) and the faith by which men first come to
Now,

God.

among:

through Christ and which then' moreoverr Serves

aS

:ir';

the principal bond of their union to God. For example,
there are some scholars who find it possible ¡6 estline
the Thomistic soteriology and the role of the sacraments
as means of incorporation into the mystical bod'y without
allowing any substantial role át all to justifying taitfr'34
On the one hand., certain factors make this reticence
somewhat underst,and.able. First' one can point to d'.isputeS
in church history since Aquinas: the emphasis on the
sacraments as causing grace in man apart from any consideration of the faith of the recipient may be symptomatic
of the (quite legitimate) concern to protect the faith
from a dissolution into a morass of subjectivity, orl
account of which there would be in Christian life no place
for externals or for public and organized proclamation
of dependence on God or for anything beyond the merely
personal. Secondly, Thomasr repeated Statement that the
sacraments do effect what Èhey signifyr âs well as one
or two incautious-affirmations that-the sacraments can
produce grace in man (without adding explicit referencê
here to the'need for faith) r InaY have encouraged the
misinterpretation by these schola*s, who overemphasize
the power of the sacraments , of the main thrust of his
Sacramental 'theology. Neverthelessr oD the other hand'
Rahner is surely correct when he ascribes to St. Thomas

the view that without the 'living faith' of the individual
(that is, faith formed. by love, that faith by which one
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is joined fruitfully to Christ), a man simply does not
take to himself sacramental gtu."".35 For St. Thomas '
the sacraments do offer, infallibly, the grace which they
signify. But, as Thomas says repeatedly in his discussion
of the sacraments, this particular person only receives
.the9racethereinofferedwhenhe,forhispart',receives
the sacrament in faith.36 In other words, then, in the
theology of AquinaS, the mere fact of the sacramenLs does
not alter or remov€ the requirements for actual reception
..,^ have
r^âr,^ discerned
,:r-i eaarnaÃ
i n .r-ha
i ar discussion
¿li s,r
earlier
in
the arr'l
-1^ we
of grace which
.of initial justification.
On the contrary, the reception
even of sacramental grace is said by Aquinas to be dependent on the actual union of the believer to chrisL, and
hj-s passion , by that faith which is itself the gift of Gocl
Although there are numerous passages in the Summa.
..
which confirm this interpretation of St. Thomas, perhaps
his understand.ing of the continued. role of faith even
within the sacramental structure may 'be best illustrated
. through the examination of his thought on the difference
between the sacraments of the old and the New La*-37
For Aquj-nas, the , Sacraments I of the OId Lavr also were
signs of the work of Christ, prefiguring as yet to come
his achievemänt before God on man's behalf . But, unlike
the sacraments instituted. by Christ himself, these earlier
signs did not effectively offer the grace which they
signified. The basic reason for their inability to cause
---,
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grace deríved from the fact that they preceded in time
the existence of the source of sacramental grace, the
passion of christ: as Thomas argues, a given reality
which does not yet exist on the plane of natural realities
cannot initiate any movement which consists in the use

of exterior thing=.38 However, though the sacraments
of the OId Law did not themselves cause grace or 'conjoin'
men to the Passion, the celebrations of these rites yet
t¡rere occasions in which the men of the O1d dispensation
could realize grace in their own lives, f:ot their participation in the observance of these ceremonies was a Sigrn
of their faith, a public proclamation of it, in the christ
2Ô
who was yet to come.l' This means, the:tl' that the bestowal
of grace accompanied, as it were, the performance of the
OId. Law sacraments, for this performance signified that
justifying faith in Christ, whettier explicit or implicit,
by which even the men living in the state of the old Law
r^rere

enabled to enter into the new life

founded on

Godr s

work in christ.40

But, after christi the observance of the sacraments
has ga.ined a ne¡¡ d.imension. Although the celebration of
the sacraments of the New T,aw remains at one level the
public procramation of faith, (although now it is in the
Christ who has already come'and performed the Fatherrs
will)--in this sense, even the sacraments of the New La\^I
may be designated. 'protestations of faith'41--th" offering

2Lof these New sacramenLs also brings with it' the actual
offering of new grace: they are, as has been stated,
signs which effect what they signify (because they follow
in time the Passion and have been instituted by Christ) '
Nevertheless, Thomas arguesr that these sacraments actually
offer grace does not do away with the need' for justifying
faith on the part of any individual for the actual reception of this sacramental grace. It is not the case that
whereas faith was a necessity for those who lived' before
the time of Christ, it has become superfluous for those
to whom the actual means of God's saving plan has been
revealed. Rather, grace i's actualized by any man only
when he approaches the sacrament while joined to Christ
it is faith in the
and. his Passion by love and faith:
Passion as God's decisive act for the resoluLion of the
human predicament that, grants to man, in effect, the grace
which othenÀ7ise would remain a mere (u:raccepLed) offer in
the sacr"*"rrt.42 Hence, Thomas concrudes in this regard,
in both the old and the New states, justifying faith in
Christ constitutes an integrat part in the reception of
the grace associated (in lvhatever \üay) with tl,e sâcfâmental

"t..rt.43
This insight of Thomas' general sacramental theology
into the continued need. for justifying faith for the
appropriation of the grace offered in sacramental form
is repeated and amplified. in Thomas' specific discussion

22;
of the EucharÍst. Although the fact of the real pÏesence
forces him to advance a slightly mod.ified version of the
actual Source of grace in this sacrament as compared with
the others (as shall be seen later in the thesis), Thomas
insists on the need for the living faith of the individual
for fruitful reception of this sacrament as well. That
this is the case may be briefly demonstrated at this
r.?ra examination
a:¡aminat of a centl ral article in
point through the
his treatise on the Eucharist, III¿ 78, 3, in which Thomas
has had occasion to consider the two main roles of faith
in the EucharisL.44 rn frr, 78r 3, Thomas discusse"'th"
suitability of the form of the consecration of the $rine.
78, 2c, in his discussion of the suitabilit'y
Norar, in Iïï,
of the form of the consecration of the bread, Thomas
noted that the suitability of sacramental forms is derived
from their accuracy in signifying the effect of the celebration of the sacrament. Ïn terms of the consecration
of the bread, Thomas showed that thís meant that t'he form
has to signify adequately the ch+nge of the bread into
the body of 'christ, and d.o this with respect to three
aspects of the change--the change itself, the startingpoint of the change, and, the term of the change. on this
basis, thenr'Thomas concluded that the form, 'This is my
bodyr' suitabty signifies the sacramental effect: the
verb in the form denotes that the change has occurred' by
the power of the consecration (the change itsetf); the

:il|:r:::.1:
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demonstrative pronoun 'this' sug:gests that although the
substance of the bread no longer remains after the

conversion, its accidents do (the starting-point); and,
the noun 'body' properly describes the term of the
conversion.
Having thus established the criLeria for judging
the suitabili-ty of sacramental forms, ín III, 78, 3c'
Thomas concludes that, ât least as far as the opening
phrase of the form, 'This is the chalice of my bloodr'
is concerned, there can be no question of the suitability

of the form of the consecration of the wine. But, âs
Thomas recognizes, the problem which is especially posed'
in this form for determining its suitability is create<l
by the three phrases immediately following the opening
phrase, namely, " (1) of the new and eternal testament,
(2) the mystery of ,faith, (3) which wilt be poured out
for you and for many for the rernission of sins;" indeed,
Thomas notes, some had arguéd that these words did not
in fact constitute part of the essence of this form.
For Thomas, the validity of incl-uding these phrases in
this form is determined by their value in exp.l.icating
the rvord.s of the opening phrase, i.e., the rblood' of
Christ. In particular, he argues for their inclusion in
the form because they serve to signify more precisely the
beneficial effects of worthy reception of the sacrament:
they describe the power of christ's blood, poured out in

.
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the Passion, \nrhose effects are operative in this Sacrament. Hence, considering each of these phrases in turn,
Thomas explains how each evokes a particular effect of
the Passion which is conveyed to us in the Eucharist:
by the first phrase, f.or example, is denoted the gift
of eternal life; and, by the third', the forgiveness of
the sins which separate us from our heavenly inheritance.
Most important, however , for our purposes, is Thomasr
explanation here of the signification of the second
phrase, tthe mystery of faitht--this phrase, he says t
recalls that justification created by grace which is ours
is offered to us in the Eucharist.
78, 3 ad 6, Thomas turns to a more
Not^/, in fII'
detailed discussion of the meanings of this phrase, 'the
Invoking terminology used e1sewher"r[S
mystery ot taith.'
the sixth objection of this article had. suggested that
it was noL fit.ting to use the word rfaith' in relation
to the Eucharist--after all, this objection observed, it
is Paptism, not the Eucharist, which is sometimes described
Rather, the Eucharist is
aS the 'sacrament of faith.'
through faith
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the 'sacrament of charity.' In response, Thomas argues
that there are two main reasons for employing the rvord
tfaith, in conjunction with the Eucharist. The first
reason offered in ad 6 for describing the Eucharist as
the 'mystery of faith' has to do with the manner of
Christ's presence in the Eucharist: because Christ begins
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to be present in the sacramerrt as a result of the miraculous conversion of the subsLance of the bread' and- wine
into the body and blood of christ, since this mode of
presence cannot be reached by the natural povters of the
intellect, real presence may be held by faith alone. The
this terminology is basically
the same as that given in the corpus: we can use the
word. 'faith' here for it is by faith that the grace
offered in the Eucharist is appropriated by üsr inasmuch
as the Passion of christ justifies us through faith in
iL.46 Hence¡ âs shown by the affirmations of this artícle,
even ín his Eucharistic thought, Thomas also displays his
second reason justifying

sense of the continued need. for faith,

and the bond which

it establishes with christ, for the realization in the
individual's o\Atn life of the of fer of sacramental gracå.
with the completion of this brief review of the
role of faith in the reception of grace in Thomas, it is
nov/ possible to turn to the more detailed examination of
the roles of faith ín the treatíse on the Eucharist.
The anal¡'sís of the third. chapter wilt portralt the role
of faith in the recep+-Íon of Eucharistic grace, resuming
in a sense the d.iscussion of the present chapter in an
expressly Eucharistic setting. The purpose of this third'
chapter wi1l be the demonstration that despite the difference
which distinguishes this sacrament from the others, the

lf.?ii:lii:i::1!li!
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Eucharist yet conforms to the broad. patte::n of interaction
between faith and. grace outlined in this chapter. The
second chapter, to which we shall nov¡ proceed., has as
its principal goal the delineation of a somewhat d'ifferent
aspect of faith than that with which the present chapter
has been chiefly concerned, its role in resolving the
specific problem for knowledge occasioned by Thomas'
understanding of the real- presence of chríst in the
Eucharist. Yet, although the second chapter thus stresses
more the tcognitivet side of faith,

inasmuch as Thomas

argues that the offer of the grace of this sacrament
arises especially from the presence under the species of

the Christ who suffered. for men, this d.iscussion of real
presence and faith in the next chapter will also contribute in its turn to the proper evaluation of the discussion
of Chapter Three.

il. ;l::,j'.:::

CHAPTER

TWO

ReaI Presenêê and. Faith

At various leve1s, the Eucharist displays the
capacity for siginification demanded of the sacraments of
the Otd and the New Law. For Thomas, in the first
instanceo the use of specific material objects in the
sacraments is determined by the innate appropriateness
of these objects for manifesting the spiritual truths
associated with each of the sacraments.l Hence, although
he affirms that the very fact that Christ himself used
these same items in the institution of the Eucharist is
sufficient reason for affirming the suitability of hread
and wine aS the basic matter of this sacrament, Thomas

nevertheless adds that among the reasons which may also
be adduced to establish more compleÈely the 'reasonableness'
of this choice, we may point to the internal composition
of each of these objects: it is aPt, he says, that elements
which being one, are themselves made out of manlz (i.e.,

different grains, the wine,
from many grapes) should serve to denote that more intense
unity of the mystical body, of the members of the Church
to their Head, which is occasioned by the fruitful reception
of the Eucharist.2 Moreover, aS one might naturally expect,

the bread is

made from many

27
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Thomas

is not averse to mentioning in numerous contexts

thecolnmonfunctionoftheseobjectsinhumanlifeaS
further support for their inclusion in this sacrament. As
will be seen in the next chapter, through the gift of this
sacrament, christ endows his people with the strength which
all need to continue on their journey to God'3 Thus '
Thomas says, iL is fitting Lhat in .the ;sâcfâIIlêIIt ¡ christ
has used the food and drink commonly used' by all mankind
for the mai ntenance of natural life as the sacramental
means for the bestowal of this necessary-'spiritual nourishment.4 Indeed, âs Thomas writes in the article in which he
first relates in detailed fashion the Eucharist to its
spiritual effect,S by the giving of himserf in this
sacrament in the form of food and drink (per rn'odum cibi et
potus),Christshowsusthatallthatmaterialfood'and
drinkforbod.ilylife-:sustainit,builditup,restore
and content it (sustenat, auget, reparat' êt deloctat)
--christ does for us in terms of our spiritual existence,
throughthe'spirit'ualfood''ofthissacrament.
other 'significations' mentioned. by Thomas in his
discussion of the Eucharist, however, depend less obviously
on the natural attributes of the matter of the sacrament
or on the normal role of food and d.rink in human existence
that
and more directly upon the divine 'creative' activity:
is, the establishment of these additional facets of the
symbolic activity of this sacrament is dependent on christ's

.-: ,,'
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decision to assume the material elements of the Eucharist
into an explicitly supernatural dimension by relating them,
by vrord and action, to the various stages of the mystery
of salvation. This aspect of Eucharistic symbolism becomes
especially manifest in Thomas.' treatment of the relation of
the Eucharist to the Passion. For Aquinas, the Eucharist
d.enotes the Passion ín a variety of ways. In general terms,
the Eucharist constitutes the basic 'sacrament of the
Passion,' designated by Christ to iemind. the faithful of
his work on their behalf. Hence, Thomas writesr6 that the
institution of thiS sacrament was 'wiset may be Seen from
a consideration of the requirements of human salvation. As
biblica:L passage.s such as Romans 3225f. suggest' salvation
is only possible by faith in the Passion. Thus, Thomas
continues, since men at all times have needed something
which may stand as a sign representative of the Passion
(aliquod repraesentativum), it was good that Christ begueathed
'

to his Church this sacramental conmemoration (rememorativum)
of this central facet of Godts saving work for men.7
Thomas elsewhere has proceeded to depíct in more specific
terms the diverse ways in which the Eucharist acts to
represent and commemorate the Passion to the faithfulThus, for example, f:or Aquinas, Christ's decree that there
be two species in this sacrament and, moreover' a separate
consecration of the wine is designed to recalL to men
that in his saving death on the cross, the blood of Christ
F
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his body." The breaking of the species
of the bredd also discloses a relationship between this
sacrament and the Passion, for just as the individual
species serve aS sacramenta of Christrs bocly and b}ood
respectively, the act of breaking is itself a particular
o
sacramentum of Christrs death.- Finally, it may also be
noted that the d.esignation of the Eucharist as a 'sacrifice'
derives, in part at least (see below'in the text), from
the fact that this sacrament signifies the Passion: as
Thomas says, this name may be justifíably appropriated by
this sacrament because in a special wâY, the Eucharist is
a 'commemoration of the Passion, which was the true Sacriest commemorativum Dominicae passionis, quae
ficet (.

!üas separated from
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fuit verum sacrificium) of Christ before God' on our
behalf.l0 Hence, just as he has done in his discussion
of the other Sacraments, j-n his examination of the Eucha::ist,
Thomas makes clear that an essential feature of this
sacrament too is its ability to serve as a sign of saVing
truth
r--the recognrition of its
Nevertheless, despite
resemblance to the other sacraments in this re'1ard, a
constant feature of Thomas t discussion of the Eucharist
is his notion of the distinctiveness of this particular
sacrament of the New Law. Now, on the one hand, Thomas'
conviction of the uniqueness of the Eucharist finds
a ---
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for example, Thomas notes that the Eucharist achieves
completion in a manner different from that of the other
sacraments of the New Law: v/hereas the others are perfecte.d. in the application of the matter to the recipient
(in usu materiae), the Eucharist is brought to completion
in the consecration of the matter by the priest (in
consecratione materia.);I1 the validíty of this sacrament,
in other word.s, is in no way dependent on its actual

12 Moreover,
in T-homas'
Thomasr
Mo="over, i.D
reception by the faithful.*analysis, the Eucharist also diffe¡cs from the other
sacraments by virtue of the fact that it alone among the
sacraments is both a Sacrament and a sacrifj-ce.l3 But,
on the other hand, it is possible to reduce these statements
made by St. Thomas about the uniqueness of the Eucharist
to one basic feature of this sacramenÈ. In the other
sacranents of the New Law, it is the power of Christ which
is alone conveyed to the recipient. But, in the Eucharist,
it is not only Christ's povler, but, indeed, Christ himself
who is given to his faithful.

Hence, Thomas states

in a passage in which he has had. occasion to
observe uhe cause of the distinctiveness of the Eucharist,
the source of the uniqueness of this sacrament is the
14
very presence of Christ himself in sacr¡amentar fot*-

explicitly

Thus, to return to the various statements whj-ch Thomas
has made concerning this sacramentrs distinctiveness, it
is because the sacramenL realizes the presence of Christ

l;1:i.ÌYii9

in an intensive form to the Church that the Eucharist
alone is perfected in consecratione materiâe. There aret
Thomas says at one poirrtr15 two ways in which something
can be sacred. One is in a retative senser âS is the
case for the other sacraments: they are not sacred in
themselves but only insofar as through them, sanctifying
po-!,¡er can be applied. to men. Hence, Since this value of
r in the order of salvation d'erives from their
! sacredness
relation to men, it is only at that time when they are
actually applied to men for sanctifying purposes that
they are in fact brought to realizatiôn. The matter is
'

different for the.Eucharist. Though Thomas would
never cond.one the dismissal of the reception of this
sacrament by the faithful as a practice of becondary
importance--that is, for Aquinas, the Eucharist is not
merely, e.g., to be adored from afar, but is meant to be
received. by the members of the Chur"hl6--there nevertheless
is a legitimate sense in which for him the valid celebration
of this sacrament ís independent of its further use by the
Un]ike the other sacraments, the Eucharist is
faithful.lT
somewhat

sacred gÞr_olute¿X, that is, in ítself and without reference
to men, for by the power of the consecratory formulae,

that which i.s sacred in itsetf, Christ himself, has been
brought into relation to the sacramental species--in other
word.s, it is the convi-ction that the consecration has as
its primary aim Christrs real presence, and not the conveyance
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of grace through sensible means, that leads Thomas to
state that usus fidelium is only consequent to the perfection of this sacrament in the consecration. Similarly'
with regard to the second rtray in which Thomas has sought
to define the distinctive character of this sacrament'
Thomas' belief in the real presence of Christ in the
his conviction about the
sacrificial quality of the Eucharist: as he argues' quite
apart from its commemorative function btrr which it represents the Passion, it is especially because the
Eucharist contains Christus passus, the Christ who suffered
in his sacrifice on the cross for men, that this sacrament
of the Church
is apt to serve as the basic'sacrífice'

Euchari-st has also fortified

in its worship of cod.18
In the light of thís conclusion that real presence
constitutes the distincLive feature of this sacrament,
it is not surprisÍng that the attempt to explain in consistent fashion the presence of Christ in the Eucharist
summa
dominates the treatise on the Eucharist in the --:'
10
Theologiae (III , 73-83) . t' Tn the formulation of his
teachipg on real presence, Thomas was guid.ed, by insights
d.erived from the study of both Scriptural and tradit'iona1
sources in western church history. In the first place,
his account of the Eucharist was naturally informed by
the explicitly Eucharistic passag'es in the New Testament-the accounts of the Last Supper in t'he Synoptics, the

l :+;/!ì:-1
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Pautine discussion of this sacrament in f Corinthians
(chapters 10 and 11) , âs \^ie11 as the corresponding
passage in the Gospel of John (the end of chapter 6 on
the ,bread of Iife,) which was especially valuable for
the determination of the effects of worthy reception.

This d.ependence on Scripture is manifested , for example,
in the very belief of Aquinas in the real presence; that
is, for Thomas (as for much of the Cafholic tradition)
the words of institution, 'This is my body, I taken someimposed the necessity of belief in a
what literally,
specific presence of chrj-st in the sacrament.20 other
facets of the Eucharistic belief of St. Thomas disclose
a similar reliance on the biblica} testimony. Hence, in
the development of his teaching on the symboli-sm of the
Eucharist, Thomas sought to justify his interpretation by
relating the various expressions of this symbolism to the
appropriate biblical passages. For example, that the
Eucharist constituted a conÌmemorative sign of the Passion
r^ras confirmed by reference to the text in I Corinthians
(11:26) in which Paul affirms that as often as Christians
eat this bread and dr.i.nk from this cuP, they proclaim the
death of the l,ord"21 ï Corj-nthians also provided Thomas
with support for his depiction of the Eucharist as the
sacrament of church unity, for in 10:17, for example'
paul writes that being many, christians are yet one' as
many

partake of the one loaf of the S.rpp"t.22

r
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yet, interpreters of the Eucharist in the Latin
Church had succeeded in incorporating other biblical
passages, less explicitty 'eucharisticr in tone, into the
general framework within which the problem of real presence
had to be discussed. An important text of this type vtas
that from Matthew (26:11) in which the Lord announces that
his presence will be withdrawn at some point from his
people until the end of ti ".23 For exPonents of real
presence, the implications of such a Lext (read in the
m

light of the resurrection and ascension) were enormousFirst., that the presence of christ was removed' from the
human dimension until the consullmation of all things meant
that no account of Eucharistic presence which sought to
'bring Christ down from heaven' could be considered adequate: the meaning of the text was that as far as the
natural presence of Christ was concerned, since Christ
after the resurrection had retained the characteristics
of his historical bod.y (most importantty, the ability
to exist in only one place at a time) and the place of
Christ's body was norÀr in heaven, the Church wou1d. be
separated from the Lord. in this sense until the reunion
with him in the heavenly homeland. llence, in terms of
the Eucharist, Matthew 26 (and other like passages)
demanded a description of the specific presence of Christ
in the sacrament, as promised. by christ in the pertinent
New Testament

texts, without violating the truth of t'his
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'confinementr of Christ to the sphere of God in heaven.
Secondly, consequent upon this notion of the cessation of
the natural presence of Christ, the belief that Christ
had withdrawn from the human dimension increased the
burden on the theologians charged. with the responsibility

of devetoping an adequate conception of the Eucharistic
presence, for although Thomas and. others lvere clearly
cognizant of a continued 'presence' of christ through
his beneficial effects (received by faith both sacramentally and non-sacramentally), the belief that Christ
had otherwise withdrawn from the intimate contact with
.

the fai\thfu1 implicit in 'natural' presence underscored
the necessity of stating thê truth of real presence in
a \^7ay that would. actually d.o justice to the realistic
nature of this unique presence of Christ in the worLd.24
For St. Thomas, earlier attempts in the Catholic
traditj-on to resolve adequately ttre problems associated
with real presence vlere valuable in another way for his
o\À7n effort to formulate an authentic interpretation of
this cenLral facet of eucharistic belie f..25 Most importantly, these earJ ier approaches provided him with sufficient evidence of the perils to which the theologian of
real presencê was liable in his o\iün account of this mystery
of the faith. On the one hand, through the study of
tradition, Thomas became acquainted with the difficulties
entailed. by a too-physical conception of the presence of
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Christ in this sacrament. Undoubtedly the most notorious
example of a rather crude notion of Eucharistic presence
is found in the oath administered to Berengar by the
Church in 1059. In this confession designed to establish
his faithfulness to the Cathotic belief in the Eucharíst,
Berengar was required to affirm, among other things,
that in this sacrament, the priest handles the body of
christ not only sacramentally, but in actual fact, and.,
moreover, that it is the body of Christ itself which is
torn by the teeth of the faithful.26 Arthough they ,nlere
.ab]e to avoid the crudity of expression of this oathr OrI
account the limitations of the conceptual tools with which
they approached the question of real presence, others
similarly advanced a rather physical àorrc"ption of Christ's
Eucharistic presence. The equation of the Catholic belief
in real presence with the affirmation of (a more or less)
local presence in the sacrament, in turn' necessitated'
the consideration in eucharistic theology of a number of
related dífficulties created by this 'solution'. Thus,
quite apart from the question of the legitimacy of
ascribing to Christ two places in which he was present
at the same time--in heaven and in the sacrament--while
nevertheless, believing that he had retained a human body,
theologians trying to establish real presence in this way
had to explain how, for example, it was possible for a
body of Christ's magnitude to exist wholly within the
i:!ri:.: ::.:
,.;i::1i:;f.r:l
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confines of a host of consid.erably smaller size ," ot,
again, given that the consecrated host is broken in the

celebration of the sacrament, how it, may be that the
whole Christ, ât first present in the integral hostr maY
also then be wholly present in a localized fashion under
each of the fragment=.28 But, on the other hand, Thomas
was similarly aware that the more symbolic interpretation
of the Eucharist, which had also been advanced at d.ifferent
times ín church history on the basj-s of the authority of
Augustine, was simply unable to capLure the ontorogical
profundity of this Eucharistic presence. Thus, alt'hough
the efforts of, for exampte, Berengar himseLÍi29 and perhaps
of Ratr.*rr,-r=30 to solve the probtem by developing the
concept of a presence through sj.gns were superficiallyr
attractive (inasmuch as they could avoid the unenlightening
considerations entailed by the affirmation of a local
presence), Thomas in the Summa was unable to adopt this
solution. Rather, on the basis of Christls words pre-
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served and proclaimed. by the inspired teaching of the

,.,,,,t

Church, Thomas had to affirm the presence of christ ín
the sacrament, not only on the merely slrmbolic level
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(in signo), but ind.eed in very truth (se.cundum veritatem)'and, accordingLy, he sought to d.evelop his o!ùn teaching
in complete conformity vrith the reality of this presence.
Despite the fact that Thomas' conviction of the
inadequacy of a symbolic interpretation thus ted him to
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share with the advocates of a physical presence of Christ

the concern to maintain the reality of the Eucharistic
presence, nevertheless¡ âs has been noted' Thomas disassociated. himself completely from this view which bound
Christ locally to the sacrament. Indeed' in the explanation
of his o\¡¡n view of real presence in the summa, Thomas
consciously contrasts his position with that of the theoin the Eucharist'
,.iogians of a physical presence of Christ
This is seen , f:or example, in his consid,eration of:. the
ways Ln wnich christ may possibly begin to be in the
' .Eucharist,. For Aquinas, giiven that Christ really is:ín
the sacramenÈ, and, moreover, that this presence is
:

L^

-:L1--

!i

^-

!l^^,

in which christ may begin to exist und.er the species, bY
being brought under them by locaI motion, and, by sor,ething already present being changed into christ" But,
he notes, êt least three serious object'ions can be raised
aoainst the first, alternative. First, to say that Christ
begins to be in the sacrament through local motion would
undermine the Catholic belief in the continuing presence
of Christ in heaven until the end of t'ime , fot as a result
of local motion, christ. would cease to be in heaven,
--J

'

inasmuch as anything which is localty moved leaves where
it \^/as. Secondlyr PâSSage from one place to another

requires movement through intermediate places, andr wê
might here interject, this is not consonant with the words
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of institution which nowhere suggest that as a result
of the consecration, christ first begins to be here, then
there, and. finally in the host. Rather, the consecration
entails, immediately upon the utterance of the final word
of the consecratory formula, ChristtS nenr presence only
in the expressed. term of the consecration, the sacrament
of the altar. Finally, this view that christ's presence
is the result of movement is also unsatisfactory for ít
ie impossible to account in Lhese terms for Christ's
multiple presence in the various places in the world
where the Eucharist is being celebrated. aL the same time.
That is, there can be only one terminus of any movement
to place; but, this sacrament is celebrated in numerous
locales simultaneouslyt j-f, then, Christ's presence is
consequent upon mo'tion, it would be impossible for him
to be present at any one time in more than one of these
Ioca1es, a conclusion which is obviously unacceptable Lo
the belief of the Church in Christ's unfailing presence
in the Eucharist in whatever place the sacrament is properly
celebrated.32 For Aquinas, therefo3e, the untenability
of this first position necessitates the affirmation of

the second. Hence, Thomas concludes, Christ can begin to
be in the Sacrament only by means of the conversion of
something which is already present--namelyr âs the word.s
of consecration imp}1z, the substances of the bread and
wine--into the body and blood of the heavenly Christ.
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As suggested by the conclusion of this brief

introductory staÈement of the Thomistic analysis of the
manner in which real presence is initiated., Thomas has
incorporated into his teaching on the Eucharist certain
concepts found elsewhere in his thought. Specifically,
the explanation which he offers displays his understanding
of the sacrament in terms of a number of concepts fi.rst
found in the ArisËoÈelian philosophy of nature. In the
first p1ace, Thomas describes the introd.uct.ion of Christ
substance
into the sacrament in terms of a change of the --------:-lof one thing, for example, of ùhe bread., into that of
another, in this case, of the body of Christ in heaven.
For Arlstotle, all things in the material world can be
classified. into one of the ten categori.=.33 rnto the
first category, substance, is placed all those things
which do not have their existence in another: rsubstance'
is the name gíven to that to the definition of which
pertains ind.ependent existence or existence not in a
snbject, as is the case , fo1 example, of a man or a tre".34
ïn the case of these substantial ent.ities in the material
wor1d, they d.o not exist as a mod,ification of other things;
rather, inasmuch as they are self-subsistent objects r
they serve as the subject of such modification and activity.
Related to this notion of substance as the subject of
modification is the notion of 'accid.ent,' with which the
other nine Aristotelian categories in the classification
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of nature are concerned. (e.g., quantity, quality, place ,
relation, action and. passion, time). Whereas existence
in itself is said to belong to substance, to the definition of accident pertains the idea that these other
'things' in the material world do not have independent
35
is, accidents are only 'insofar as they
existence----that
have being in another, in substance as their subject.
Inasmuch, thenr âs it is accident which denotes the
modification of substance noted above, in normal Thomistic
thought (following Aristotle), there is a certain
inseparability of substance and accident: not only do
accidents attain being only by inhering in their substance,
but, in turn, the nature of substantial entities comes to
expression only through these accidental modifications-36
It is in view of this latter aspect of the relation of
accidents and substance that Thomas concludes in the
treatise on the Eucharist that the intellectual knowledge
of substance presupposes a prior acquaíntance with the
accidents of a thing via the
""rr=.=.37
In add.ition to his use of the concepts of rsubstancel
and. 'accident', Thomas likewise utilizes in his exposition

of real presence the complementary notions of 'form' and
'matter', which are invoked in the philosophical analysis
of natural change. 'Form' specifies the iletermination of
a thing in a certain way, the actualization of the thing's
potentiality to be such and such.38 In terms of s,¡bstance
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accident, two kinds of 'form' may be distinguished..
First, there is the Isubstantial form,' Èhe form which
makes this to be one kind of substance and not another.
Secondly, there is the raccidental form,' which serves
as a further modification of the substance thus determined
by the substantial for*.39 For example, it is the substantial form which makes an object, to be a tree by
tgranting' it the essence of rtreeness, which it shares
with other object.s of the same kind. But, it is the
accidental forms which further cause this substance ttree,
to be a tree of this size and. in this p1a"".40 On the
other hand, what is determined by both kind.s of form is
called by Thomas rmatterr: rmatter' is the term which
designates the potency to be which is actualized by the
form. In relation to substantial form, this matter is
called tfirst' or 'prime' matterr4l and it is this matter
which serves to distinguish, through ind.ividuation, a thing
from other things of the same type: that is, by virtue
of a common kind of form, things of the same type share
a similar essencei yet, these things are rmarked. offl
.42
from each other by their reception in diverse mat.ter.
ïn terms of accidentar form, the entire substance, composed.
of both substantial form and prime matter, constitutes
the matteï or potency for change actualized by new accidental d.etenninations.
Although Thomas finds it convenient to express his
and.
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Christ
of \.lrr
of the distinctive presence= \,'r
Eucharist in terms of the concepts of substance and accident, and, of form and matter, his use of these notions
has not caused him to reduce the eucharistic conversion
reqùired by christ's promise to the apostles of his
Vl-Sl-On

presence in the sacrament to an event on Lhe merely

natural ]eve]. Rather, in various \^/ays, Thomas in his
treatise on the Eucharist. has clearly articulated his
onception of the uniqueness of this change as a wholly
supernatural event which differs significantJ-y from the
changes found in the natural totld.43 Thus , for example,
a prominent feature of Aquinas' presentation of the real
presence of christ in this sacrament'is hj-s emphasis on
tt" utter radicality of the eucharistic change. In nature,
ctrange may be

I

In

and a new one is educed in its place: for example, a
substance which was formerly whit,e undergoes an accidental

it becomes b}ack. What is normally cal-Ied
rsubstantial' change in nature, however, denotes a more
profor.rnd change in the being of a tlring. An example of
such a change is when a tree i-s burned and is reduced to
ashes: here', the substantial form of the tree has with44
The
drawn, replaced. in turn by that of the ashes.
Eucharistic change posited by St. Thomas in the Summa,
on the other hand, is neither accidental nor substantial
change when

I

either accidental or substantial.
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in the sense just described. Rather, the change of the
bread into the body of Christ, and., of the wine into the
blood of Christ, is understood to be an even more radical
change involving the conversion of the entire substance
substance
of both the bread and the wine into the entire
'of both the body and. blood of Christ: tota subsFantia
panis convertitur in totam substantiam corporis Christi,
i. i

et tota substantía vini in totam substantiam sangu_inis
Christi.45 This change of whole substance inLo whole
substance, of the form and. matter of one thing into those
rbstantiation' i,n
a few places in which he wishes to establish his conformity
to the teaching of the churchr4T thus involves a total
transformation in the origina-l being of the bread and wine:
as Thomas affirms, in this conversion, what was first
(
the
e is
i s changed
chancred completely
by virtue of the
bread and wine
consecration by which Christ's will in regard to the
elements is expressed, having become the body and blood
of Christ in sacramental form.
The conviction that transubstantiation signifies
the complete cha-nge of one substarice into another, in
turn, allows Aquinas to specify a second. way in which this
change differs from the changes found ín the natural world.
ïn both substantial and accidental change, there is a
subject which undergoes these changes and. which, therefore,
is common to both terms of the changte: in these changes,
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it is the subject which is first in potency and then in
.48 rn accidental change, for example, substance acts
act.
as the subject of the change: it is the same thing which
increases in size or is first one colour, and then
another; and., in substantial change, matter constitutes
the subject of this more complete change. But., in the
Eucharistic conversionr âs suggested by the affirmation
that entire substance, form and matter, is changed into
entire substance, there is no subject common to both
terms of the change ,49 fo, neither the form nor the matter
of Èhe starÈing-point of this change remains at the end
of the conversion. Hence, in this regard, Thomas sees
in the Eucharistic conversion a paral.lel to creatiorrso
(where in a manner of speaking there was a similar disjunction between the respective terms of the 'changer),
a parallel which incid.entally Thomas finds valuable for
the development of the related description of the Eucharist
as possible only because of the power of God. to effect the
conversion.

Yet, for our present purposes, there is one additional feature of the Eucharistie change which establishes
the absoluLe uniqueness of this conversion and which,
moreover, suggests a significant departure by St. Thomas
from his more typical teaching on the relation of substance
and accidents.5l As was indicated earlier, in the philosophy of Aquinas, substance and acçidents are normally
':

thought to exist in a certain mutual d.ependence. In the
first place, for St. Thomas, accidents by definition do
not attain being except insofar as they exist in a
subject--to the d.efinition of accidenti as \Á¡as notedt

pertains the idea that it d.oes not possess i-nd.ependent
existence. Converse1Y, substance too manifests a type
of dependence on accid.ents for, in the corporeal world'
substance only exists as modified and expressed. by its
accidents. ïn his discussion of the Eucharist, however,
neither feature of this analysis of substance and accident
seems ful1y to apply. With regard to the dependence of
accident on substance for its being, for example, it is
a requirement of Thotnas' eucharistic thought that the
substances of the bread and wine no longer remain after
the consecrat.ion: the only way in which the bod.y and
blood of the heavenly Christ may begin to be in the sacrament is if something already present in the terminus a quQ,
that is, the substance of the bread and wine, is changed
into Christts body and blood. Usually, the removal of
substance would occasion the destruction of the accidents
dependent on that substance for existence: hence' for
example, when a tree is reduced to ashes by burnitg, its
accidents are not tpassed on' to the new substance but
rather cease to exist altogeth"t.52 But, as the evidence
of the senses discloses, this has not happened as a result
of the conversion in the Eucharist of the substances of
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wine into those of the body and. blood of
Christ; on the contrary, the senses perceive'no change
ín the appearance of the bread and wine at a1I, d.espite
the- rdeparturer of the substances upon which these acci-

the bread

and.

dents are dependent for being.53 ïndeed, with regard to
the second aspect of Thoma.s' more typical d.elíneation of
the relation between substance and accidentr I^/ê can perceive no change in the original elements even in terms of
tJre capacity of these elements to effect change in

surrounding bodies--not only do the remaining acci-dents
of the bread. and wine continue to be perceivable by sense'
which capacity to modify the senses is more or less proper
to accidents; they now are able also to perform the function

(e.g., nourish) which is proper to the (departed) substantial forms of the bread arrd *irre.54 For Aquinas, that
the accidents of the bread. and wine continue in existence
despite the change of their substance=r55 and, that they
are able to do all that bread and wine cou1d. do when their
substances \â/ere present, derive from the decision of God
to allow these accidents to remain after t'he consecration
and to :grant them this power to 'act as suhstance' :
though He could have decreed that even these accid.ents
\,rere changed. into those of Christ's body and blood so that
Christ would be received under his own appearances, in
accordance with His providence God so works that after the
consecration, these accidents retain the completely
ir
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functional being proper to the integral bread and wine--That Thomas has grounded. this teaching on subsistent accid.ent firmly on the belief in the power of God
to effect what is otherwíse impossible can be seen more
clearly in Thomas' r:ebuttal of an 'objection' to this
teaching which he addresses in at least two different
places in the Lreatise on the Eucharist. According to
this objection, what i s posterior depends on what is prior;

thus , if what is prior is removed, so too is what is
posterior. Nor,,l, accidents are consequent upon substancei

the removal of substance must therefore also involve the
removal of the dependent accidents.'' In reply, Thomas
formulates his teaching in terms of his notion of God as
first cause. It is true, he allo¡¡s, that what is posterior
is dependent on.what is prior. But, the error of the
objection is that it conceives the meaning of 'what is
prior' too narrowly, in the sense of denoting only what
is immediately prior. But, what is posterior is dependent
not only on what is immediately prior, but also on what
is ultimately prior to the existence of all, that is, on
É.

.7

God, the cause of all things. . Indeed., Thomas argues,

every effect d.epends more on the first cause (God) than
on secondary cau.ses (in this instance, the substances of
the bread and wine). Hence it is, for St. Thomas, that
by the poÌder of God (virtute Dei) , who is the first cause

of all things, it can

come about

that that which naturally
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follows on something else can still remain when the
latter is taken u.tty.58
However, despite Thomas' frequent meirtion in the
treatise on the Eucharist that real presence and other
features of this sacrament conseguent upon transubstantiaLion
are d.ependent on d.ivine activity,59 only in a comparatively
few passages has Aquinas actually sought to provide us
with more detailed information about why the Eucharist
must be primarily God's work. In an extremely important
passage of this type160 Thomas introduces the necessity
of God for achieving this conversion in the context of
his analysis of the radicality of the Eucharistic change.
For Aquinas, only formal change (i.e., of. accidental or
substantial form) is possible in the natural. realm on
account of the limitations of the (immediate) agents of
naLural change. As Thomas says, every agent is effective
inasmuch as it is in act (omne agens agit inquantuTn est.
actu) and all created. agents are limited in their act by
being found in genus and species. Now, it is precisely
by being determined by the forms which 'grant' them their
actuality (and therefore the specific capacities to realize
certain functions) that created agents are limited in
:

theiract.Thus(insofarastheeffectivenessofevery
agent follows on its actuality) ' this is why all change
in the naturaL world is merely formal: since these agents
are actualized by their forms, the rangte of their own

i'.
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restricted
causative activity, for Thomas, must be raql-ri
a (similar) simple changing of form. But (Thomas
continues while referring to his teaching earlier in
the Summa), God. transcends the limitations of genus and
species, for He is Himself tinfínite actr - Thus, God can
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cause more than the merely formal change found in nature:

by virtue of the undetermined and compleÈely actual quality
of His being, His vtork can extend' to the complete being
of a thing, and thus He (and He alone) can effect the
truly substantial change demanded. in the sacramental
conversion whereby not only the form, but even the mat'ter

of the bread and wine can be mad.e into the form and' matter
61
of the bod.y and blood of Christ . "on the basis of this account of the conversion
ofsubstancesachieved.t'hroughthepowerofGod.,Thomas
is enabled to offer in his discussion of the Eucharist
a portrayal of real presence which emphasizes the non-

spatial and incorporeal quatity of Christ's existence under
Èhe species. . Now, a thorough examination of Thomast
description of real presence in the light of his affirmation
of substantiat conversion is, of course, beyond. the scope
of the present study. But' some indication of the merit
of this account can here be given by exanlining in particular
Thomas' SucceSS in resolving or avoiding altogether the

d.ifficulties involved. in the earlier interpretations of
the sacramenL. First, the understanding of christrs
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presence in this sacrament as a presence per

modu$

substantiae62 allows Aquínas to advance a realistic notion
of Eucharistic presence without being forced. to affirm

a merely localized presence of Christ- For Aquinas'
presence in place cannot d.irectly be attributed to any
sr.:bstance considered in itself . Rather, in terms of the
substantial entities found in the natural world, what

is found in place is only one of the accid.ents of substance, the d.imensivê quantity, whose proper mode of existence consists in being commensuraLe with the dimensions
of the place containing it.63 But, since the accid'ent
which is in place in fact belongs to a substance, there
is thus a secondary or ind.irect sense. in which substance
may legitimately be said. to be located i-n place: for
example, since its dimensione occupy a p1ace, because the
dimensive quantity inheres in the substance of the bread,
through the medium of this accident this substance of

the bread can be said, albeit only indirectly, to be in
place. But, Thomasr understanding of the Eucharistic
conversion as precisely a conversion of substance preclud.es e\¡en this secondary ascrip':ion of local- presence
on earth to the substances of the body and blood of Christ,
for the accidents of the bread and .wine which remain in
existence after the conversion of their substances and
which are in place by virtue of their own dependence on
the dimensive quantity do not come to belong to the new
¡i:l
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substances present in the sacrament as a concomitant

resul-t of substantial conversion. fn other words, Since
these accidents do not now inhere in the substances of
christ's body anfl blood, there is thus no possibility of
these substances being 'contained' in the place of the

subsistent accidents. Instead., even in this secondary
sense, there is only one locale in which the substances
of Christ's body and blood can be said to be at all, in
heaven , for it is there that the accidents of the bod'y
and blood, in their proper mode, are confined until the
eschaton.64 ïn turnr the non-Iocal character of the
presence of Christ in this sacrament (as distinct from
that presence which he enjoys in heaven) also means that
Thomas' conception of the purely substantial presence of
Christ in the Eucharist is compatible with the Catholic
affirmation of the unceasing existence of the resurrected
Lord in his natural being in heaven: since Christ's
dimensions in their proper mode are not brought into
coniact with the sacramental speclgs--and hence are not
forced to 'evacuate' their heavenly abode--the substantial
presence of Christ's bod.y and. blood occasioned by the
celebration of the sacrament d.oes not affect in any way
Christ's continued local presence in heaven through the
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of his bodily dimensions.
This denial of a localized. presence of Christ in
the sacrament consequently also made possible Thomas'
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avoidance of the specific problems entailed by the notion

of physical presence. For Aquinas, in the light of his
affirmation of presence per modum substantjrae, litt1e
real presence is impossible for it would. require a body
of the magnitud.e possessed by Christ to be contained. in
the sacrament without exceeding the limits of the much smaller host. Referring to this analysis, Thomas poi-nts
out tl:at in actual facL, the notion of magnitude does
Instead, magnitude
not pertain to substance in itself.
has to do rvith the accidents of a thing and in particular
with that accident responsible for the extension of bod.y
and its relation to place. With regard. to substance,
however, the actual size of an entity d.oes not affect at
all the 'presence' of substance in that thing. As Thomas
says in an attempt to explain this poínt, a smal1 object
realizes and reflects as fully as a larger one its own
substance: thus, for example, the total nature of 'airt
is as truly found in a large as in a small amount of air,
and, human nature is equally present in the large and in
the small man. Thus, since the entire nature of substance
ís as truly contained by small as by large d.imensions
(propria
totalitas substantiae continetur indifferenter
in parva vel magna quantitate), given that Christ's bodily
substance has actually succeeded that of the bread, it
matters not that the dimensions of the host are lesser
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in size than Christ's ou,ït: exactly as the entire substance
of the bread was earlier present, Christ's entire substance
can similarly be completely related to this smaller entity
by the povrer of the consecration.6s Likewise, the id.ea
of the non-spatial and non-extended. quality of, substance
in itself also permits Thomas to resolve in satisfactory
fashion the related problem posed by the breaking of the
host. Assuming a local presence, the problem formerly
created by the breaking sTas whether the complete Christ
thus can come to exist in each of the new fragments ott
given his original co-extensiveness with the unbroken
host, it is j-n fact only a part of Christ's bod.y which
is nor,v found under each f ragment.. For Thomas, the breaking
of the sacramental spec'ies does not alter Christ I s complete
substantial presence under each of the fragments. In
this regard, Thomas again emptoys the idea that substance
is wholly present in a thing regardless of its size.
Substance is not co-extensive with its dimensions in the
sense that one rpartt of substance is found. in this part
of Lhe body, and another elsewhere. Rather, the whole
substance is completely present under each part of the
thing. This means, then, that for St. Thomas, just as
the complete body of Christ is present in substantial form
in the integral hostr so too it is fully present substantially under each of the fragment=.66
Final1y, Thomas' resolution of the traditional
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problems of Eucharistic theology in terms of the conversion

of substance also provided the basis for the d.efinitive
establishment of the exact character of the terminus ad
quem of this change. Occasioned in part by the perceived
impropriety of allowing the possibility of inanimate
objects such as breacl and. wine to be transformed into
Christ's soul or his divinity, a certain degree of confusion had been insinuated. into the preceeding tradition
regarding the term of the Eucharistic conversion--it was
not clear, for examplê, whether the divinity of Christ,
as well as his humanity, could be present in this sacrament" Moreover, the wo::ds of institution could not clarify
the situation, for Christ at the Last Supper had not
specified the status of his divinity in terms of the
sacrament after the consecration. On the basis of his
doctrine of substantial conversion and especially the
related notion of concomitance, however, Thomas was able
to affirm the presence of the whole Christ, body, soul
and diviniÈy, ir the Eucharist. The basic premise of the
notion of concomitance is that in the case of things which
are joined in reality, wherever one is, there too must be
. aliqua d.uo sunt realiter conjuncta,
the other (si
u.bicumque est unum realiter, oportet et aliud esse).67
Hence, although the accounts of institution were silent
about the divinity and soul of Christ, since these are
joined to Christ's body in reality, when the substance of
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Christ's body begins to exist in the sacrament, so too
must the other substances which contribute to the constitution of his being. But, Thomas adds, the various
tparts' of Christ must be conceived as present in the
Sacrament in d.ifferent ways. We may understand. as present

in the Eucharist in a direct way only what is explicitl-y
mentioned in the sacramental formi for this reason, Thomas
states, the body and blood of Christ are. present as the
direct terms of the respective consecratory formulae of
the Eucharist ex vi sacramenti. On the other hand, the
other parts of Christ are not present as the direct term
of either conversion but only insofar as they are naturally
related to this direct term; hence, for Thomas, the
divinity and soul of Christ come to be related. to the
sacramental species not ex vi sacramenti, but by concomit

tancer êx reali concomitantia.6S Thus, although the
different aspects of Christ's being are in this account
corcêived to be present in diverse \^lays , bY this teaching
Thomas definitively established the presence of the whole
Christ, in the sacrament of the altar.
Although the idea of concomitance did not originate
with Aquinas, St. Thomas seems to have been the first to
have extended this notion to include the accid.ents proper

to the body and blood of christ.69 The legitimacy of
this extension derives from the fact that Christ's bod.ily
substance as it naturally exists in heaven does not exist
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apart from its own accidental determinations- Thus,
consistent with the understanding articulated ín relation
to the divinity of Christ, Thomas affirms that the accidents¡ âs well as the substance, of Christ's body and.
hlood, are present in the Eucha.rist after the consecratio.r.70 Nevertheless, in view of his consistent denial
of localized. presence, Thomas yet rejects the conclusion
that the presence of Christ's accidents necessitates his
physical presence in the sacrament. Such, indeed., would'
be the case, Thomas concedes, if the accidents were
present as the direct term of the conversion: in this
instance, thêy would be present in the mode proper to
them, and hence, in particular, the dimensive quantity
would be present in the rvay proper to it, that is, in
place. But, the accidents of Chrístrs body and blood are
not present as the direct term of the conversion, but
only by virtue of their relation to their own substances.
Inasmuch, then, as iL is the substances of the body and
blood which are present ex vi sacramenti, while their
accidents are here only ex vi realis concomitantiae,
Thomas concludes that the affi rmation of ttre presence of
these accid.ents does not entail the 'l0calization' of
Christ in the Eucharist. Rather, since they are present

only on account of their relation to suhstance, they are
not present in the way proper to them (which would involve
a presence in place). On the contrary, this presence 'by
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concomitance' means that they are here present in a
distinctive way, to be specific, in the way Èhat is proper

Thus, Thomas safeguards his basic
to substance itself.
insights into substantial presence' and' the actual
presence of these accidents ín the Eucharist, by the
affirmation that the accidents of Christ's body are
Tl
themselves present per modum substantiae.

In the context of his teaching on substantial
conversion and presence, Thomas has mentioned in a number
of places his conviction of the importance of faith for
the personal apprehension of the presence of Christ's
body and blood in the Eucharist: affirmation of the
truth of real presence' argues St. Thomas' can be made
only by the individ.ual who accepts by faith God's revelation of Christls Eucharistic pt"""rr"".72 Thomas'
insistence on the necessity of. faith for the knowledge
of real presence becomes comprehensible in the light of
his understanding of the manner in which man normally
12
attains knowled.ge of reality.T3 For Aquinas, the startingpoint of all human knuwledge of reality is the perception
of corporeal things through the senses. Now¡ âs Aristotle
had done before him, Thomas acknowledged two distinct

'sets' of senses by which man becomes acquainted' with the
things of the sensible wor]d. In the first place, there
are the five external SenSeS which themselves possess a
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twofold object: the 'proper sensiblesr' which designate
the sense-object proper to each external sense, e.g.,
colour for sight, sound for hearitg, odours for smell;
and, the so-calIed 'comrnon sensiblesr' which are sense
objects perceived not by any one of the external senses,
but by two or more of them; e.g. , size, shape, motion
,- Secondly, Thomas postulates four internal
and rest. 74
senses, whose principål purpose is to synthesize and store
the data obtained by the external senses. Thus , 1.:or example,
the 'common' or 'generalt sense has the task of collating
the information provided by the outer senses, whereas the
'imaginationr acts to conserve the sensible forms received
by the senses. (In addition, the two other internal senses
provide man rvith the abil-ity to fo:imulate and retain
certain judgments about the value of sensible objects for
himself. Hence, by the vis cogitativa, man has the power
to apprehend that something is useful to him; and., by
the vis memorativa, he furthermore is able to keep these
apprehensions for further referenc..) 75 The sense-perception
of particular things thus gained through the externaland internal senses, in turn, is extremely important for
the intellectual knowled.ge of man for it serves as the
basis of man's further penetration into the essence of
things and of his knowledge of truth in general: that
is,accordingtoAquinas'eVenfortheknow1ed.geof
intelligible truth, the mind. manifests an unceasing
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the information proffered to it by the
i" For Aquinas, however, the sensible images
senses. 76
estabtished and maintained through the activity of the
imaginatj-on cannot be directty received by the mind. which
deals only with the universal; since these images are of
particular things, they must be further refined for the
mind to be abte to apprehend their intetligible truth.
Accordingly, Thomas posits an active porr¡er in the mind,
the I active intellect, I whose task it is to abstract and
illuminate the universal element in these sensible ímages.
But, once the active intellect has succeeded. in isolatÍng
this universal aspect from its reference to the particular
dependence on
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and corporeal, the universal concept thus abstracted can

then be assimilated. by the other principle of the mínd.,
the tpassive intellectr' whose function is to be receptive
(to be in potency) to the intelligible forms established.

by the work of the active intellec t.77
ïn the light of the dependence of the mind. on the
information gathered by the senses, there are at least two
reasons for Thomasr conclusion in the treatise on the
Eucharist that the presence of Christ in the sacrament
transcends man's capacity for knowledge even though
'substance I normally fall-s within the purview of the
. intellect.78 For the intellectual apprehension of the
true substances of the sacramental species, the mind would
have to be provided with ad.equate sense information on
-t:: l:::i.,
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which to work. Butr otl the one hand., that which is

perceivable by the senses can give no indication of the
presence of the substances of the body and blood of Christ
in the sacrament. For Aquinas, âs has been argued' by

the decree of God the accidents of the bread' and wine
have been maintained in their normal existence, having
been grantedT InorêgVêEr the capacíties to continue to do
all that they formerly did. Thus, Ín this regard,:the
information provided. by the senses is in itself correcL,Tg
for the appearances of the bread and wine actuatly do
exist and still are able to modify adjacent sense organs.
But, although the senses and the intellect are, strictly
speaking, concerned with different thing"r80 th" fact that
the senses are not deceived in this apprehension of the
subsistent accidents, in turn, creates the possibility
for error by the intellect in its knowledge of the truth
implicit in these appearances: sínce it is through the
accidents that the intellect judges the substance of
B1
and.' moreover' since it is the appearances
anythingr"^
precisely of the bread and. wine (and not of Christ) which
are perceived, the mind might reasonably conclude that
the objects here present remain, in truth, bread and. wine.
Thus, far from the intellect concluding naturally from
the evidence of the senses the truth of Christ's substantial
presence in the Eucharist, faith, in fact, must exercise
a 'critical function' in preserving the intellect from
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error in its apprehensíon of the sacramental subst.ances:
as Thomas says, although the proper óbject of the intellect
is indeed. substance, in the case of the substances of
Christ's body and blood in the Eucharist, it is necessatîy
that the intellect be preserved through faith from
deceptio n.B2

the oLher hand., the mind's correct apprehension
. of the actual substances in the sacrament after the
consecration would moreover be d.ependent on the accidents
of the body and blood of Christ themselves being present
in the Eucharist in a visible way--only then could these
accidents affect surror:nding bod.ies so that they might,
be perceived by the external senses" But, ês Thomas
notes, the accidents of Christts body and. blood are not
present in the sacrament in a way that is visible to the
o?
bodily ê!ê," Rather, ínasmuch as these accidents are
present in the sacrament only by a certain concomitance,
they are here found in an 'invisibler and non-sensible
form: that is, present ex vi realis concomitantiae,
these accidents exist in the Eucharist not in the way
proper tc them (by virtue of which manner of existence
they are within the grasp of the senses), but instead in
the way proper to substance (which ís itsetfr âs has been
stated., the proper object not of the senses, but of the
It is for this reason, in turn, that Thomas
intellect).
argues in one pr==u.g"84 that the real presence of christ
On
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in the Eucharíst is rfitting' for it contributes to the
perfection of Christian faith, which is concerned. \,Iith
both Christ's divinity and his humanity. Now, it is of
the very essence of faith that it deals with unseen
realities.
Thus, Thomas says in this text, real presence
can aid in the perfection of faith, for just as Christ
offers his divinity to men in an invisible way for their
beliefr so also Christ offers his flesh invisibly in this
sacrament to men for the same end (hoc competit perfectioni
fid.ei, guae sicut est. de divinitate Christi, ita es! de
eius humanitate . . . Et quia fides est invisíbiliumn
sicut divinigatem nobis exhibet Christus invisibiliter,
ita et in hoc sacralr,rênto carnem suam nobis exhibet
invisibili modo). Thus, for these two reasons proposed
on the basis of Thomas' conception of 'the nature of human
knowledge--that the testimony of the senses to the continued existeñce of the original accid.ents is incompatible
with the rational apprehension of the substances of Christ's
body and. blood in the sacrament, and, that the existence
of Christ's own accid.ents per modum substantiae precludes
any possibility of attaining this presence through the
po\^/ers of the unaided reason--Thomas concludes that the
real presencê of Christ in the Eucharist is a truth knowable
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by faith alone
In ad.dition to these strictly epistemological
considerations, it appears that other, more basic facets
'ì¡,f;r¡
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of his Eucharistic theory have contributed to Thomas'
restriction of real presence to the realm of faith. The
most important of these is Thomas' conception of the
miraculous nature of substantial conversiOn and presence'
aS occurrences wholly depend.ent on the creative power of
the promise of chríst to the faithful.
God to fulfill
fqp in the treatise on the Eucharist, implicit in
Thomas' assertion (in III,

75, 4c) that the Eucharistic
conversion ís entirely !supernaturalr' achieved purely
. est omnino
by the pov¡er of God (conversio
supernaturalis, sola Dei virtute effecta), is the recognition that the supernatural quality of real presence
causes it to be inaccessible to the natural pol,r¡ers of
the rnind.85 This notion of the cruciality of the divine
intervention in the sacrament for the determination of
the importance of faith for real presence is also found
in Thomas I earlier reference to the Eucharist in the
treatise on faitfr"86 In this article, Thomas is discussing
whether the articles of faith, which describe the content
of faith, are properly formulated. Now, earlier in this
question in the treatise on faith, Thomas had
established. the criteria for the separation of the matters
of faith into distinct articles: there is a particular
same

article of faith wherever there is something unseen about
God--this malt have to do with either the nature of God
himself or the means of attaining God.--for some distinct
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reasonr87 that is, a d.istinct article is devoted to a
specific matter of faith whenever the ground of not knowing

this truth is a particular difficulty or obscurity associated exclusiv-e}y with this truth. Thus, in the corpus
of the present article, Thomas concludes that. the articles
of faith are indeed well-formulated for the articles of
the creed describe adequately each of the various truths
about both the hidden being of the divÍnity, and, the
mystery of christrs humanity (the means of salvation),
which pose peculíar difficulties for belief- But, the
sixth objection of this article dissents from this opinion:
if a truth of faith is to be affirmed in articular form
on account of a special difficulty (specialis diffiçu1tas)
associated only with that truth, then the articles of
faith are not \^/e11-formulated, for there should thus be
a special article devoted. to the Eucharist, which presents
a special obscurity over that of the other truths of
faith. In response (ad 6), Thomas in effect denies that
the distinctiveness of the Eucharist among the sacraments
of the New Law is sufficient to warrant specific mention
of the Eucharist in the articles of the creed. In the
first place¡ âS a sacrament, the Eucharist does not pose
a particulan problem for belief: just as the other sacramental means of sanctification are not mentioned individually, so too the Eucharist, considered as a source of
grace and. life,

is not mentioned explicitly,

being instead

67

understood along with Lhe other sacraments of the New

Law

as implicit in the article describing Godt s sanctifying
work.88 Secondly, continues Aquinas, neither does the unique
feature of thís sacrament, the real presence of Christ,,
demand explicit mention of the Eucharist in the creed
No\ø, Thomas notes here, Christ is contained in the sacrament
miraculously (miraculose ibi corpus Christi continetur) .
Thus, the Eucharist is not mentioned explicitly, for its
unknowability does not rêst on a 'special difficulty.'
Rather, just as all other miracles (sicut et omnia al.ia
miracula), since real presence can occur only on the basi.s
of God's work in the sacrament, the Eucharist is included
implicitly under the article affirming the omnipotence of
Çod (sic conctuditur sub omnipoLentia). From this discussion
earlier in the Summa, although Thomas does not d.irectly
develop this insight in the later treatj-se on the Eucharist
itself (asid.e from thoEe few references mentioned above in
which this notion is implicit), it is clear that Thomas
thus considered faith in real presence as more or less an
example of a more general confidence in the por^¡er of God to
achier,'e all that He r^'-ills

fn articulating his conception of the centrality of
fait,h for the personal ascertainmenL of real presence,
Thomas stresses in the treatise on the Euchari-st that this
faith is occasioned and informed by the testimony of Christ
himself to his presence in the sacrament: since the truth
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of real presence ultimately remains a mystery transcending
the understanding, Thomas argues that only on the basis of
Christts word.s proctaimed over the elements in the consecration that man b1z faith can discover'the true import of the
sacramental species. Now, in the first instance. this
means that the words of Christ establish the content, of
this faith: by his words, faith knows that b1z God's. power,
what was formerly bread is now the body of Christ. But,
secondly, it also means that the faith created by Christrs
promise of his presence constitutes the personal response

to God in Christ revealing this truth: that is, real
presenee is believed. precísely because it is Christ himself
Both aspects of
who proposes this truth for man's belief.
the act:. of faith in real presence are summarized by
Thomas in the first article in the treatise on the Eucharíst
in which he ad.d.resses directly the question of real presence:
states St. Thomas, 'we could never know by our SenSeS that
the real body of Christ and his blood are in this sacrament,
but only by our faith which is based. on the authority of Godr
(.
venun corpub Christi et sanguinem esse in hoc sacramento, Sensu deprehendi potest, sed sola fide' quae auctoriof

man

tati divinae innititur).89

As one might expect, the Thomistic

focus in this text on faith's depend.ence on the word of God
echoes Thomasr earlier teaching in his treatise on faith in
the summa. In the very first article of this treatisergo
truth' (prima veritas),
Thomas considers whether the 'first
that is, God, is the object of faith. Now, in the corpus of
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69this article, Thomas notes that as a cognitive habit, two
aspects of the object of faith may be distinguished. On the
one hand, there. is that which ís believed, the 'material
objecti of faith (materiale objectum). With regard to
faith's material object, God is not the sole object of
faith, for many other things--for example, as ad I of the
present article observes, the matters about Christ's
humanity, ol-t the sacraments--are proposed for man's belief.
But, Thomas adds, these oLher matters are included in the
content of faith only insofar as they have some reference to
God.: Christ's humanity and sacraments are acknowledged. in
faith because they form the 'workings of God; by which He
aids man in obtaining salvation. Thus, in this secondary
sense, by virtue of the referênce of these matters to God., the
material object of faith indeed can be said to be about the
'first truth.'91 on the other hand, there is that on the
basis of which the truths of faith are believed, the
rformal objective' of faith (formalis ratio objecti). :For
example, in a science, the rformal objective' is the med.ium
of dernons'tration through which the conclusions are known.
With rîeg¿:d. to faith's 'formal objective', argu.es Aquinas,
God alone serves as the object of faith, for it is only
because God reveals the truths of faith that the assent of
faith actually occurs--faith rests wholly on the divine truth
. assentit
. fid.es
as the medium of its assent (non
alicui nisi quia. est a Deo revelatum, unde ipsi veritati
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d.ivinae fid.es innititur

.

tanquam medio)

o?

."

Thus,

Thomas l

later affirmation that faith in real presence is based
on the authority of God. constitutes an attempt to relate
this aspect of the role of faith in the Eucharist to his
more general analysis of faithIt also seems likely that an additional role must
be ascribed to faith with regard to the real presence,
one which is suggested by Thomas' affirmation, in the
treatise on the sacraments, of Èhe function which the
'faith of the Church' (fides Ecclesiae) performs in the
proper celebration of the sacraments. the first task
that confront.s us in the effort to determine the import
of this 'faith of the Churchr' hor¡yever, is deciding whether
this faith actually can play any role in the offering of
this particular sacrament. This necessity is imposed on
us by the fact that the phrase'fÍdes Ecclesiae'used in
terms of the consecratíon of the sacraments does not appear
Instead., Thomas
in the treatise on the Eucharist itself.
employs this phrase. in the sense which here concerns lfS¡
only in the treatise on the sacraments in general. Thus,
there exists the possibility that the d.istinctive characterist.ics of the Eucharist preclude the involvement of
the 'faíth of the Church' in insuring the proper consecration
of 'bhe elements: that is, since Christ himself is present
in this sacrament, while only his power is conveyed. through
the others, it may well be that the absence of the phrase
from Thomas' account of the Eucharist signifies its
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inapplicability to thís sacrament. At first glance,
there is much which seems to favor this i-nterpretation.
Most significantlyr ân examination of Thomas' language
in the treatise on the Eucharist reveals that he is careful
to emphasize that the priest in the consecration of this
sacrament acts solelyr âs it werer âs the representative
of Christ: when the priest pronounces the words of
consecration over the species, it. is as if, Christ himself
ï^lere performing this act, for the priest here is working
in persona christi.g3 The repeated affirmation that the
priest effects the Eucharistic conversion only by virtue
of his author'ization by Christ, in his ordination, to act
in Christ's steadrg4 contrasts markedly with the language
with which Thomas describes other features of the priestrs
role in the celebration of the Eucharist. Thus, for
example, in an article in which Thomas considers whether
the mass of a bad priest is worth less than that of a good
priest, Thomas d.istinguishes two aspects of the priest's
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role in the *."".'"
on the one hand, it is the duty of
the priest to consecrate the Eucharist, and. in this sense,
there cle.arly can be no differencc between the offerings
of the good and of the bad. priest: since they both act
in persona thristi, âs long as they possess the proper
intention (see below in the text), their sacraments are
worth the same. On the other hand, in the mass the priest
also offers the prayers of the people to God. With regard
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to the value of these prayers, two points must be made.
fnsofar as the personal devotion of the priest aifects
his prayer¿ clearly the prayers of the bad. priest are
inferior to those of the more devout priest. But, in
saying the prayers of the mass, the priest is serving
on behalf of the people: acting in this sense as the
personification of the Church, the priest offers these
prayers in persona totius Ecclesiae.96 Thus, Thomas says'
since both kinds of priest equally personify the Church,
the prayers of the morally inferior priest must be the

value as those of the good. priest. On the basis
of this language contrasting work done in persona Christi,
and, in persona Ecclesiae, then, it appears that Thomas
ind.eed wishes to deny any role to the Church in the
realization of Christ's presence in the sacrament.
Nevertheless, further reflection discloses that
Thomas' differentiation of in persona Christi from in
ærsgna Ecclesiae with reference to the activity of the
priest in the mass does not deny in any way the applicability of fid.es Ecclesiae to the offering of the Eucharist.
True enough, Thoi-nas' language in the treatise on the
Eucharist is often designed to underscore the difference
between the Eucharist and the other sacraments of the New
Law: whereas the others simply convey the power of Christ
to the Church, through the Eucharist, Christ himself is
granted to his people. But, this stress on the uniqueness
same
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of the Eucharist does not cause Thomas even to imply
that the other sacraments have an inferior relation to
Chrj-st or that they work from a pov/er other than Christ's
(as if these sacraments did not enjoy equal status with
the Eucharist as Christ's means by which he works for
the sanctification and. strengthening of the conrnunity of
believers). Rather, as was observed. in the fj-ist chapter,
not only the Eucharist, but all the sacraments of the
New Law are depend.ent on Christ for both their efficacy
Thus, in this sense, they all belong
and realization.
to Christ as to their principal agent: as Thomas says
at one point in the treatise on the sacraments, the personal morality of the priest is irrelevant to the question
of Sacramental validity, fi:or in the Sacraments, the minister
acts only as the instrument of Christ--it is Christ who
o?
himself is active in achieving the sacramenL.'' This
means, then, that the d.istinction between i-n persona

Christi and in persona Ecclesiae advanced in reference
to the prayers said in the mass simply does not refer
(even indirectly) to the uniqueness of this sacrament
among the sacraments cf the New La\¡r: since all the sacraments are wrought. by the power of Christ, in the others,
the priest tbo works 'in the person of Christ.' Nor,
moïe importantly, do the innat.e distinctiveness of the
Eucharist, and, the language opposing persona Chrisii and
persona Eccl-esiae in the treatise on the Eucharist, justify
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removing this sacrament, in our interpretation of it,

from its basically ecclesiological setti-ng. Strictly

speaking, it is true that the sacraments are Chríst's
alone. But, the agent of Christ's saving activity in
the world is his Church. This id.entification of the
secondary role of the Church in the realization of the
sacraments, in turn, permits St. Thomas legitimately to
call these sacraments, not only the tsacramenùs of Christ's
humanityr t but even the rsacraments of the Church, I

i:: :
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(sacramenta Ecclesiae).98 The valid ascription of all

seven sacraments to the Church in this way thus establishes

in general terms the appropriateness of attributing to
the Church the same activity in the Eucharist as it
enjoys in the celebration of the other sacraments: since
Thomas perceives a place for the fides EcclesÍêe in the
proper observance of the sacraments in general, inasmuch
as Thomas has not explicitly disavowed the contribution
of this fides to the realization of this sacrament on the
grounds of the uniqueness of the Eucharist, IÀIe are therefore
not prevented from discerning the manifestation of this
faith of the Church ii: the observailce of the Eucharist
itself
The conviction thaL the faith of the Church is

present in the celebration of the Eucharist despite the
absence of any statement to this effect in the treatise
on the Eucharist is confirmed. by the recognition that the
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problem to which Thomas' invccation of the concept of
fides Ecclesiae is addressed in the treatise on the
sacraments is also present in the offering of the Eucharist

In the treatise on the sacraments, st. Thomas
itself.
introduces the idea of the 'faith of the Churchr in his
dj-scussion of the faith (or lack of it) of the celebrant
of. the sacraments.gg *ot, in the earlier articles of
this question, Thomas had determined. that for the valid
celebration of the sacraments' a properly ordained minister
(who had been granted in his ordination the power to act
in the place of Chr.ist) capable of expressing the intention
to offer the particular sacrament for the purpose for
which it is intend.ed, is required..loo Thus, in light of
this earlier determination, in the present article Thomas
consistently concludes that the faith of the individual
priest is in fact not required for the valid sacrament:
as long as he can Still form the intention to consecrate
the sacrament for the reaso¡s for which it was instituted,
aS far as his contribgtion is concerned, even the sacrament of the unbelieving priest is valid. and complete. Tn
terms of the príest who has lost his own faiti., then, the
fact of the absence of his personal faith does not affect
though itself detached from, and
sacramental validity:
not issuing out of, a living faith, by virtue of his
recognition of Lhe meaning and intent of the sacrament
(which meaning and intent is preserved. by the teaching of
;.'i-:,:.:tt,l
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the Church), as the delegate of the Church charged with
: responsibility for offering the sacrament,101 hi= correct
intention alone is sufficient to guarantee validity.
It is not d.ifficult, of course, to discover the rationale
behind this rather 'minimal' definition of the responsibilities of the priest. The people depend on the
sacraments as important means of grace and of contact
with the risen Lord. Now, a requirement that the celebrant himself be a faithful and loving disciple of Christ
manifesting the love of God in his own life could only
be the occasion of doubt and concern for the faithful:
in this case, how might. they be certain that they were
in fact receiving valid sacraments from a priest whose
moral character and personal faith Ì^lere uncertain? Hence,
the desire to insure the serenity of the faithful, coupled.
with the basic conviction that the sacraments are inherently Lhe work of Christ, has issued in Thomas' declaration
of the minimal d.emands on the person of the priest'in the
sacraments: to'offer a valid sacrament, aII the priest
himself must 'provide' is the intention which discloses
his own willingness to serve,here as the visibte agent
of Christ's action for his people
Butr'despite the insistence on the j-rrelevance of
the personal faith of the minister for sacramental validity,
Thomas yet stresses in this same article that faith is in
fact required for the correct celebration of the sacraments:
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if the priest himself is not a believing member of the
Church, then, Í:or the sacrament to be perfected, the
faith of the Church must yet be present in some sense in
the offering.L02 The necessity of faith in this regard
derives from the essential character of the institution
appointed to act for Christ in the wor1d. As was argued
in the first chapter, Thomas' basic definition of the
Church is that it is the 'congregaticn of the faithful. I
In the first instance, this means that the Church is
constructed from those who have been drawn to God by faith
in Christ. But, secondly, this also means that faith must
characteríze the work of the Church in the world on Christrs
behalf. Now, the príncipal function of the Church is to
make available the grace and power of the sacraments:
Christ offers these beneficial gifts to his people through
the visible and historieal activity of the Church obelzing
Christ's command to observe the sacraments. Thus, given
the essential nature of the Church, in the observance of
the sacraments, the Church's work must manj-fest its own
faithfulness to the will of Christ. This is why, then,
Thomas cannot be content to dismi;;s faith entirely as
irrelevant to the question of sacramental causality: when
the priest himself lacks faith, Thomas argues that the
faith of the Church fills the gaP, insuring that the
proper context is established foú the sanctification of
Christ's people by grounding the intention of the unbelieving

;
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priest in the faith which completes its meaning, This
'faith of the Churchr' of course, does not represent a
Thomistic hypostatization of an impersonal entity which
Thomas has end.owed. with attributes and powers appropriate
only to men. Rather, the 'faith of the Church' denotes
that true faith in Christ and about him, based on God's
word, shared and expressed by alt those who perceive in
Christ God's decisive saving act for the world. This is
sugqested by an important text in the treatise on faith
where Thomas has had occasion to refer to the nature of
fídes Ecclesiae: for Thomas/ this faith is 'living faithn'
fa-ith formed by love, the faith, that is, that dominates
the existence of all those whose being has been t,ransformed
by their faith in God in Christ and who now live in the
new community of those centred in Christ.l03 ït is this
faith, then, that consti,tutes the final requirement for
sacramental validity, for from the faith of the entire
Church arises its ov¡n intention to offer Christ's sacraments as he willed, rvhich i-ntention the representative of
the Church and Christ, the individual priest, himself
must affìrm to assure.sacramental validity-

Applied to the Eucharist, the faith of the Church
guarantees the context required for the proper celebration
of this sacrament of Christ's presence in the world.104
On the one hand, the greater dignity of the Eucharist

results in Thomasr constant stress in the treatise on the
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Eucharist on the purely subordj-nate role of the priest
in the sacrament: since the consecration entails the
presence of Christ under the species, the task of the
priest is restricted to speaking the word.s of Christ,
with the proper intention, in persona Christi. But, oÍt

the other n.rra, the very n"mriest

acting

for Christ is consequent upon his relation, in some waY,
to the Church which forms the main vehicle of Christ's
ministry in the world. Fírst, this means that the valid,ity
of the Sacrament and the actualization of Chrístrs presence
on the altar depend on the ability of the priest to acknowledge and express the intention of the Church to act as
the Lord commanded, to offer this sacrament 'in memory of
me.' Thus , for valid consecration, Thomas insists that
the priest must himself always express the Church's
intention to use the Eucharist for the actualization of
Christ's presence ín the world and for the sanctification
of the Church. Secondly, however, the faithful priest
is a more perfect representative of the Church in the
achievement of God's will for his people: since the
ministry of 'the Church arises fro,r,t its faithfulness to
God, just as the inte¡tion of the Church to serve Christ
is rooted in the faith which ereates the Church, so too
the intention of this priest to fulfitl the will of Christ
by consecrating the species will similarly be dependent
on the personal faith which he shares with the other
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of the Christian community. In this sense'
therefore, in the offering of the Eucharist, the believing
pri-est serves not only as the conduit of the intention
of the church, but also as the embodiment of the very
faith of the Church which leads it to obey Christt s
command. But, aware that not all priesLs who remain
within the historical Church have been preserved in faith,
Thomas a1lows that the personal faith of the minister is
members

not absolutely required for the valid sacrament: as
long as he stitl can formulate the correct intention,
his Eucharist bestows grace and, most importantly, realizes
the presence in the sacrament promised by christ to the
disciples. But, faith must always inform the activity
of the Church. Hence, in place of the faith of the
.priest, Thomas'posits the faith of the Church: since by
definition the Church must offer faithful service, the
defects of the priest are overcome by the faith of the
entire Church which proclaims its confid.ence in the word
of God in offering this sacrament; Thus, in ad.dition to
the faith needed to acknowledge real presence' it would
seem -b.ha-t the faith of the church is also required to
. preserve the proper character of the Church's service to
Christ in the very realization of this presence of Christ
in the sacrament.lo5

CHAPTER THREE

Faith and the Eucharist.ic Benefits

In the light of his conviction that real presence
constitutes the distinguishing characteristic of the
't

the members of the Church through this sacramertr- Thomas
offers a somewhat modified. version of the source of the
grace and other gifts obtained through the reception of
the Eucharist. Thus, for example, in the passage in
which he first explicítly argues that g'race ís in fact
bestowed by this sacr-mentr2 Thomas isolates and affirms
two causes of Eucharistic grace. On the one hand, Ttromas
states, the Eucharist offers men girace for the same reason
that the other sacraments of the New Law contribute to
human sanctification, because of its close relationship
to the Passion of Christ: since the Eucharist signifies
the Passion at various levels, just as the othe:i sacraments, so the Eucharist too conveys :.the po\^rer occasioned
.)
by God's work in Christ on the cross.' But, on the other

hand, itr the same text, in dependence on his earlier
teachingr on substantial conversion, Thomas has specified
a second source of grace which is unique to this sacrament,

theverypresenceintheEucharistoftheChristwho
..
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himself is the centre and source of all Christian life.
Hence, in this regard, Thomas here draws a paralle1 between
the Eucharist and the Incarnation4: we may conclude on the
basis of real presence that the Eucharist grants grace, 1ror
'just as by coming to men sacramentally he causes the life of
grace' in those who encounter Christ worthily in this sacra:
ment.5 Thos, âs suggested by this text, in keepíng with his
preoccupation in the treatise on the Eucharist with the
d.istinctive feature of this sacrament, Thomas has discerned.
in Christ's real presence, and the consequent possibility
.of meeting Christ hj-mself in this sacrament, a second, unique
cause of the benefits of thís particular sacrament of -the New
-

In addition to the grace offered to men through the
Eucharist on account of both real presence and the relation of
this sacrament to the Passion, Thomas posits other beneficial
effects of Eucharistic reception. Now, as was mentioned. in
the first chapter, Thomas sometimes calls the Eucharist, the
rsacrament of charity.'7
In the first p1ace, Aquinas just
fies this name by observing that this sacrament, in which
Christ has for his people and which will be consufitmated. in the
final vision.B l4oreoverr âs will shortly be stressed,
confirmation. of the appropriateness of this designation is
found in the fact that the actual attainment of the effects
of thÍs sacrament presupposes the individual's union to
Christ through 1ove. But, it is a third feature of the
i .ir":
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importance of love for the Eucharist which especially

d.iscloses the aptness of this tit1e.

For St. Thomas, the

Eucharist is pre-eminently the 'sacramenL of charity'
because through its proper reception, the love of the
individual for God and Christ is stimulated and increased:
assuming that the recipient already stands j-n a relationship of love with God., the effect of the Eucharist is to
deepen this love by actualizing even more completely his
potential for loving God. through christ.9 According to
Aquinas, this gift of love through the Eucharist affects
the recipient in at least two dimensions of his existence.
First, Thomas argues, the perfection of the believerrs
love through contact with Christ in this sasrament significantly mod.ifies his personal being, for the experience of
Christ's love can occasion the complete forgiveness of the
individual's venial sins. In the case of the recípient
who fu1fills all the requirements for worthy reception,
communion is a source of great joy: to one eating the
sacranent with the proper spiritual disposition, the tord
grants that 'certain actual refreshment of spiritual
sweeLness' (quaedam actualis refectio spirituqiis duice<linis)
which is inherent in Christ's loving embrace of those faithful to ti*.10 ïn turn, this experience at the spiritual
level of the vivifying and refreshing power of Christ's
Iove arouses a ne\^¡ and more powerful fervor in the individual's own lorrurll a fervor which, in Thomas' analysis, is
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most appropriately expressed in his prosecution of those

acts aut-entically consistent with the love of God: as
Thomas states at one point, thê infusion of love in the
spiritual reception of Christ in the Eucharist is manifested directly in acts issuing out of this newly-gained
1orr".12 vtith this appreciation of the 'behavioural'
implications of Eucharistic reception, Thomas can thus
quite reasonaJrly proceed to argue that the remittance of
one's venial sins is consequent to reception. In his
estimation, venial sins serve to disrupt, to a d.egree,
the devotion of the ind.ividual to God, thus interfering
with the desire of the individual to act in a way pleasing
to God. But, since Eucharistic reception entails the
rekindling of the believer's fervourr Thomas concludes
that the gift of love in this sacrament, which directty
affects his activity, allows the reeipient to 'shake off'
thereby the effects of his former =i.r.13
But, despite the obvious personal value of the
forgiveness of sins on account of the gifÈ of love, for
Aquinas it is the second consequence of the bestowal of
love through the Eucharist which is the mo::e important.
As has already been argued, according to Aquinas, the
Church is constructed from those who have accepted in

faith and love the work of Christ as the source of their
spiritual existence: by just.ifying or living faith, men
are united with God through Christ in the new conmuniLy of
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the Church. That the worthy reception of the Eucharist
actualizes a strongfer love of God thus allows Thomas to
ascribe an ecclesiological and communal dimension to
Eucharistic reception: since contact with Christ stimulates the love of believers , for Thomas the most significant effect of worthy reception is the fortification
1Ã

and enhancement of the Church itself.-=

Thomas' conviction

of the importance of this saerament for the maintenanceand development of the Church is reflected in his use of
the trad.itional sacramental formulae, sacramentum tantum,
res et sacramentum, and, res tanttr*.ls ïn Aquínasr
analysis, the sacramentum tantum or sign-quality of the
Eucharist is constituted by the sacramental species, the
bread and wine, which proclaim symbotically noi only
different aspects of the mystery of salvation, but especially
the body and. blood. of Christ himself.l6 The res et
' sacramentum of the Eucharist, in turn, is the true body
of Christ (qorpus Christi ve-rum), whose presence is
realized in the sacrament through the proper deployment
of the sacramental sign=.17 But, the relatively few
references to the res tantum in th,e treatise on the
Eucharist are a bit confusitg, at least at first, for in
different passages, Thomasdefines the res tantum of the
Eucharist in at leas't two different ways. On the one
hand, he argues that the 'final effect' of the Eucharist
the
is charity, for sacramental reception involves
-
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stimulation of the believerrs love of christ-lB on the
other hand, Thomas states that the res tantum of this
sacrament is the 'mystical body of Christ' (corpus
Christi mysticum), that is, the true community of those
lo
In
who are saved, and united to God, through Christ-t'
view of the importance of love to the creation of the
Church, of course, the initial

confusion occasioned by

in different passages of the res tantum
of the Eucharist with charity, and, the mystical body'
respectively, reced.es: since love constitutes the essential bond of the members of the Church to Christ, and,
to others in community with Christ, Thomas can tegitimately conclude, on the basis of the gift of love through
contact wiLh the rtrue body of Christ' in this sacrament,
that the res tantum of the Eucharist, its ultimate effect,
is in fact the perfection of the mystical body of Christ
Thomas, equation

itself
Corresponding to the various spiritual

effects

bestowed by Christ through the Eucharist, Thomas argues

that. a correct spiritual disposition is required on the
part of the recipient for worthy ¡nd fru-itfr:l- recepti.on
of this sacrament. Now, in the light of the true pl:esence
of Christ in the Eucharist and Thomasr frequent description
of the Eucharistic Christ as the 'spiritual food' of

Christia.=r20 there is (perhaps) a natural tend'ency to
view the reception of the benefits of this sacrament as

B7

being more or fess analogous, or even equivalenL, to the
process of physical nourishment: the believer eats and
drinks Christ himsetf substantially presen-t under the
form of bread and wine, who causes in him spiritual life,
just as physical food once eaten is incorporated into a
and.revives his physicat being. But, such a conception
of the manner in which the believer appropriates to himself
Christ|sspiritua1offeringisincompatib1ewiththe
doctrine of St. Thomas, for at least two reasons. In the
first place, ph1'sical nutrition for Aquinas is itself an
example of change: aS Thomas writes in one place in the
treatise on the Eucharist, in the context of the exarnination

man

of the rniraculous capacity of the subsistent accidents
to continue to nourishr2l norrti=hing is the act of the
matter of food, which takes on the foim of the one who is
nourished, while the form of the food recedes. Hence'
if the reception of Christ and his gifts in this sacrament
analogous to the nutritive process, it would
\^ras strictly
be necessary for Christ to become implicated in this process
of change. But, the condition of the risen Lord precludes
;14i
''r^^
LIle !J(JÞÞJI.J-L¡r ity of his involvement in any change--the
incorruptibility of Christ after the resurrection means
))
that he can no longer be af fected in this waY,22 and thus
the reception of Christ in this sAcrament differs funda-
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men'bally from nutrition.
More conclusively, however, the very mode of
':.::.
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Christts presence in this sacrament makes it impossible
that the bestowal of the spiritual goods consequent upon
real presence can occur in the same !ì/ay aS the maintenance
In III' 81, 3, Thomas
of physical life through nutrition.
discusses whether at the institution of this sacrament,
Christ gave the disciples his body in passible form. At
first glance, this would seem to be the caser'for the
Last Supper clearly preceded the rêsurrection, and hence
Christ would. seem to have given his disciples his body
as it was before his ascent into heaven, that is, as
.passible and prone to change. But, notes Thomas in the
corpus of this article, although it is true that ghrist's
body at the tíme of the Supper was passible, the nature
of Eucharistic presence eliminates the possibility of
' Christr s presence in the sacrament at any time--before
or afLer the resurrection--in a passible way. In the
tast chapter, there was occasion to observe Thomas'
applicatj-on of the concept of copcomitantia to the problem
posed by the accid.ents of Christ's own body and blood;
there, it was noteC that for St. Thomas, these accidents
are not in the sacrament in t'he way proper to. them, i.e.,
in visible form and as related. to the place containing
them, but rather in the way proper to substance, i.e.,
non-spatially and in a 'spiritual' manner. Not^r, for change
to occur, the bod1, which is changed must come in contact
with the factors acting on it.

Since, therefore, the

I
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body and blood of Christ are not related to their

surroundings after the consecration by their own d.imensions, whereby bodies touch, but only by the medium of

the (foreign) accídents of the bread and wine' even at
the Last Supper the impassible mod.e of Christrs Eucharistic
presence meant that Christ himself was not ingested or
d.igested. b1z the disciples--instead, then as no\^7' only the
pecies undergo any change at aII.23 Hence,
in ad.dition to the impassíb1e quality of Christ's resurrected
body, the actual character of this sacramental presence
necessitates that we view the conveyance of the benefits
of Christ through the Eucharist as inherently different
from the nutritive process--despite language which may
suggest at times a basic equation between physical nutrition and 'eating Christ ,'?4 christians do not.eat and
'd.igest' (spiritually or otherwise) the Christ here present,
thereby assimilating the power which he offers
The inappropriateness of conceiving the relation
between the Eucharístic Christ and man in terms of nutrition clearly suggests, in turn, that we must be careful
'

not to take too literally the 'food.' imagery pervading
the treatíse on the Eucharist. Quite apart from the
considerations already mentioned, ttie literal reading of
Thomas' language can only Serve to distodge this sacrament
from its spiritual context (see below in the text) and
locate it on a purely physical level at which the spiritual

quality of the recipÍent would become a matter of
ind.ifference. Rather, the value of this language comparing christ to food. is that it successfully denotes
the essential dependence of man on the Lord: just as
men rely on physical food for natural lífer so contact
with the risen Lord through this sacrament is necessary
atr
to !sustain, nourish, refresh'" their life at the spíritual
This, in fact, is the verlt point which st. Thomas
wishes to make in an important passage in which he
explicítly warns his readers to observe carefully the
difference between 'spiritual' and 'physical' food'. 'r,,
an article early in this treatiser26 Thomas is discussing
whether the actual reception of the Eucharist is necessary
for salvation. The second objection of this article
concludes that it is: since the Eucharist constitutes
the Churchrs 'spiritua'l. foodr' just as physical food
benefits a man only when it is actually ingested, so
Ieve].

spirituat food must be actually eaten and incorporated
into one's being to be of any value to men. Ïn reply,
Thomas points out that the error of this objection is
that it has altowed its knowledge of physical nutrition
to misdirect its analysis of the character of the human
contact with the Lord. in this sacrament. There is, says
Aquinas, ât least one basic difference between physical
and spiritual food. Bodily food is changed into the
Thus, it works to
substance of t-he person who eats it.
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conserve the life only of that person who actually has

physically consumed it. But, on the other hand, this
does not occur in the case of 'spiritual foodt: spiritual
food is not actually incorporated into the being of the
recipient. On the contrary, as Thomas says, recalling
here his teaching on the importance of the Eucharist to
the maintenance of the Church, spiritual food instead.
changes man into itself (qlimentum spirituale convertit
in seipsum), an"t.
of) Christ in thís sacrament allows the recipient to be
incorporated more completely Ínto (the mystical body of)
aliquis in Christur.n mutari et ei incofporari
Christ (.
Thus, since incorporation into Christ is basically a
spiritual occurrence, Thomas concludes this discussion
by stating that as long as the recipient displays the
appropriate spiritual disposition, he may ín fact receive
from the recePtion
ment apart^
apart fr<
the benefits of this sacrament
of the species--fruitful communion, in other words, does
not itself require any physical action on the communicant's
parË.27
hominem

Tl:e secticn of Thornas' teaching on the Eucharist

in which he most successfully underscores the primarily
spiritual character of 'eating Christ' in a fruitfutr waY,
however, is that constituted by his examination of the
two kinds of 'eating' which are in fact found. in this
sacrament, 'sacramental' and. 'spiritual' eating. For
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Aquinas, the term 'sacramentat eating' (sacramentalis
manducatio) describes the physical act of receiving the
sacrament (=sign), the sacramental =p""i"='28 Nov/, as
should be apparent by this point in our discussion, the
eating of species d.oes not itself entail the concomitant

eating of the Eucharistic Christ--as has been
argued, the nature of christ's sacramental presence, for
example, means that the Christ present after the conversion
of the substances is not accessible to a merely physical
encounter. But, since the correct offering of the bread'
and. wj-ne ensures the su-bstantial presence of the Lord in
the sacrament, the conversion of substances actually
fruitful

establishes a nev/ relation between the res',rt"ected' Lord
and the consecrated species, so that the host now stand-s
as a sign revealing the nelf presence of christ to his
church. This means, then, that when the ind.ivid.ual in
turn takes the host to himself,, because of Christ's real
presence under the host, his act of physical eating also
establíshes Some type of new rcontact' between him and
the Eucharistic Christ:29 rsacramental eating', in other
words, brings the reci.pient into some undefined. (by
Thomas) form of encognter with the substantially present

christ.3o
But, even though it makes christ available to all
recipients of the sacramental species regard'Iess of their
personal spiritual rvorth' sacramental eating consid'ered
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in itself is insufficient. to guaran,tee the reception of
the spiritual good.s which Christ offers his members through
the Eucharist. As was stated in the first chapter, St.
Thomas consistently argues in his sacramental theology
for the necessity of appropriate spiritual quatities in
the recipients of the sacraments--the idea that the conveyance of God's grace can be a 'mechanistic' affair in
which the mere completion or offering of a sacrament is
sufficient to ensure the efficacious granting of grace to
any parti.cular individual is completely absent from St.

Thomas'thought.Rather,aswastherenoted',forthose
who are themselves capable of such acts, the reception of
sacramental grace (as that of extra-sacramental grace),

is realized only by those who employ the sacrament as the
opportr:nity of expressing their love and faith in Christ.
For Aquinas, despite its distinctiveness, this requirement,
derived from his understanding of grace as God.ts means of
completing and re-orientating the being of those who trust
in God, appties as much to the celebration of the Eucharist
as to the observance of the other sacraments of the New
taw. Now,- Thomas was quite aware that many u¡:,doubt-edly
approach the altar and receive the consecrated host v¡hile
lacking the appropriate spiritual d.isposition: for these,
the desire Lo receive has not arisen from a faith in Christ
which yearns for renewed contact with the Lord. Thus,
in terms of the unrvorthy reception of this sacramenL,

ii i:
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reintroduces, in a specifically Eucharistic context,
his typical distinction between the offer of the sacramental gifts, on the one hand., and, the actual attainment
11
of these gíftsr_ oft the other,'- and. argues, moreover, that
the two forms of eating in this sacrament conform to one
or the other stages in the gift of the Eucharístic benefits.
In the first place, as has been said, he confines rsacramental eating' to the physj-cal act of receiving the
sacrament--sacramental eating does not itself issue in
the personal appropriation of grace, but rather establishes,
.as it were, the possibility of this personal appropriation,
for it brings Christ, the giver of the Eucharistic benefits,
into a proximate relation with the recipi"rrt.32 But,
Thomas continues, the actual reception of these gifts,
resulting from the fruitful contact between the believer
and the source of his life, demands that this 'sacramental
eating' be completed by a second form of reating,'
spiritual eating' (spiritualis manducatig), by which the
recipient approaches the Christ presented to him by the
consecrated species in such a \^lay as to derive ne\¡r tife
and power from this encounter: in this sense, 'spiritual
eating' defines a spiritual movement of the recipient,
parallel to the physical act of eating, which allows him
Thomas

to obtain the sacramental benetits.33 Thusr âs Thomas
writes in one place in which he wishes to stress the
basically spiritual character of receiving Christ in the

.t.
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reception of the Eucharist is dependent
on the personal expression of faith in the saving power
of Christ here present under the species--spiritual
eating, Thomas states, is 'to believe unto Christ with
the desire of receiving the sacramentì (credit irr34
sacralnent, fruitful

Christum cum desiderio sumendi hoc sacramentum) .35
Elsewhere in the treatise on the Eucharist, Thomas.
has written in greater detail about the various spiritual

qualities required for fruitful communion. Fj-rst and
foremostr âs suggested by the preceding definition of
spiritual eating as 'believing unto Christr' Thomas
insists on the presence of faith in the indivj-dual for
the beneficial encounter of Christ in the sacrament:
only on the basis of the faith that Christ is the true
centre of authentic existence can the members of the
Church gather to themselves the fruits of the Eucharist.
Hence, as was noted at the conclusion of the first chapter,
one of the reasons advanced by Aquinas for permitting
the phrase 'mystery of faíth' to remain in the consecratory
form of the wine is that faith consLitutes, in general,
the appropriate human response to the justifyfng love of
God manifested Ín the person and., especially, the activity
of Christ: hence, since the Eucharist itself both proclaims Christ's passion and makes Christ himself available
to the Church, faith here too must form an integral part
entrs use of the sacramental speci"=.36 Later
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in the treatise on the Eucharist, Thomas has further
emphasized the importance of human faith for the actual
attainment of Christ and his gifts in this sacrament
specifically in the context of his attempt to explicate
the precise nature of spiritual eating. Hence, ín IïI,
80, 2, in which Thomas seeks to determine whether it is
for man alone to eat this sacrament spiritually, Aquinas
emphasizes that faith always is required. of man, in every
aspect of his spiritual existence ín the present life,
for fruitful encounter with God and^ Christ. As Thomas
observes in the corpus, the angels, like men, eat Christ
spiritually.
But, though they thus also live from Christ,
Thomas nevertheless denies that the angels therefore eat
the s.acrament spiri-tuaIly: in their experience of Christ,
they need not approach him through the medium of signs,
for they are capable of 'feed.ing on him' directly through
manifest vísion (visio manifesta) . The possibility of
such manifest vision, however, transcends the capacity of
rather than possessing Christ
man in the present life:
immed.iately in clear vision, i'n their knowledge of him,
as of oth¡r spiritua'l values, men see ChrisL, in the
words of the Apostle, only indirectly and 'as in a glass
d.arkly.' This means, in the first- place, that personal
acquaintance with the risen Christ for man-on-the-way is
confined to the sacramental sphere: although what the angels
now possess, men wj-Il attain in heaven (see below in the
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text) , for the present, encounter with the resurrected
Lord is possible only through the mediating power of
this sacrament. Hencer âs Thomas says later in the same
'i1
it is for man alone to eat the sacrament
article,''
spiritually, for the sacrament, which conveys the spiritual to men.through objects more readily accessible to
them, conforms to the present potential precisely óf
But, secondly, as
men for attaining spiritual truth.
1ô
Thomas also sLressesr38 ahi" similarly necessitates that
the 'personal acquaintancer with Christ through this
inasntuch as the vision of
sacrament be 'by faitht:
Christ attained by the angels surpasses his present
capacity and Christ in the present life dwetls only in
offers himself to Christ in faith (Chriqtus
manet in hominibus secundum praesentem, statum per fidem) I
fruitful union with Christ in the Eucharist can occur
only on the basis of the individual's commitment to Christ
the

man who

through faith
But, in medieval theolog)z' the possession of
rfai-thr cloes not always indicate a living relationship

of an individ.ual to christ wherebi' a nìan is infallibly
enabled to participaLe fruitfulty in the power of Christ.
In the first chapter, there was occasion to observe that
Thomas envisioned the possibility of two kinds of faith.39
The first, 'unformed faithr' is possessed by the ind.ividuat whose will is not perfected by the habit of charity
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therefore, is not extrinsically shaped
by a love of God. as his final end. The second, more perfect kind of faith, 'formed' or 'living' faith (fides
formata), on the other hand.n is held by those who are
in fact more completely subordinate to God. in terms of
their wiIl. For Aquinas, it is the second type of faith'
faith formed by love, which establishes the individual
in a living relationship with Christ and thus, in the
t,reatise on the Eucharist, Thomas of,ten stipulates that
in spiritual eating, love, in addition to faíth, is
required for fruitful communion. Now, in one on Lwo
passages. the demands of the immediate context have
resulted in Thomas describing the value of love for the
conveyance of Christ's benefits to the individual in such
and vrhose faith,

a way that, taken in isolation, one would conclude, perhaps,
that love alone forms the essence of spiritual eatincr
79, 5c, Thomas mentions why
Thus , for example, in III,
satisfaction for sins is an indírect effect of the
Eucharist. The sacrament, he says, tllas instituted for

spiritual nourishing through union with Christ and his
members " Now, this union occurs t,hrough charity (haec
un-itas fit per caritatem) , which is itself stimulated by
Eucharístic reception. Thus, because the sacrament entails
the arousal of a greater fervor of charity, by this renewed
fervor in the individual, as was mentioned earlier, the
sacrament suffices to bring about the forgiveness not
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onl-y of the fault, but also of the penalty of sin.

Simi-

larly, much l-ater in the treatise,40 Thomas again mentions
the significance of love when he refers in passing to
the function of the Holy spirit in granting to the recipient of the Eucharist the benefits of Christ here
contained: love is essential to the attainment of these
benefits, for the Spirit employs the bond of charity
. per unitetem caritatis)
uniting the mystical bodY (.
to communicate to each member the goods which are granted.
to those who truly belong to Christ.
More typically, however, rather than speak of
the need for love (or, for that matter, for faith) in
isolation in the elucidation of the character of spiritual
eating, Thomas describes spiritual eating in terms of
the necessity for both faith and love: as he says in
spiritual eating demands and presupposes
the individ.ual's union to Christ 'through faíth and love.'
Hence, to cite but one outstanding example manifesting
Thomas' conviction that the sacrament benefits only those
who celebrate the Eucharist in a loving and. faithful
fashion, in ihe very f irst article in which Thomas at-uempts
to define the nature of spiritual eating, Aquinas underscores the necessity of these qualities for the attainment
of the sacramental effects: as contrasted with merely
sacramental eating, in spiritual eating, affirms St.
numerous passages,

Thomas, a man attains the effect of this sacrament rvhereby
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he is joined spirítually to Christ through faith and
spiritualem manducationem, per quam quis
love (.
percipit effecttxn huius sacramenti, quo spiritualiter
4L
-'
homo Christo conjungitur per fidem et caritatem).
That this living relationship established by the

individual's movement to God in faith and love is crucial
for the reception of the spiritual goods consequent upon
real presence is a point which Thomas makes in somewhat
different fashion in his analysis of how the reception
of the Eucharist may itself be the occasion of mortal
.
42
î- -- Aquinas
ã----i--!L^
the principal
--.:-^.:
As has been stated, for
sin.'' effect of the Eucharist is the enhancement of the mystical
body of christ: through its reception, the bond. of love
uni-ting the individual to Christ and to the other members
of the Church is strengthened- This means, then, that
the reception of the sacrament signi.fies in itself the
membership of the recipient in Lhis body , for by his act
he announces his claim to the goods of Christ here conveyed.
Nor¡¡, no one belongs to Christ or shares in his power unless
joined to christ through faith and love. But, this is
impossible for the mortal sinner, whose sin is d'estructive
of all love and of every feeling of community with Christ.
Indeedr âS Thomas had argued. earlier, mortal sin brings
death to the sinner and thus one enthralled to sin is
unable to benefit from the Eucharist--after all-, it is
impossible that this spiritual

food, through whj'ch there
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is 1ife, should. be of value to one who is spiritualty dead..43
In the present context, the inability of the mortal sinner
to belong to the mystical body means that h:þ reception
of the Eucharist constitutes a misrepresentation of the
truth: since the act of receiving suggests that he is
united to Christ and incorporated in his members
(Ouicumque . . . hoc sacramentum sumit, ex hoc ipso
siqnificat se, esse Christo unitum, et membris eius
íncorporatum), which occurs through living faith (quod
fit per fideln formatam), when he receives the sacrament,
he acts a falsehood., and so is guilty of the mortal sin
of sacrilege as a violator of this sacramenL-44 Thus ,
on account of his attachment to mortal sin, the mendacity
of this recipient transformsr ês far aS he is concerned,
what is in itself, and in relation to the true members
of the Church, the source of life into the occasion of
further sin.
In addition to the value which this discussion
has for our knowledge of the precise mode and context of
the spiritual reception of the Flucharist, the delineation
of the beneficial effects of this, sacrament and' the
requirements for spiritual eating has added importance
in the theology of St. Thomas, for Lhis account also
allows Thomas, in turn, to formulate significant conclusions in the treatise on the Eucharist about the central
position occupied by the sacrament in the spiritual life.
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fn particular, his understanding of the basically
spiritual quality of Eucharistic reception has enabled
St. Thomas to underscore most vividly the relation, and
resemblance, of this sacrament to other crucial st.ages
in man's return to God. ïn the first ptace, a prominent
feature of his Eucharistic teaching is the repeated attempt
to demonstrate the manner in which this sacrament foreshadows in the present life the experience of God to be
enjoyed. in the beatific vision. On the one hand., of
course, rather than concentrate on the antícipatory
character of sacramental reception, in some passages in
which he has sought to relate the Eucharist to the final
vision, Thomas has emphasized more the contribution of
the sacrament to sustaining the members of the Church in
their journey to God. Thus, for example, in those texts
in which he considers the name 'viaticum' which is sometimes applied to this sacrament, Thomas' principal interest
ís to explain the value of the Eucharist in granti-ng men
the power to continue their pilgrimage in the present life.
Hence, in the first text in whích he seeks to justify
this name, Thomas v¡rites that the term 'viatieum' is
appropriately used of the Eucharist on account of the
orientation to the future which the use of this sacrament
manifests: it is called 'viaticum', for it keeps us on
the road. to heaven (quia hoc praebet nobis viam illuc
perveniendj-) and. thus enables us to achieve the eternal
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inheritance promised by God to thre church.45 Similarly '
later in the treatise, Thomas has advanced basically the
same argument in support of this designation: although
the sacramerrt does not j-mmediately effect the entrance
of the m.embers of the Church into heaven, the Eucharist
is rightly called 'viaticum' , .f.ot it serves as the instrumental cause in the present life of the eventual attainment
of eternal glory by endowing men with the strength to
attain their goal (hoc sacramentum non statim nos in

loriam introducit, sed dat nobis virtutem perve+iendi
46
ad qloriam' et ideo viaticum dicitur) '
But, on the other hand, Thomas has supplemented'
this part of his teaching on the relation of the Eucharist
to the ultimate goal of the spiritual life by also stressing
that the very reception of the Eucharist anticipates the
contemplation of God. and Christ in heaven. Indeed' even
in the texts just considered in which he observes that
the sacrament facilitates the journey of men to God, f
Thomas has based this affirmation on the fact that the
recepLion of the Eucharist resembles the finat vision:
the sacrament provides Sustenance to men in theír quest
precisely because of the sacrament's intrinsic similarity
to the content of the beatific vision, in which it will
be ours to enjoy in themselves both the godhead, and,
the humanitY of Christ (the means of our salvation).47
Hence, in the first

text in which

he examines

the

name
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'viaticum', Thomas prefaces his consideration by observing
that the Eucharist has a future significatíon by virtue
of its prefiguration of that enjoyment of God which will
be had. in heaven (signifj.cationem habet respectu futuri:
inquantu¡n scilicet

hoc sacramentum est praefigurativu¡n

fruitionis Dei, guae erit in patria. Et secundum hoc
.) .48 No text,
dicitur 'viaticum', guia hoc praebet
however, suggests Thomast convict.ion that the importance
of this sacrament derives from the fact that it constitutes the provisional realization in the present l-ife of
man's religious destiny quite as well as Tf f , 't5 , Jc, in
which Thomas has referred to this notion in the context
of his consideration of the fittingness of real- presence.
For Thomas, the real presence of Christ is appropriate
for it is in keeping with the love of Chríst for men which
earlier had caused him to assume hurnan flesh for their
salvation. Now, love is best expressed in the presence
of friends with each other. Thus, for this reason, (Christ
has promised those whom he loves his bodity presence
(praesentia. corporalis) as a reward in heaven" But, he
has not left the beloved without his bodily presence in
their present journey (peregrinatio) in the v¡or]d.: rather,
as Thomas says, by this sacrament ín which he truly exists,
Christ remains in contact with the faithfut, whom he joins
to himself through the reality of his Eucharistic body
and blood (per veritatem corporis et sanguinis sui nos
:
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i" h".
) . Itris because the
sacrament makes possible the close union of the believer
to Christ, in turn, that Thomas can argue for the
eschatological significance of the Eucharist: as Thomas
observes in conclusion, on account of the present contact
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wíth the Lord by virtue of his real presence, through
which Christ grants the faithful power to continue in
their quest in union with him, the sacrament is for the
Church both the sign of Chirst's great love for men (which
will be manifested perfectly in the future),49 and, the
mainstay of its hope for eternal life with Christ in
heaven (unde hoc sacrámentum est maximae caritatis signum,
et +ostrae spei subLevamentum, ex tam familj-ari conjunctione
Christi

ad.

nos).

On'the basis of the recognition of.this resemblance

of the Eucharist to the beatific vision, Thomas further
ascribes to the sacrament in other texts a status in the
present life coflrmensurate with that enjoyed by the fina.l
union with God in terms of the entire spectrum of man's
In the theology of St' Thomasr âs
relj-gious activities.
has been said, the enjoyment of God constitutes the u-ltima-te
goal of all of man's spiritual endeavours: it is the
prospect of possessing God in manifest vision which propels
the Church in its journey in the present world.. But, that
the Eucharist al1ows the members of the Church to anticipate
the final- vision means, for St. Thomas, that the Eucharist
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too constitutes for the present the goal of manrs spiritual
existence. Hence, in Some passages, Thomas has designated
this sacrament, the 'summitt of all the sacraments of the
New T.aw, for it is to the Eucharist, he says, that the
reception of the other sacraments is oriented. Thus, for
example, in IIT, 73, 3c, ThomaS affirms that the sacrament
of Baptism is wholly subordinate to the Eucharist: rts

principal value consists in the fact that as the 'entrance
to the sacramental life' (principium spiritualis vitae r
et ianua sacramentorum), it sets man on the way to the
Eucharist, the consuflrmation and goal of the sacraments
lquasi consuurunatio spiritualis vitae, et omnium sacramentorum
finis), in which he is able to embrace in salutary fashiun
the person of the saviour of all- Ïmplicit in this
description of the pre-eminence of the Eucharf-st in the
present spiritu4l life of man is the assumption that what
is imperfect tends to completion in that which is perfect.
.
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Now, in comparison to the Eucharist, the other sacraments
of the New Law are relatively 'imperfectr: whereas the

others convey only Christ's power, the Eucharist actually
grants men both his power and christ himself. Hence,
inasmuch as the presence of the thing itself is more
complete than the mere presence of its effects, Thomas is
justified in concluding that the Eucharist acts as the
goal, the fulfiltment, of the other sacrament=.50
Yet, despite the description of the Eucharist in
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august terms as th.e pinnacle of the present spiritual

life, Thomas nevertheless has tempered this affirmation
with the explicit recognition elsewhere that the Eucharist
does not wholly satisfy man's thirst for the enjoyment of
God in heaven: its ovln imperfection in relation to the
final vision means that this sacrament itseff always
remains subordinate to the ultimate goal of the spiritual
life, tend.ing toward íts own completion in the final
vi=iorr.51 Thus, in the passage to which we earlier
referred in which Thomas explains that it is for men
q?
alone to eat the sacrament spirituaLly r' - Thomas proposes
two ways in which the reception of the sacrament falls
short of the experience of God in heaven. In the first
place, of course, the two forms of encounter realize the
presence of Christ to the Church in different ways. On
the one hand, in the final vision God and Chríst will
present themselves as they are, d.irectly and without the
mediation of signs: at this tj-me, just as the angels now
do, men will feed on Christ under his own appearance (in
specie propria). But, the direct experience of Christ
transcends the present capacity of man--he is unable to

Christ 'face to face' . Thusr orI the other hand,
in conformity with human limitations, Christ offers himself to men, not as he actually exists, but indirectly,
'under the appearances of this sacrament' (prout est suÞ
speciebus huius sacramenti). In this sense, then, the
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Eucharistic presence of the Lord is a mere shad.ow of
his more direct self-revelation in the final vision: it
cannot satisfy man's deepest desire for immediate contact
with Christ. Corresponding to the imperfect revelation
of Christ in this sacrament is the very lirnitation of
man which necessitates this ind.irect self-manifestation
of Christ. Thus, Thomas in this passage differentiates
Eucharistic reception from the final vision in a second
way by observing the diverse manners of approach employed
by man in the Lwo. For Aquinas, the blessedness of heaven
consists in the j-ntimate knowledge of God. through manifest
vision: in clear visÍon' men will be united to God
d.irectly, possessing Him as He truly is ànd consequently
being transformed by this experíence. In the present
tife, however, man can 'possess' God and. Christ, not
directly by manifest vision, but only by faith: human
knowledge of spiritual truths is wholly dependent upon
a trust in the authoritative word of God b1z which a man
comes to be united to Christ.53 Thus , for these two
reasons, in addition to the strength which the sacrament
rnakes available to ma,ntain the Church in its pilgrimage'
it is possible to conclude that the Eucharist uttimately
is valuable for the attainment of glory for a second
reason, âs a goad impelling men to continue in their quest
for God: since the Eucharist can facilitate a meeting
with Christ only 'through signs' and 'by faith', despite
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its undoubted significance for man's present spiritual
condition, the very imperfection of this encounter must
stimulate the renewed yearning of the faithful for the
fulfillment of their deepest religious desire, in that
direct and total possession of Christ in which they will
overcome all barriers presently separati.ng Christ from
his Church
Just as the Eucharist stands in close relatíon
to the goal of the spiritual lifer so too the sacrament
enjoys a similar rel-ation to the other term of the return
to God, the initial conversion of man from sin to the
Lord. In the first place , of course, it is quite clear
that worthy reception of the Eucharist presupposes the
re-establishment of human community with God through
justificaLion:aSshou1dbemanifestfromtheear1ier
examination of the manner in whj.ch Eucharistic recept.ion
may be the occasion of sin, only when the individ.ual has
already been joined to Christ, by God.'s grace, through
faith and love can he actually benefit from his further
contact with Chríst in the Eucharist. But, secondll',
there is an additional dimension to the relation between
not only does
this sacrament and initial justification:
the sacrament presuppose conversion; reception of the
Eucharist also seems to constitute in this life the
ultimate intensífication and deepening of the relation
For Aquinas,
with Christ established through justification.
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that the Eucharist acts as the fulfillment of initial
justification is suggested by at least two considerations.
First of all, the Eucharist brings Christ himself into
although he already
closer communion with 'bhe faithful:
ldwelIs in their hearts by faith,' Christ's corporeal
presence in this Sacrament enables the members of the
Church to experience an even more intimate contact with
him. Thus, âS Thomas writes in this regard, a principal
value of this sacrament j-s that it achieves the (closer)
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union of Christ and Church, for in worthy reception' man
ris joined to Christ' himself by means of the sacrament
(.
uniri Christ.o, quod fit per hoc sacramentum) -54

But, perhaps more importantly, the Eucharist 'completes'
in this world the process initiated by the first movement
of man to God. in faith, for the more intimate association
with Christ achj-eved in this sacrament in turn permits
the worthy recipient to share more futly in the saving
resources of the Lord. 'Ihrough the initial conversion
to God, the being and existence of the justifíed man are
indeedtransformed.:redeemedfromthebonr1ageofsin,
he is inv¡ardl-y healed. and restored by the infrr.sion of
Godts unmerited grace and love, which cause him Lo offer
himself in living faith to God. But, for Aquinas' contact
v/ith Christ himself in the spiritual eating of this sacramenL means that the believer is able to realize more
perfectly the grace and po\Ä7er occasioned by God's saving
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Thus, ât the personal level, for
example, the reception of the fsacrament of charity'

vrork in Christ.

has implications for human existence beyond the mere

stimulation and increase of the believer's love of God
through which the sins disruptive of the living relationship with the Lord are removed; indeed, the gift of grace
in union with Christ in ad.diti on has 'preservative'
poÌ¡rer, for this 'spiritual food and medicinet streng'thens
the recipient inwardly, thereby making possible his
avoidance of future temptatiorr.55 similarly, as has been
demonstrated, the Eucharistic qift of Christ and access
to his povler also has communal implications, for by
cementing the bond of love which unites all to God, the
Eucharist secures the position of the worthy recipient
in the mystical bocly of Christ, thus insuring his claim
to the glory promised. to all members of the church.56
Yet, there is at least one sense in which the
relation between initial conversion and the reception of
the sacrament is even closer for Aquinas than already
indicated. To this point in this brief discussion of the
Eucharist as the fulfillment of the process of justification, following Aquinas' own analysis, our concern has
been with adults who have had free access to the sacraments after their conversion to God. But, Thomas was
a\^rare that some have come to Christ who for various reasons
have been unable to parLake of the sacraments. Thus,
I

LT2

gi-ven the importance of the Eucharist for the increase

of grace and love, the forgiveness of sin, and, especially
' the consolidation of the believer's membership in the
community of the saved, the question naturally arises
whether salvation is actually a possibility for those
prevented from receiving the Eucharist. Now, on the basis
, of the discussion in this chapter, it would. be difficutt
to deny the importance which St. Thomas ascribes to
actual Eucharistic reception. But, Thomas has balanced
his appreciation of the sacraments \^/ith the conviction
of the infinite po\Á/er of God: as he says in vivj-d fashion
in the treatise on the sacraments, 'God did not cause his
power to be restricted to the sacraments in such a way titat
he could not bestow the effect of the sacraments \,vithout
EA
the sacraments themselves.'t1 That God can convey the
benefits of the various sacraments apart from physical
reception thus allows Aquinas to argue that for the adult
who experiences conversion but cannot employ the sacraments for the manifestation of his faith and love to
obtain their effects, his spiritual destiny is not affected
by the inability to receive the sacrament: because of
God's powerr' Thomas adds, he may yet receive the fruits
of the sacrament in a distinctive way
ïn this regard, in addition to the actual reception
of the Eucharist (in re, actu). Thomas has posited the
notion of a reception rby desire or pled.ge' (in voto) ,
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through which the individual may receive the benefits of
the Euchu.tist.58 Now, as St. Thomas observes in the

treatise on BaptisÍrr59 tfri= votum or desiderium6o of the
individual arises from rfaith working through lovel
(Galatians 5:6)6t O, means of which God can sanctify a
man without the visible sacrament- Hence, votum strictly
speaking is not itself equivalent to the initial act of
justífication in which a man proclaims for the first
time his love and faith in God; rather' votum for the
sacrament emerges as an ímmediate consequence of initial
conversron and. the new relation established by living
faith in Christ. Thus, in fÏÏ, 79, 3c, Thomas refers
to the idea of a reception of the Eucharist 'by desire'
- -r
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to explain how the Eucharist may effect the forgiveness
not only of venial, but indeed of mortal sin. Earlier
in the corpus' Thomas had observed that under normal
circumstances, the Eucharist could not achieve the remission
of mortal sin: alLhough the Passion of Christ here at
work has, of course, the power to forgive all sin, mortal
sin creates an obstacle (impedimentum) in the recipient
preventi:,g the application of the sacramental effect to
him. Instead, as Thomas notes later in this article,
a man in mortal sin actually obtains the forgiveness of
mortal sin only at one point in his spiritual quest, when
s grace is infused. for the first time in the mortal
sinner (gratia est sufficiens causa remissicnis peccati
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mortalist non tamen actu rêmittit pêcCAtum mortale, nisi
cum primo datur peccatori). Hence, as Thomas here notes,
since the actual reception of the Eucharist does not'
(sic autem
correspond to the initial act of justification
non datur in hoc sacramento), Eucharistic reception does
not achieve the forgiveness of mortal sin.62 But, in
the gcrpgq, Thomas has admitted two exceptions to this
general observation, in which the sacrament does indeed
cause forgi-veness (potest tamen hoc gacranre{rtum operari
The second, which deals
remissionem peccati Èupliciter).
with the man who receives the sacrament devoutly while
63
_
una$¡are of his mortal sin, does not here corrcern usBut, in the first case,' Thomas has illustrated well the
j-ntimate rel-ation between initial justifj-cation and. the
\
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reception of the sacrament: 'reception' occasions forgiverress when the Euchari.st is received not in fact' but
in 'promise', as v¡hen a person is first justified from
sin (uno modo non Perceptum actu, sed voto, sicut cum
quis prius justificatur a peccato). Hence, âs the discussion
in this article discloses, for Aquinas closely relat.ed to
justific:r.tion, though not identical rvith it, is the
desire, arising from his new living faith, to enter into
the even more intense relationship with the Lord made
possible by the sacrament, a desire which enablês the
justified man unable to receive physically the Eucharist
nevertheless to obtain the gifts proffered through it
i.,._.._i1:
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Thomas' analysis of Eucharistic reception in voto

quite clearly presupposes his conviction about the centrality of the sacrament in man's present spirítual life
which he has enunciated so forcefully in his treatment
of the relation of the Eucharist to the beatific vision:
it is only on the basis of the belief that the Eucharist
alone completely effects the unity of the mystical body
of Christ, which is necessary for salvationr64 for example,
that Thomas t insistence on the need for its reception
'by desire', if not in fact, can be justified.65 Indeed,
the correct comprehension of certain, initially puzzLinE
assertions of Aquinas in his delineation of Eucharistic
reception by desire demands our recollection of his
explicit mention elsewhere in this treatise of the importance of this sacrament for human spirituality in this
world.. For example, in I]3.I, 7gr 1ad L, Thomas has sought
to indicate the importance of the Eucharist by determining
the function performed in human existence by the grace
which it offers to the worthy. Now, the first objection
of this article had argued that in fact, no grace could
be given through this SacramenL, for there does not seem
to be a point in the spiritual return to God at which this
g.race would be of significance to men. on the one hand,
the Eucharist is 'spiritual nourishment'- Thus, since
nourishment is given only to the living, and spiritual
life originates in the gift. of grace, the supposed gift
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of grace in the Eucharist could not in the first instance
initiate the spiritual life. on the other hand, this
means that if the Eucharist did grant grace, it would have
to be given to thoSe who alreadlr have grace, for the purpose of their spiritual growth. But, since this is the
function of confirmation, it would seem that even after
the inítial infusion of grace, there is no role which its
grace could perform

In response, Thomas offers a rather lengthy
cons.ideration of the value of Eucharistic grace for'the
members of 'bhe Church. in which he demonstrates that on
both counts" the evaluation given in the first objection
.; in fact mistaken. with regard to the latter argument,
is
he concedes that both confirrnation and the Eucharist do
indeed work for spiritual growth. Yet, he immediately
notes, they do so for different purposes. Confirmatíon
increases glrace so that the recipient might resist the
outward onslaughts of the enemies of Christ. But, in
the Eucharist, grace is increased anéI the life of the
spirit perfected so that a man be perfected in himself
through .r.:nion with Cod. (peq hoc . . - s?,cramentum augetur
gratia et perficitur spiritualis vita, ad hoc quod homo

in seipso pêrfectus exístat per conjunitionem ail Deum).
Even more interesting than this testimony to the significance of the Eucharist in normal circums'bances of the
religious life, however, is Aquinas' repllz to the first
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argument of the objection, that if it is given, the grace

of the Eucharist does not initiate the spiritual life:
not only does Thomas affirm that this sacrament does
grant grace; but indeed. he stresses that 'no one has
girace before receiving the Eucharist, except from the
desire for it' (nec aliquis habet gratiam ante susception
huius sacramenti, nisi ex aliquo voto ípsius),uu our
initial impression, of course, is that the wish to establish
the capacity of the sacrament to bestow girace has led St.
Thomas to claim too much for the Eucharist--it is difficult to understand the exclusivity of this sLatement,
for, after all, Thomas was quite able to describe the
initial conversion of men to God in.the treatise on grace
without once referring to this absolute necessity of the
Eucharist for the initial infusion of grace. Yet, further
reflection and. the application of the teaching of those
passages in which Thomas has explicitly described the
Eucharist as the 'summit' of the Christian life reveal
the consistency of this initially provocative statement
with the doctrine expounded elsewhere in the Summa:
because the Eucharist facilitates the union \,vith Christ
Ín such a h/ay that his benefits are rnost fully appropriated,
-initial conversion to God is not really completed (and
therefore the infusion of grace successful) unless accompanied by that desire of the Eucharist and its fruit which
in Thomas' analysis naturally arises from the first movement
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of the individ.ual to Christ in faith and love, for only
then will the bel-iever's more perfect l-iving union with
Christ and hís membe::s be ef fected.
On the whole, Thomas' presentation of the meaning
and importance of Eucharistic reception, and of the relation of the sacrament to other cruciaL stages of the
spiritual life, serves as vivid testimony to the seriousness with which Thomas sought to integrate his understand.ing
of grace into the description of the Eucharist. For St
Thomas, of course, salvation ultimately depends on the
saving movement of God by which He turns men back to Him
through girace. Yetr âs is evident from the discussion in
the first chapter, God's call to man demands on manrs part
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an appropriate response of faith and. love which must be
:
.a the
an" beginning of the spiritual life,
present, not only at

but indeed at aII stages of human existence at which the
offer of grace and saving power is to be realized personally.
It is upon this requirement of f idelity and love for the
maintenance and. enhancement of the living relationship to
'
L which
'.'l^.i ^1^ r-lan
the achievement of salvation is
Christ through
possible that St. Thomas insis'ts so rigorously and success'
fully in the treatise on the Eucharist.
Nevertheless, despite our general approval of
Aquinas' treatment of Eucharistic receptionr Some doubt
remains about the complete ad.equacy of his analysis of
the manner in which Christ offers himself through the
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Eucharist to the various possible recipients of this
sacrament. In particular, our attempt to depict the meeting
with Christ j-n the present chapter has been hind.ered in the

first instance by a certatn ambiguity inherent in the
.notion of the 'sacramental eating' of the Eucharistic
Christ. As Thomas freely admits in at least one passâ9ê,
the distinction of 'sacramentalt from 'spirituat eating'
parallels in his analysis of the other sacraments the
general differentiation of the mere offer of grace from its
actual reception: just as in the other sacraments not
all who receive the sacramental sign obtain the grace
realized by the sacrament, so-too not everyone who receives
the Euchari-st receives its fruits.67 The insight. which
underlies the positing of a merely 'sacramental eating'
in addition to spiritual reception in the Eucharist is,
of course, absolutely sound: the bestowal of grace in
the Euchar-i-st can never be a 'mechanistic' affair in which
the question of the spiritual character of the recipient
is irrelevant to the actual gíving of grace. But, despite
this agreement 'in principle' with Thomas' purpose in
íntroducing this distinction, it must be adrnitted that
some clifficulty is created by the affirmation of rsacramental eatinþ'. fn the other sacraments, Iitt1e problem
need be posed by the distinction of the offer from the
actual reception of their grace--for the individual who
in reality stands apart from Christ, his failure to
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appropriate personally their gífts simpty constitutes
a failure on his own part to realize at their innermost

level the true meaning of these signs. Ind.eed, insofar
as one cause of the Eucharistic benefits is the sacrament's
relation to the Passion as its sign, similar justification
is provided this distinction in this sacrament. But, as
applied to the Eucharist, the divorce between sacrament
and effect has greater scope than in the other sacraments:
not only does it apply to the sign-quality of the sacrament,
the proper understanding of which is integral to the
reception of the benefits signified. by that sacramenti
at an even deeper Iével, it also suggests the separation
of Christ himself from the goods which he offers to men
through contact with him in the sacrament. In view of
his analysis of the mode of real presence, Thomas is
compelled to argue that Christ remains und.er the species
for as long as the original substances would have remained..
Thusr'even when the sacrament is received by an unworthy
recipient, Christ remains under the sacrament and hence
is 'eaten' by this recipient--though he is not digested.
by any partaker of the Eucharist (for reasons noted. above
j-n the text), since Christ stands in relation to the

species, when the species are taken into.anyone, man or
beast, by this act Christ comes in turn into relation with
him.68 That they receive Chrj-st, however, d.oes not indicate whether j-n fact they also actually attaj-n his goods:
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as we have seen, the further reception of Christ's benefits
depends, in Aquinas' doctrine, on their addítional possession

of appropriate spiritual qualities--the faith and love
which join all spiritually to Christ in such a \^ray that
Christ's goods can be effectively transferred to his
beloved. As this brief review demonstrates, therefore,
the effect of the introduction of a 'sacramental eating'
in the Eucharist is the separation of Christ from his
benefits and consequently the supposition of an unfruitful
meeting with the Lord in this sacrament.
Now, as has been indicated, viewed in the light'

of his consisLent understanding of the bestowal of grace,
the affirmation of an unfruitful- contact with Christ in
sacramental eating seems to be absolutely necessary--only
those who, moved by God, in fact offer themselves to
Christ in faith and love should. benefit from the real
presence of Christ in the sacrament, for Christ intends
that the Eucharist be a source of new J-ife or^rly for the
true members of his Church. But, although quite underthe separation of Christ from
his goods in this way creates, in reality, a difficulty
of interpretation for the reader of St. Thomas: given
the significance assigned by Aquinas generally to Christ
himself as the fount of salvation and especíaIly to the
various modes of encounter with Christ at different stages
of the spiritual life for realizLng more perfectly Christts
standable in this light,
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saving power, it is simply not clear what Thomas can

mean

here, without further explanation, by allowing in the
Eucharist Christ's fruitless presence to different recipients. In Thomas' theology, it is the personal knowledge of Christ which deepens the individual's spiritual
experience. On the one hand., as \,ve have seen, the very
beginning of the spiriLual life in this world is constituted by man's turning to God in Christ through faith
and love--in this way, freed from sin, a man starts to
'possess' Christ by living faith, thus appropriating his
redeeming power. On the other hand., it is the more
perfect and inmrediate possession of God and Christ in
the beatific r.ision v¡hich stands as the goal of man's
spiritual endeavours--the knowled.ge of Christ which he
holds incipiently by faith will be cc.rmpleted and consolidated in manifest vision. This means, then, that for
St. Thomas, Christrs own presence to men, ât va::ying
levels of intensity and expression, is essential to the
attainment of the different plateaus of the spiritual life.
Thomas has applied this understanding of the ímportance
of contac: with Christ to his delineation of the centrality
of the Eucharist (and spiritual eaLing) for the present
fulfíIhnent of men: the crucj-ality of the Eucharist for
human salvation derives from its capacity to bring Christ
himself to men through the med.ium of the sacramental species.
Yet. though the sacrament in this regard thus
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conforms to the pattern of 'meeting' pervad.ing the theo-

logy of St. Thomas, the Eucharist differs from the
termini of the spiritual life in one important respect.
Initial conversion and the beatific vision are both
reserved for the just, those predestined. by God for
salvation. Hence, when Thomas describes the meeting
with Christ which occurs in these events, it is not
necessary for him to specify in add.ition that Christ
offers himself to his own in a loving and personal wây,
that is, as a spiritual force. beneficial to them--in the
simple affirmation of Christ's 'presence' to the members
of the Church, who possess the appropriate spiritual
disposition, he assumes that Christ makes himself available
to men precísely as the loving source of their being.
But, the situation is not as simple in the Eucharist r
for the consecration of the Eucharist.ic species entails
Christ's 'indiscriminate' presence to the world--in
fulfillment of his promise to the d.isciples, the proper
achieves Chris't's presence
of feríng of the host infallibly
under it and consequently to all, just and unjust, who
receive +he sacrament. Hence, tvhereas in the other spiritual events confined to the just, Christ's presence is
thus valuable for all, for some in the Eucharist the mere
availability of Christ under the species cannot possibly
provide the opportunity for entering more profoundly into
the spiritual

1ife, for their association with Christ

has
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no spiritual

import. First of all, as has been noted,
sin renders some completely unworthy of Christ in the
sacrament: cut off from the body of Christ, their spiritual sensibility dead.ened. by bond.age to sin, that Christ
is now available in the host to the members of the Church
as the source of justifying love and grace for them can
only be a matter of indifference to those who live apart
from the Lord; their eating does not emanate from the
spirítua1 capacity for new grace. But, secondly, Thomas
has also referred in this treatise to others who can eat
the sacrament, and thus achieve some type of rcontactl
with Christ, but even more obviously cannot conceivably
benefit from the Eucharist for reasons other than their
sin. Hence, in III, 80, 3 ad. 3, Thomas considers whether
brute animals who happen upon the host can eat the
Eucharist rsacramentally'. Tn his treatment of this
problem, Thomas argues that strictly speaking, mice and
dogs d.o not so eat--sÍnce they r¡rere 'not born to use the
host as a sacramentr, in their eating, they eat neither
sacramentally nor spiritually, but only 'accid.entally'
(per accid.ens). (Presumably, by lnot born to use the
sacrament', Thomas implies both that sacraments are meant
for men, and, that men alone can possess the faith needed
to employ material objects as sacraments.) But, his
analysis of real presence compels him io concede in the
same text that though thelz (obviously) do not benefit from
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their receptíon, just as in more typical tsacramental
eating', when they eat, mice and dogs too come into
'contact' with the Lord by virtue of his presence under
the species. Thusr ëts the example of the mouse displays
preeminently (although not exclusively), the 'meeting'
between Christ and recipient through the sacrament can
occur in a totatly non-spiritual context, although, as
has been noted, Thomas nouihere has attempted to explain
what this sort of meeting, unparalleled in the spiritual
actually entails.
The unique factors which govern the reception of
this sacrament--especiatly the possibility of Christ's
presence to the unlust and even to the non-human--v¡ould
therefore seem to d.emand that Thomas perfect his analysis
of the encounter with Christ in this sacrament by delineating more completely the d.ifferent ways in which, in fact,
Christ. and the various possible recipients of the Eucharist
must come into contact with each other. To some extent,
Thomas has attempted to suggest this by his review of
the spiritual requirements (or lack thereof) of the
recipients in the different kinds of eating in the
Eucharist. But, as the possibílity of the mouse (or
69 eating
indeed even of sinners or ignorant eatets)
suggests, Thomas should. also have been more precise on
life,

the different ways in which Christ himself employs the
sacrament as his means of contact with different segments
t:-. 1'
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of the world. As far as spiritual eating is concerned,
Thomas' affirmation of the value of Christrs presence
is acceptable, for the same conditions which g'overn the
meeting of Christ and men in other spiritual encounters
apply also to this manner of Eucharistic reception. In
terms of the mouse , for example, who eats the host by
change, however, there can be no question, of course,
that Christ uses the Eucharist in this case to roffer
himselft as the source of life to this creature, who
quite clearly exists outside of God's salvific p1an, In
this instance, Thomas' conviction of the importance of
the real presence of Christ in this sacrament (derived,
in part at least, from its similarity to other examples
of Christ's 'presence' at different stages of human
in
spirituality) cannot stand. without qualification:
view of the non-spiritual encounter with the Eucharistic
Christ, Thomas should have explained why it is that
presence in itself in this case need not involve Christ's
'offer of himsetf' to a non:spiritual recipient, in order
not only to reveal what actually occurs in such an unique
(non-spirii:ual) encounter, but also, more importantiy,
to demonstrate how this meeting differs profoundly from
that in spiritual reception. By definition, the sacrament
is Christ's tool- by which he seeks to renew contact with
his oÌ¡/n to strengtherr them spiritually that success in
their quest for sarvation be guarante"d.70 Hence, when
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others intrud.e in this process, the sacrament itself
would seem to cease to be thís instrument of Christ for
the edification of the Church. Indeed, the removal of
the sacrament from its spiritual frame of reference in
this way r,rould. seem to requíre, on Thomas' own understanding of the importance of real presence and the
spiritual context within which the mutual interaction
between man and. Christ occurs, that Christ's very presence
under the host be raltered.r: no longer addressed to one
capable of receiving spiritually the Christ here present,
when receíved by the unspiritual, Christ no longer can
offer hímself to the recipient through this sacrament as
a sign of spiritual union. The failure to make this
clear in the Summa has simply confused the issue, for
in his discussion of sacramental (and accidental)
eating thus admi'ts that real presence can be of limitedvalue in certain instances without explaining, against
the background of his general affirmation of the value.of
this presence, how in fact this can be so. Hence, to
provide a more secure foundation for hís affirmation, in
terms of spiritual eating, of the significance of Christ's
presence in the sacrament, as rvell as to illumine the
character of unfruifful eating, it is necessary that into
the discussion of eating, a greater awareness of the
different intensities of presence of which Christ is
capable in regards to the various possible kinds of
Thomas
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recipient be incorporated: since in some cases the
sacramenL is clearly not being employed for its righLful
purpose, it would have been most appropriate for Aquinas
to suggest that Christ himself is present to mice and
sinners in a bray fundamentally different than that in
which he approaches his own, thereby providing for the
presence(s) of Christ in a way suitable to the rarrgie of
recipients of this sacrament.
As wilf become evident in the final chapter of
this thesis, this proposal of a possible solution to the
difficulties in the account of real presence and of the
encounters with Chrj-st in this sacrament as portrayed by
Aquinas in the Summa has been greatly influenced by the
analysis of the Eucharist offered by certain contemporary
Catholic theologians, who a\,rare of the possibilj-ty of the
tnon-spiritual' contact with Christ on account of the
consecration's capacity to effect real presence, have
ensured. the recogmition of the value of Christ's presence
precisely for the Church by discerning, in effect, numerous
dimensions of his presence in the Eucharist. Now, in the
final ch:pter, some care wil-f be devoted to the d.elineatj-on
of the arguments of these theologians by which thelz
guarantee the personal and meaningful presence of the
Lord only to the faithful, without denying at the same
time the truth of Christ's unfailíng presence in the
sacramenLi thus, it is not the intention of these brief
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reflections to pre-empt this later analysis. Rather,
aII that will here bê noted is that by the contemplation
of the different modes of presence of which the human
person is capable--that is, by exposing the difference
between the mutual presence of lovers in e¡nbrace, and,
the mere presence of strangers standing next to each other
without communication--they have quite convincingly demonstrated that Chirst's real preseñce in the sacrament in
a loving and open manner to the faithful alone (which is
necessary to establish the importance of the Eucharist
in human spirituality) need not thereby entail his
(meaningless) offer of himself in precisely the same \¡tay
to those indifferent to Christ or incapable of reciprocating t'hís love. As has been argued, it seems that
some such analysis of the various modes of Christ's
presence in Èhe sacrament is required by modern Thomists
to complete the doctrine of St. Thomas , {-:or only by proceeding in this fashion will they have been able to
preserve the meaningfulness of his stress on the saving
significance of Christ's real presence in the EucharístT'he incorporation of these insights into his account would
clearly reveal that corresponding to the different spiritual dispositions possible in the recipients of this
sacrament are, in fact, the different manners of Christ's
ov/n pïesence. To those who demonstrate their dependence
on Christ by their self-offering in faith and love, Christ
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to be present in the truly personal
$ray possible to a human person elevated and transformed
(by the resurrection) into a force of spiritual po\^/er;
by this understanding of Christ's ovrn activity of selfgiving in the sacrament, the notion of the loving relation
between Christ and the Church established by the sacrament,
suggested most successfully by Thomas in the analysis of
r^/ould be acknowled.ged

the sacramental effects, would be re-inforced. On the
other hand, f:or those recipients who are themselves
'indifferent' to the Lord, the consecration would demand
nothing more of Christ than his ovTn 'indifferent' presence,
â real presence indeed in the sacrament, in accordance
with his original promise to the disciples, but one which
would not require that he actually offer himself as the
source of life to those not moved by God to the proper
response. In this wây, by virtue of the more profound.
examination of the dimensions of presence and the applieations of the conclusions of this investigation to the
otherwise excellent account of the Eucharist in St
Thomas, the contemporary students of Aquinas will succeed
in resol-ving the problems plagui n'.. his teaching, by
guaranteeing the personal character of Christ's presence
to the Church, while nevertheless allowing some mode of
presence even to those outside the body of Christ.
In addition to the necessary role of faith in
appropriating the grace offered dir:ectly to the Eucharistic
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in the ttreatise on the
Eucharist two further, relatively minor contributions of
faith io the proper deployment of this sacrament. In
the first place, Thomas argues for the presence of faith
for the reception of the benefits occasioned by the
recipient,

Thomas has discerned
lrned

sacrificial nature of the Eucharist. As was mentionedin the second chapter, alone among the sacraments of
the New Law, the Eucharist also is a sacrifice, for it
stands in an especially close relation to the true sacrifice of the New Law, the Passion of Christ: since at
various levels the Eucharist signifi-es most perfectly
Christr s Passion and- in thís way makes it present to the
Church, by extensi on this sacrament also comes to share
in the sacrificial quality of the Passion. Now, for
Thomasr âs he states in ïïf, 79r 7c; that the Eucharist
is also a sacrifice mean.s that it can benefit others than
just those who receive the sacrament actu or votg--ínasmuch
as Christ's sacrifice was offered for the salvation of
all members of the Churchr so too by the offering of this
'sacrÍfice', even those who do no'b partake of the sacrament itself benefit from the celebration of the Eucharisti c
conìmemoration of Christ's self-offering by which he
satisfied for human sin. But, â3 the second objection
of this article observes, this raises, in turn, 'bhe
possibility that members of the Church who are undeserving
will thus come to benefit from the mere offering of the
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if this sacrament did, in fact, cause the
increase of grace and the forgiveness of sin in others
apart from those who receive it, it would happen that
a person could reach grace and forgiveness without any'
rrndertaking on his own part, simply by another offering

Eucharist:

the Eucharist on his behalf, a conclusion which hard.ly
seems to be consistent with Thomas' repeated warning
elsewhere that the Eucharist causes íts benefits only in
those who possess the proper spiritual disposition. In
reply (in u.a Z), Thomas in effect concedes the correctness
of this observation: the sacrificial nature of the
Eucharist does not dissolve the need. for the presence
of an appropriate spiritual response in the recipient
of the effects of the sacrifice. Rather, as in the
reception of the sacrament itselfr so in the reception
of the benefits of the sacrifice, to attain the effects
herein offered, one must be joined to Christ through faith
and love--that the sacrifice of the Eucharist infallibly
makes available these gifts can mean nothing to the
individ.ual living apart from Christ, for in this regard,
too, there is a d.ifference between the offer and the
actual reception of these spiritual good.s. Thus, âs
Thomas here concludes in a remarkable passage, the situation
in force in this sacrifice of the New Law is precisely
the same as that in effect with regard to t.he true sacrifice of Christ on the Cross: 'just as Christ's Passion
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benefíts aII, being sufficient for the forgiving of sins
and the attaining of grace and glory, though it produces
no effect save in those who are united to his Passion
through faith and charity, so likewise this sacrifice,
which is a memorial of the Lordrs Passion, has no effect
save on those who are united to the sacrament through
faith and. charity' (sicuÇ passio Chris.ti prodest qgidem
ornnibus quantum ad sufficientiam, ad remissionem culpae
et ad.er¡tionem qratiae et gloriae, sed effectum non habet
nisi in ilIis gui passioni Christi conjunguntJ:r per fiÉem
et caritatem, ita et hoc sacrificium, quod. est meToriale
dominicae passionis, non habet effectum nisj- in illis qui
conjunguntur huic sacramento per fidem _et çaritatem) '
Moreover, Thomas has defined. in the treatise on
the Eucharist one final aspect of the relation between
faith and the Eucharist by noting the contribution of
this sacrament to the increase of human rng¡è!, as Thomas
says in a passage in which he is seeking to explain the
wi.sdom of divine providence's arrangement allowing the
accidents of the bread and wine to survive the consecration,
the spiritual nature ,rf real presence has added. importance
for the Christian life , for I the taking of the body and
blood of the Lord in their invisible presence increases
the merit of our faith' (dufn invisibil.iter corpus et
sanguinem Domini nostri sumimus, hoc proficiaL ad meritulq
fidei).7I

Since the Reformation, of course, few issues
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have been as controversial for the various Christian

denominations as the Cathol-ic affirmation of the need

for merit to attain heaven. For the great reformers,
this teaching of the medieval church constituted conclusive evidence of the church's defection from the gospel
of grace, substituting for the original proclamation of
man's utter dependence on God a non-Christian belief in
the sufficiency of men to gain heaven through works
Now, it is beyond the competence of thi s thesis to exarnine
thoroughly Thomas' teaching on merit or to determine the
extent to which the reformers' equation of merit with
works-righteousness is valid in his case: to note but
one d.ifficulty, the sheer complexity of this notion as
presented in the Sqlmq precludes the possibility of a
brief dj-scussion here which could do justice to the various
facets of this intricate doctrine or could adequately
assess the exact importance of this teaching in Thomas'
general und.erstanding of salvation. But, it is possible
to mention at ttris point a few considerations which
suggest, dt least, that the mere presence of a notion of
mer.i.t in Aquinas' theology is insr-rf ficient. warrant for
dismissing'his theology as advocating a doctríne which
overemphasiz'es the role of men in accomplishing their own
salvation. In the first place, there is a certain significance in the actual placement of Thomas' principal
discussion of merit in the Summa: Thomas examines merit

13s

in the treatise on grace in the question (I-II, 114)
immediately fotlowing his treatment of justification (in
q. 113). Now, as was manifest in the first chapter, the
d.ominant feature of Thomas' analysis of justification is
the recognition that the re-establishment of communion
with God and the eventual attainment of heaven is due
primarily to the intervention of God.: by his sin before
restoration and the continuing possibility of further sin
after conversion, man is simply incapable of returning
to God on his owrl or of maintaining this new relation by
his own strength. Th.is emphasis on the centrality of
grace, then, makes it improbable that St. Thomas should
advance in the very next question a teaching which, in
effect, contradicts his earlier analysis by making salvation (not God's, but) marr's work. ïndeed, as r^¡iIl be noted
belowr ârr important feature of Thomas' teaching on merit
is that the meritorious action is ítse1f the manifestation
through human acts of the po\¡7er of God at work in the world..
Secondly, chief among the criticisms of merit
advanced by the reformers is that it elevates man to
equality with God, for only on this basis can man presume
to 'place God in his debt' through his works. This criticism ilây, of course, be applicable to the understa-nd.ing
of merit proposed. by the church at the time of Luther;
but, it seems to be inappropriate to the concept of merit
championed by Aquinas. Thomas was under no illusion that
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any act proceeding from the human will was in itself

meritorious of eternal life--for him, t-he infinite distance between the Creator and the created meant that no
action in the natural order could. merit by its intrinsic
value the transcendent glory of heaven.72 Rather than
propose the d.epend.ence of merit on the natural power of
man to 'earn heaven', then, Thomas insists that the
possibility of human merit instead derives solely from
a certain 'ordination by Godr (divina ordinatio). In
the first place, this 'divine ordination' implies that
God has ord.ered man to a goal transcending the natural
order, the enjoyment of God in heaven. But, secondly,
it also means that God has so decreed that to enter heaven,
man must prosecute certain acts designed to 'manifest
11
the divine good.ness' in the worldr '' which God has deemed
appropri-ate to the new life of grace--to gain heaven, to
receive eternal glory from God 'as a sort of rewardl
(quasi mercedem), man must employ the powers granted him
. et mensurq hq4Ane \/tftutis homini es!
by God (modus
a Deo) in the achievement of those acts'which are most
consistent. with the will of God for man in the world
That merit presupposes the gift of grace, and, that God.
himself has established the criteria and possibility of
merit, suggest, in turn, that in our own examination on
the following pages of this difficult concept in St. Thomas,
the interest of scholarship will be best served by víewing
merit, not in the light of the later polemic of the
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reformers against the abuses of the 16-century church,

but simply on its or¡In terms, that is, as Thomas himself
presents his doctrine: despite a quite proper aversion
on our part to any form of works-ríghteousness in
Christianity, it may well be that by his use of this
notion Thomas has determined, at }east in rudimentary
form, a legitimate place in the Christian life for human
activity, without violating the basic conviction of his
theology of the fundamental importance of God's girace for
"
salvation. 74
As Aquinas says in a number of passages, merit

is the effect of 'cooperative grace.'75 Now, as will
shortly be stressedr ên important aspect of the meritorious
act is that it issues willing1y from the free decision
of man--to be worthy of eternal life, the Christian must
prosecute this God-direcLed. act j-n a voluntary and willing
manner. But¡ âs the term 'cooperative grace' also implies,
essential to the meritorious action is grace directing
the human will to its proper act. According to Aquinas
in one article in hi-s formal discussion of merit' man
without g'race cannot merit eternal life, for at least
76 First, as has
nas þeen
been note(
noted' man by his ovln
t\¡¡O reaSOnS "
power is utterly incapable of the attainrnent of heaven.
Thus, his achievement of the supernatural and to which he
is ord.ered by God demands that he first be restored and
perfected by the supernatural gift, the grace of God,

ii'å);?>i.:tia
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which allows him to perform works in keeping with eternal

Iífe. Secondly, g:race is al-so necessary for merit for
it removes the impediment created by human sin. Sin, as
Thomas observes in this passage, is an offense against
God which excludes a man from future communion with God
in heaven. Thus, only on the basis of man's restoration
to communion with God in the present life through the
forgiveness of sin by grace can man merit from God a
share in eternal gLotyTT--th" prosecution of meritorious
work presupposes the conversion to God in initial justification by which he enters a correct rel-ationship with
his Creator
This stress on the continued significance of grace
even in his examination of the work demanded of the
Christian man therefore compels us to conclude that Thomas
has endeavoured to present the Church's trad.itional
teaching on merit in such a way that the implications of
his earlier analysis of justification will be preserved.
Indeed., as St. Thomas emphasizes in numerous places in
the discussj-on of merit in the Summa, the meritorious
act has as its princiole and source precisely the grace
of God--it is only by God moving a man from within that
he becomes capabte of meriting heaven, for the meritorious
act must proceed from the movement of the Holy Spirit
10
leading us to eternal life " '" Now, in Thomas' analysis,
the grace of justification which serves as the source of
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the meritorious u"t79 is disclosed especially in the love
of God as man's proper good which this grace creates
and instils in man through conversion. According to
Thomas, the value of love for establishing the possibility
of merit derives from two factors. In the first place,
eternal life consists primarily in the enjoyment of God.
Thus, the g'race which serves as the principle of merít
r^lörks especially through that virtue, that power established
by the grace of conversion, through which man expressly
moves toward the enjoyment of his proper good.. But, this
movement toward God is an act proper to charity. Hence,
Thomas here concludes, an act is meritorious chiefly as
it is in*formed by the love of God., whether this be an act
of charity per se, a'r the act of another virtue--ê.9.,
of faith--which is directed toward God and informed by
charity. The second reason that love is important for
the determination of the meritorious character of an act
has to do with the need for this act to issue voluntarily
from the will--since it is clear that what we do out of
love r wê do \^rith the utmost willingness, Lhe act informed
by love hence best ensures the presence of the voluntary
nature of man's contribution required for merit.B0
On account of the grace and love directing the
meritorious act, Thomas concludes that man merits eternal
life from God 'equivalentlyr' that is, as a just reward
owed.

him for his act.

Iulerit 'by equivalencer' of course,
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absolutely nothing to do with the
notion that man is capable of placing God in his debt
by virtue of his acts, considered. precisely as belonging
to man--we mentioned earlier in this discussion that
Aquinas' convictj-on of the inequality of man and God
precluded the possibility that man's work in itself be
deemed worthy of eternal glory. Rather, by his delineaLion
of the concept of a meritum condigni, Thomas means to
emphasize the ¡gracious' quality of these human acts:
they are worthy of eternal life only because they proceed
from the grace of the Holy- Spirit,8l whi"h is 'egual' to
the life of gIory, if not in actuality, at least in powerTo illustrate his point, Thomas has recourse to the image
of the relation between a tree and its ="*d.82 on the
one hand, it is clear that the seed is quantitatively
smaller than the tree--in this sense, in their actuality,
there is a manifest inequality between tree and seed.
But, on the other handn the Lree grows from the seed,
and hence potentially, the seed. is equal to the tree:
its power, as Thomas says, is sufficient for the entire
tree. A similar relation pertains between girace and. eterin St.

Thomas has

nal life. On the one hand, it is true that girace does
not actualize in the present life the glory which will
be had in heaven--grace does not cause the intimate
possession of God which is integral to eternal 1ife. But,
it is through grace that men enter their heavenly inheritance: as PauI says, 'the grace of God is eternal life,'
):ì,-:.1,,:::::::
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himself says in explaining this text from
Romq4s, the primary cause of our reaching eternal life
is divine *"t.y.83 Thus, in the sense that the grace of
God which occasions meritorious acts is equal to life
with Gocl in heaven, in the presentation of hís teaching
on merit, Thomas can legitimately conclude that these
actions, because they display Godrs grace, are indeed
or

t as

Thomas

worthy by equivalence of eternal life
But, as has already been noted, there is a second
element which is also crucial to the proper understanding
of this difficult part of Thomas' doctrine: for actions
to be meritorious, they must proceed from the free choice

of *u.rr.b4 For St. Thomas, man differs from other creatures
it belongs to man alone to
by vírtue of hj-s free will:
decide for the good. or for the b"d. 85 Now, human freedom
proceeds from God--as was mentioned earlier, man's entire
capacity is granted him by the Creator. Thus, although
his act is not in itself worthy of the reward" of heaven,
there is a certain 'fittingness' (congruitas) that man.'s
performance of those acts which God has deemed worthy of
glory should be rewarded by God: since man has offered
homage to God by his works according to his po\^/er (given
to him by God) and has cooperated with God's grace, it
is fitting that God out of His own excellence should reward
man for his d""d.B6 Thus, by his insistence on the need
for man's free involvement in these works appropriate to
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the spiritual life, Thomas completes his doctrine of
merit by positing alongside the notion of meritum condigni,
which has as its source the grace which impels the meritorious behaviour of man, the supplementary concept of
a meritum congruirBT which arises from manrs wise arrd
free use of his powers in action in accordance with Godrs
will
In terms of the Eucharist, then, Thomasr affirmation of the meritorious character of 'eating' Christ
invisibly under the species means, in the first place t
that his act is God-directed, that is, that is in keeping
with the manifestation of God's glory through human
behaviour. But, secondly, man's merit in this act arises
from his freely-made decision to perforim the wilt of God,
of his olr¡n
to use this sacrament as a source of life:
accord, man decides to accept in faith God's promise
and affirmation of the real presence of Christ in the
Eucharist and thus to employ the sacra.ment as a means to
his sanctifj-cation. Viewed from this perspective, it is
that in ad.dition to the g'race freely granted
those who receive the sacrament in a spiritual manner,
the act of reception itself , ât a different level, shoul-d
also be the occasion of God's rassurance' that this recipient will parti-cipate in future in the l-ife of glory--God
in His excellence has decreed that He will reward. those
who have used His gifts in a v/ay appropriate for His
fitting

f"i.. -..,
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praise. As in other meritorious acts, hovlever, in Lhis
decision to accept God's word in faith, man is aided.
by the gift of girace, which makes his work meritorious
in a more profound. manner, 'bY equivalence.t fn Barticular, Godts grace moving man to action worthy of eternal
life is manifested in the love of God, informing this
acL, which the gift of grace in justífication instils in
the believer. That 'the act of faith is meritorious
aa
only if faith works through love'"" hence ensures a
consistency in Thomas' account of the requirements for
the appropriation of the gifts of God offered in the
Eucharist in various ways: just' as faith and love are
necessary to benefit from both reception in voto anC in re,
and, f,rom the sacrificial offering of the Eucharist, so
too implicit in his descrip-tion of the merit of Eucharistic
reception is the recognition of the need for the presence
of love informing this movement of faith--there is no
merit in this 'eating' deserving of the heavenly reward
unless man's action announces his union to Christ by
tliving faith'.
Moreover, Thomas' teaching on merit in
the Eu.charist further serves to cr-.mplete, of course, his
description of the various strands which bind this sacraEarlier in this
ment to the goal of the spiritual life.
chapter, we observed that in Aquinas, the Eucharist prefigures the final vision, in this way both providing the
members of the Church with the strength to persevere in

i
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their journey, and, goading them to continue in their
search for the more perfect knowledge of God.. But, since
the movement to achieve union with Christ in this sacrament through reception j-s itself meritorious of eternal
life with God, in addition Lo the grace and. comfort
provided directly to man-on-the-way by contact with
Christ in this sacrament, by his free act of faith in the
Eucharist occasioned. by God's grace and. love, the member
of the Church thus also warrants in a different way
inclusion in the ultimate experience of God

CHAPTER FOUR

Conclusion
The investigation of the role of faith in the

Eucharistic doctrine of Thomas Aquinas in the Sumrna Theologiae
demonstrates the importance of faith for his exposition of
this central sacrament of the New Law. In conformity with
Thomas, own analysis, the role of faith in this sacrament may
be conveniently described in relation to two distínct, yet reIated, facets of the Eucharist. On the one hand, Thomas invokes faith in the formal discussion of Christrs real presence
in the sacrament, and argues that faith is essential for the
resolution of the epistemological problem created by his understanding of substantial conversion and. presence. For Aquinas,
the real presence of Christ is possible ontry on the basis of
Godr s transf ormation of the origiiral substances of the bread
and wíne into those of the bod.y'and blood of Christ in heaven.
But, as he observes, that transubstantiation has in fact occurred in the consecration of the species íd a truth which
tqanscends the capacity of the human mind in the present world.
In this iife, the knowledge of intelligible truth is dependent
on the evj-dence províded. through the senses. tlence, since the
change occasioned by the consecration does not alter the accidents of the bread and wine, and. thus the outward appearances
of the original entities remain the same, it is not possible
145
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in this case for man to conclude on the basis of the information gained through the senses that Christ is novr
contained under the species. Rather, Thomas affirmsr rêcalling. here the general analysis of the relation between
supernatural truth and faith offered earlier in the treatise
on faith, human knowledge of this truth is available to
faith alone, which depends on, and responds 'to, the revealing word of God., who through the priest in tÏre consecration,
announces the new presence of the Lord in the sacramdnt promised by Christ to his disciples.

In addition üo this feature of the contribution of
faith to his teaching on real presence, it is quite líkely
that a secondary role must also be ascribed to faith ín the
very realization of the substantiat presence of Christ in
the Eucharist. The change of complete'substance into complete substance canr of course, be achieved b1n God alone.
Nevertheless, to effect this change, God employs as His
'separated instrumentr the priest who u'tters the words of
consecration- In his discussion of the function of the priest
in the Eucharist, Thomas' conviction about the omnipotence
of.God causes him to conclude that for the actual conversion of substances in this sacrament, the priest who consecrates need- not himself possess faith: for valid consecration, aII that is reguired of the priest is that he be able
to form the proper intention, so that as a willing instrument

.,,,.
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of God, he might offer the sacrament. for the purpose
for which Christ instituted the Eucharist, as the means
of his renewed presence in the world for the sanctífication of the Church. Yet, despite the adequacy, in terms
of the achievement of Christrs presencer of this explanation of the role of the priest offered in this treatise, other statements elsewhere by Aguínas on the nature
of, the Church and especially on the rrepresentativer character of the activity of the priest in the celebratíon
of the sacraments make it doubtfu1 that f aith is of no consequence for the correct offering of the Eucharist. For
st.Thomas,t'heChurchistheprincipa1vehic1eofChrist'ls
continued activity in the,world by virtue cf its acceptance
in faith of hís salvific messêge--the Church can act on
Christ's behalf for, as Thomas maintains in many different
sections of the Suúrfna, the Church is itself composed by all
thosewhohavereturnedtoeommunit'ywithGodthrou9htheir
living faith in Christ. Hence, as Thomas states in the treatise on the sacraments in general, when the priest celebrates
any of the sacraments, although he principally represents God
and. Christ, the 'importance of the Church .for the prosecution
of God's will in the world means that the priest here also
serves as the representative of the Church--índeed, as is obvious, his very right to participate in the celebration of the
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sacraments derives from his membership in the historical

Church. Consequently, as Thomas observes in this earlier
treatise, the intention of the priest to consecrate reflects
the intention of the entire Chu¡rch to work on God's behatf.
When the priest himself has living faith, his intention
more perfectly reflects that of the Church: just as the
Churchr s intention to offer the sacraments arises from its
faith in God, so too this priestr s íntention bears a similar relation to the faith which he shares with other me¡nbers of the Church. But, when the celebrant lacks faith,
it is necessary that the faith of the Church make up for this
deficiency--in order to,be faithful to its own nature, no
activity prosecuted by it for God can occur without being informed by its faithfulness to His wiII. Despite his sitence
on this question in the treatise on the Eucharist, then, the
notion that the "faith of the Church" must be expressed in
the offering of the Eucharist is in fact probabty implicit
in Thomast account of this sacrament: since faith characterizes the activity of the Church, whenever the consecration
of the species is achieved, the 'faith of the Church' must
be present, whether or not ít is actually expressed by any
particular celebrant of the sacrament.
On the other hand, as was stressed in the third
chapter of this thesis, for St. Thomas, faith is absolutely

h.\ i.
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essential for the personal appropriation of the grace
and other benefits offered by Christ in various ways
througþ the Eucharíst. lr{ost importantly, Thomas argues
that personal faith is required to guarantee the spiritual
reception of these benefits by those who eat the sacrament either in re or simply ín voto. In thís regard, Thomasl
teaching on the necessíty of livÍng faith reflects most
accurately his general teaching on the reception of grace
elsewhere in the Summa- For St" Thomas, that the sacraments infallibly make available the grace which they signify does not mean that all who physically receive the sacraments thereby obtain their power: only those who are
already joined to Christ in the living relationship established by faith informed by love can'ever attaín the benefits promised by Christ to the Church through the sacraments. It ís this insistence on the presence of the proper
spiritual d.isposition in those who eat the sacrament which
Thomas successfulty advances in the treatise on the Eucharist:
despite the uniqueness of this sacrament among the
sacraments of the New Law caused by the very presence of
Christ under the species, Thomas repeatedly demonstrates
that rear presence, and the possibirity of access to christ's
po$rer through contact with him in the sacrament, is
ad.vantageous only for those who offer themselves in faith
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This emphasis on the need ñor faith
also find.s expression in Thomas' treatment of the secondary
ways in which the celebration of the Eucharist can occasion
the bestowaÌ of grace. Thus, in terms of the sacrificial
nature of this sacramentr Thomas acknowled.ges that just as
and love to Christ.

the capacity of the true sacrifice of the New Lav/, the Passion, to sanctify men is realized only by those who are truly
living members of the mystical body of Christ by faithr so
the offering of the Eucharistic sacrif,iee can benefiü men only
when they too are bound to Christ by their own living faith.
Similarly, the difficult teaching on the possibility of the
gaining of merit through Eucharístic reception presupposes
that the one who merits eternal life evinces in his eating his
own faith and love, for both meritr+m coldígni and meritrrm
conErui demand that thi.s meritorious action of feeding on
Christ by faith be freely and tovingly performed by the recipient in Conforrnity with the revealed wilL of God.
In turn, as \,vas also demonstrated in the third chapter,
the defineation of the necessatry contribution of faith for the
personal appropriation of the benefits of the Eucharist pernrits St. Thomas to illustrate the centrality of this sacrament in the present spiritual life of the members of Èhe
Church. ïn the first place, that men can enoounter Christ
in the Eucharist fruitfully by faith enables Aquinas to oonclude that this sacrament constitutes the ultimate intensification
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in this wonld of the relationship with Christ establíshed
In iniby the initial oonversion to God in justification.
tial oonversion, the being of the justified is trullr transformed. Yet¡ since in the Eucharist men can meet Ghrist
himself in an even more intjmate fashion than is possible
in fírst justification, Thomas concludes that this sacrament acts as the goal to which the reception of the other
sacraments, as well as the initial experience of justifying
faith¡r are oriented, for it is Ín this sacrament that the
sanctification and union to Christ initj-ated by the other
sacraments and justificat;iron are undergird and confirmed.
This conception of the Eucharist as the consumation of the
present spiritual tife of man is repeated and deepened, secondly, in Thomas I delinea.tion of the iétation of the Eucharist to the ultimate goal of all of man's spiritual endeavours, the f inal vision of God in heaven. In the beat.ific vision, man will enjoy the ímmediate possession by direct
sight of God and Christ âs they trufy exist. But, since in
the Eucharist, men can experience Christ by faith through the
species, Thomas argues, they are thus enabled to anticipate
the final vision of God, hence receiving in ùhis provisional
realization of their spiritual destiny the strength and impêtus to continue in the quest of GodT' Thus, Thomasr teaching
on the role of faíth in the Eucharist, coupled with that on
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the intrinsic varue of christr s real presence, enables Thomas
to concrude to the great Ímportance of this sacrament in contemporary human spirituality.
In the remaining pages of this thesis, our focus now
shÍfts from the Eucharistic thought, of St. Thomas to the teaching of the advocates of a more contemporary approach to the
question of rear presence. Now, it is not feasible to provid.e
here a complete account of the Eucharist and the role of faith
ín it in the work of such prominent theologians as Schillebeeckx, Schoonenberg and Davis. On the one hand, the underdtanding of redl presence evinced. in their writings is difficult, and, indeed, some crÍtics havg seriously questioned
whether their comprehension of Christ's presence in this sacrament preserves the tontological densítyr of presence which
't
Catholic belief demands in the Eucharist.t Thus,.in the final pages, the complexity of their treatroenÈ of -;Christrs
Eucharistic presence precludes anything more than a brief
examination of the main features of their account of this phenomenon. on the other hand, faíth has an imnortance ín their
work commensurate to that which iÈ enjoys in the theology of
Aquinas. Ilence, in this chapter, it is similarly impossible
to provide a thorough summary of the various facets of the
rore of faith in their analysis of the Eucharist. Rather, for
the purpose of comparison, in víew of the difficulties which

:
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we observed in Thomasr teaching in the last chapter, our

primary interest here is in the manner in which these modern interpreters of the sacrament have sought to preserv.e
the personal character of the spiritual encounter with the

Eucharístic Chríst. To facilitate this discussion, the final
pages of this chapter will be divided into two main sections.
In the first part, we will delineate the important factors
which have.contributed to the new approach to real presence.
Then, in the context of a review of the attempts mad,e by certain of these thinkers to relate their own thought. to that
of Aquinas, we will condldde the thesis with some brief refiections on the abiding validity, and limitations, of this
section of Thomasr theology.
A number of facÈors have contriUuted to the for¡nu-'
lation of this new solutíon to the problem of'Christrs Eucharistic presence- Tn the first place, the modern reconstruction of the theology of the Eucharist has been stimulated by a d.issatisfaction with important features of the
older account of this sacramenÈ. Thus, for example, among
the cr.iticisms which he has levelled at Thomasr doctrine,
Charles Davis has argued that Thornas' understanding of
'substance' as applied to bread and wine is no longer viable
in the light of the insights of modern =ci"rrce.2 As he
makes clear in his discussion of the sacrament, Thomas was
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convinced that creations of human art such as bread

and

wine are each capable of expressing an individual substance in the Aristotelian sense. Hencer oD this basis,

further argued that after the conversion of the
single substance of the bread into that of Christr s body,
andn of the singLe substance of the wine into that oi his
bloodr'the body and.blood of Christ remain under their
appropriate, subsistent appearances for as long as the original substances would have remäined., that is, until the
destruction of the entities of bread and wine by some substantial corruption. Yet, Davis replies, this analysis
of the duration of Christt s presence in the sacrament is
questionahle on at least two grounds. In the first place
he states, the affirmation that bread is only one substance
on the natural Ievel, even in the Ari.stot.elian senser cannot today be maintained, for it rests on an outmodedr u[scj-entific knowledge of the nature of bread and wine. For
Davis, those who insist on retaining in Eucharistic ttreology
the Arístotelian definition of substance as an entity existing
in itself and. not in another3 must take into account that
scientif ic analysis of bread, for ex¿mple, hî,s revealed that
bread is not just one (aristotelian) substance, but in fact
"a conglOmeration Of substancêSr"- of entites which continue
Thomas
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to exist in themselves, which through chemical change affect,ing
only a portion of the mass of the original substances, have
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been brought into an accid.ental (in Aristotlers

:

sense) con-

figuration to constitute bread. Thus, since each of the component substances of the bread retain its per se exístence,
it is therefore not possible to speak of one substance of
the bread--rather, as Davis stresses, it is more appropriate
to maintáin that bread is constructed from a group of subBut, moreover,
stances which retain their individualíty.5
means that the Thomistic anal.yåis ¡f the duration of
f.his
Chríst's presence under the species is similarly invalidated,
for it is no longer possibte to speak of Eucharistic presence
lasting for as long as the one substance of the bread would
have remained. Indeed, that it ís a group of substances which
for Thomas must be changed into Christ's body enables DavÍs to
insist thaÈ the followers of Thomas cañnot reasonably affirm
that any form of substantial corruption termínates the Eucharistic presence. As Davís observes, the destruction of the
bread as an entity in the material world may be achieved. simply
through the'removal of one of its components, saY, the starch"

But, since bread is merely an accidental uníon of subsÈances,
the destruction of bread in this way, does not entail any corrupt.ion of the bread's substance, for strictly speaking, the
bread is not a subsÈance. Norr' Davis adds, does the disptr-acement of starch cause its substantíal destruction--this displacentent effects no change or disruption in this existing
'
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unitlz of activity and therefore even in this respect,
there is no substantial corruption. Hence, although the
'real presence of Christ und.oubtedly has ceased because of
the destruct,ion of the bread, as this discussion reveals,
our Smproved knowledge of the nature of bread has rendered
irrelevanÈ the notion of a substantial corruption (and, indeed, of substance in the Aristotelian sense) for the explanation of tlre terminatíon of the Eucharistic presence
of Christthe advocates of the
In view of these difficulties,
nevr approach to the Eucharist have understandably been relucta;rt to follow Thomasr lead in employing the Aristotelian
conceptíon of substance in the deveilopment of their o$rn
treatment of Christr s presence. Yet, as Catholic theologians¿
they are bound by the doctrinal affirmations of the Church
to explain real presence in terms of the change of substance.
Hence, to fu1fill this requirement, in place of the Aristotelian meaning of substance, Davis and'others have retained
the word I substancer in their theory, but use it in a less
technical senser âs signifying the 'reality of a thing'6 as
thi3 is revealed not on the natural level, but in reference
to men. In support of this more acceptable meaning of ¡substance, I whose use they justify in part by historieal investigations which demonstrate that Trent and other councils
did not use this term in a specifically Aristotelian sense
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and hence did. not make the teaching of Aristotle part of

cathoric berief, T they observe that an entity such as bread,
although not expressing an individual substance on the natural Ievel, possesses unity and meaning from the,purpose for
which iÈ is employed by *en-.8 That is, from diverse (natural)
substances, men create the bread which they normally emproy
as food, and. thus imprint on these originally diverse (and.,
at the natural level, still separate) substances an overrÍding
unity and meaning manifested in bread r s typical use by men,
rt is in this sense, thenr'that these theologians continue to
speak''of a rtrans-substantiation' of the originäl elements:
since bread and. wine possess a certain reality for men at one
lever of their existence, transubstantiation involves Godrs
intervention whereby He transforms inwardly the rearity of
these human creations and assumes them into His own dimensíonn
in this way facilitating a new relatíon of the bread to men
in which men may seek to rearize at a deeper lever of their
being the now changed importance of'these objects for them.
Related to this.more contemporary evaluation of the
meaning of r substancet in the Eucharist is a second factor
which has re-inforced this new approach to thr: sacrament, the
desire to'incorporate Ínto Eucharistic theory a keener sense
of the necessary contribution of,both God and man to the
creation of the thumanf world. on the one hand.r âs suggested
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by the preceed.ing discussion of , substancêr, basic to
human activity is the imposition of'meaning on the material
things of the world so as to draw these things into new
constellations of significance for men. yeÈ, on the other
hand, manr s activity in this regard is not at all arbi.trary,
for his ownr realization of meaning in the world must be grounded
Ín the innate capacity of these objects to evoke this meaning.
For exampl.e, bread. results from the combination by men of
materuially diverse elements to create food; but in making
bread, melr cannot employ just any ítem--say, chalk in place
of flour--but only items suitable for this purpose. This
restriction of man in his rhumanizationr of the worrd. is
imposed by God, who grants to material objects a certaùn range
,o
of potential uses (and, hence, potential meanings) by man.'
Applied to the Eucharist, then, this understand.ing of the
nature of things and. the way in which men rendow' them with
meaning allows the advocates of the newer Eucharistic theory
to ascribe an important rore ,to man in rearizing christrs
- presence in the sacrament while preventing their'oppor.nt"
from decrying the nehr approach as redrrcing Christrs real pre.sence to a mere subjective projection onto the species of
the desire of the members of the church for íntimacy with
Christ. In the Eucharist, it is essential for Christians to
realize for themselves by fai'bh the nerv importance of the
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bread and wine af,ter the consecration. In this sense,

Eucharistic reception is itself analogous to the normal
activity of man in the world. But, the Christianrs own
realization of the transformed significance of the bread.
and wine for him is itself based on the word of God pronounced in the consecration, which reveals. that what in
reali.ty was.bread, by God's power is now Christ--that is"
manr.s recept,ion of Christ through the realizing power of
bread and. wine constitutes the appropriate response of
man to'the changed reality. of the bread, and itself depends on the true change in the original entíties through
the aet of God. thus, it is only on the basis that Christ
is now actually present through the species, that God has
rbroadenêdt, as it were, the .range of þotential uses of
bread and. wine to include the spiritual gift of Christ,
that Christians are able to emplolz this sacrament. as the
means of their contact with the living tord.l0
Even more Ímportant than these rphilosophical' considerations on the nature of things, however, is a third
factor in this ndw doctrine on the Eucharist, the conviction
that this sacrament must be viewed in a strictly spiritual
context. On the one hand, this means thaÈ these theologians are adamant that Eucharistic presence is not an isolated or unique phenomenon, but. rather confor:rns to a pattern

::_:.
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of Christ's 'se'lf-offeringr to his own people at other
Iocales in their spiritual life. Thus, i.or example, these
thinkers maintain that Christ's presence to the Chursh in
different dimensions of its existence takes varíous manifestations--they note in this regartd his presence rin faith, I
by his effects through the other ,sacramenls, in the trork
of the Holy Spirit in creating and sustaining the.Church,
through the proclamation of the Wordll--rrrd further argue
that viewed against this background, the distinct.ive value
of the Eucharistic presence of Christ, whích facilitates
his closer, more clirect contact with menris that is successfully intensÍfies and realizes ever more profoundly Christ's
continuous rpresence! in the worId. On the other hand, a
marked feature of this new.theology of the Eucharist is the
concentration on the precisely spiritual character and purpose of Christr s presence through the species. In some neoScholastic writers, it appear" lth"'t the concern to explain
real presence in terms of the conversion of substances (in
Arístotlers sense), and the consequent necessity to justify,
for example, the seemingly impossíb1e notion of subsistent
accidents, has deflected their attention from the spiritual
value of this sacrament f or the members of the Church--they
have tended to view real presence as sirnply an endl in itself
without further relating this presence to the spiritual- gifts
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which ít occasions. In reaction, then, the new Eucharistic

theology has correctly stressed that Christ does not come
under the elements or identify himself with them for the
mere sake of presence, but, rather, effects the transformation
of the original entities in order to make himself avaílab1e
to'men as the source of their further sanct.ification--through

the sacrament, men encounter Christ who embraces them in love
-12
-and thras conveys to them his strength.
.
As this brief sunmary'of the main insights e¡nbodied
in this ne!ì/ approach to the sacrament suggests, ttre goal of
,the'hew theology of the Eucharist, then, is the descriptíon
ofi:this sacrament as the venue of the spíritual encounter between Christ and the members of his Church in ter.ms which are
meaningful to modern man. NovI, certaih of the leading proponent.s of the new understand.ing of the sacrament--for example,
E. SchilLebeeckx and P. Schoonenberg--werie t-rained in the
.thought of St. Thomas, and hence are familiar with important
aspects of his theology. Thus, for our purposes, it is interestÍng to note those places in which these wfiters have
of fered -their evaluat.ion of the resemblances between their
own understanding of the Eucharist and that evinced by
Aquinas, who, as has been argued in this thesis, had a similar interest in the spíritual ramifications of the Eucharist.
On the whole, despite their reluctance to adopt certain technical features of Aquinas' account of the sacrament--most
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obviously, as -,¡tas noted earlier, the def inition of 'substance' in Eucharistic theory in Aristotelian terms-Schoonenberg and Schillebeeckx have freel]r acknowledged.
the manner in which St. Thomas has anticipated. some of
their own key concerns in the formulation of his d.octfine
on the Eucharist. Thus, f,or example, Schoonenberg has observed that both the modern'and. the Thomistic descriptÍons
have been successful in evading an,¡.understanding of Christrs
presence in lhe sacrament ín merely physical terms such as
that which has marred the teaching of numerous Catholic
theologians before and. after Aquinas: as Schoonenberg stresses
in the context of defending the 'realÍty' of his own conception of Eucharistic presence, when he first proposed, hís
doctrine, Thomas too was accused of off,ering a 'too-spiritualt
notion of presence which sacri.ficed (at least ín his d.etractors'
eyes) the rdensity' of presence required by Catholic belief.13
More substantially, Schillebeeckx and Schoonenberg have also
been careful to maintain that the ultimate purpose- of presence
in their teachÍng, the edifícation of the Church and the
sanctification of its members, was also properly stressed
in the teaching of St., Thomas. As Schillebe,:ckx affi,rms,
especially in his descríption of the fruits of the sacrament
in terms of the traditional forrnula, I-eF te4-tgl!r, Thomas himseli emphasized. that the real presence of Christ is not the
end of the sacrament, but the means for the bestowal of that
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necessary grace and power whích christ desires to im-

part to his people through the sacrament. Thus, in this
Ímportant respect, argues schirlebeeckx, Thomas and the advocates of the modern understanding of the Eucharist share

acommoncauseagainstthosetheo1ogianswhoseinterestin
d'efendíng the old.er teachíng on the mode of the realizatíon
of Christ's presence in the Eucharist. has prevented. them from

:.

recognizing adeguately the spiritual purposg of the sacrament. L4
Final1y, although neither Schillebeeckx nor Schoonenberg explicitly expresses his indebtedness to Aquinas in this regard,

i in the light of our own investigation of the role of faith in
the sacrament according to st. Thomas in the summa, it is possible to isolate one final way in which ,no*.*ll
deþictdd his
thought in a fashion congeníal to the inodern approach--in both
-
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systems, albeit with differing conceptions of the precise activity of faith, these theorogians agree in ascribing to faith a

cruciar function in the personal appropriation of the grace of
ChrÍst offered to men in this sacrament.
the favourable'evaruation of the thrust of the
Eucharistic thought of st. Thomas advanced by Schillebeeckx
and schoonenberg, however:, contrasts marked.ly with the andlysis of St. Thomas found in the writings on the Eucharist
by Charles Davis. Davis, as v¡as noted earlier, d.isagrees with
the Thomistic advocacy of the Aristotelian notion of substance
in his Bucharistic doctrine. Yet, Davis' dissatisfacÈion with
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Aquinas on the Eucharist extends beyond the d.isagreement.

about the exact mode in which Christr s presence is realized

to the Church. Indeed., Davis has dismissed as irrelevant the
entire Thomistic understanding of the Eucharist, arguing that
because Thomas describes real presence in terms of the change
of substance (understood as a category in the analysis of nature), he Ís simply incapable of reeognizing the religious
character of the encounter with Christ through the sacrament: sinee transubstantiation "in the Thomíst, theology.
is an event in the material worldr"15 the definition of the
new reality of the bread and wine in these terms is incapable
of cal:turing the religious quality and purpose of God,rs work
in this sacrament, for it isolates Christt s Eucharistic presence from the "purpose that alone explains it and gíves it
meaning--the establishment of a relation between ourselves and
chrisÈ."16 ïn another essay, Davis has repeated this basic
criticism of Thomas and his followerÉ in slightly different
form: as Davis here states, the "basic d.efect of, the Scholastic
theologyr".which convinces one of its "irrelevance" to the
understand.ing of the Flucharist precisely as a sacra.ment, is
that by considering "transubstantiation simply as an event in
the physica.l wor1d, even though not. at the perceptible level,
without reference to the interpersonal and sacramental encounter with Christ to which it properly belongsr".Thomas
t
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has turned his description of transubstantiation "into

an essay,. in supernatural physics, " absolutely failing in
this way "to explain how Christ offers a persoRal communién'fr"
through his use of the sacramental species. lT tr, light of

our efforts in the third chapter to delineate the way in
whích Thomas has sought to relate his description of real
presence to the Eucharistic benefits occasioned by this presence, Davisr statements on Aquinas taken at face value can
only be described as utterly erroneous: as was demonstr:ated
there, numerous texts can be isolated in the gumma which establish that Thomas hjmself was quite convinced that the real
presence of Christ in the Eucharist was oriented to the sanctiIndeed., Davis' criticisms are ínification of the faíthful.
t,ially surprising, for in the development of his own doctrine
on the Eucharist, especially in his article "Understand.ing the
Real Presencer" Davis himself has related Christts presence to
the bestowal of çJrace in a manner rather reminiscent of Thomasr
own teaching in the Surmra.
fn reality, it would appear that Davisr d.ismissal of
Aquinasr teaching a.s irreler¡a-nt to the correct understand-i.ng
of the Eucharist can be traced to a rather selective reading
of Aquinas 'on this sacrament. Now, it is true that St. Thomas
employs I substancer to explain the presence of Christ in the
sacrament, and, of course, substance as he uses it normally is
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category valuable for the interpretation of nature. But,

it is difficult to see how DavÍs can conclude on this basis that transubstantiation is thereby viewed by Aquinas
as I an event in the physical world.. I In the f irst ,p1ace,
in St. Thomas, substantial conversion is introd.uced into
the account of the Bucharist precisely because this was
conceived as being the only legitimate way in whích he could
establish a sophísticated version of real presence. But,
althöugh he admittedly speaks of a change of substance,
Thomas does not therefore limit this change to the sphere
of nature or reduce the term of this change to a merely natural object not resid.ent jn the truly spiriLual dimension
of existence--even in St. Thomas, the $oa1 of this change
is not a rock or a tree, but rather the living Christ, now
residing in heaven, who desires to rener^r contact with the
Church, in ful-f illment of his loving promise to the discùples,
to sanctify it and. to strengthen its members anew for the
journey to heaven. 'Thus, the arg'ument. that substantial conversion in Aquinas occurs merely on the natural leve1 because
it employs terms appropriate in the first instance to the anatysis of nature is hardly convincing--in his use of these
notions in his own doctrine, Thomas has with distinction
subordinated them to the religious interest of explaining
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Christr s real presence as the prerequisite of the most important spiritual.event in the life of the Church. Secondly,
can it seríous1y be maintained ttrat Thomas has failed to 1o-

cate the religious context of Chríst's presencer âs far as
the effects of the sacrament are concerned? Now, it is of
course evident that Thomas h_as not explained the Eucharist precisely as Davi-s does, that is, by viewing the question- of how
Christ is present solely in the light of the reasons for this
presence. But, although Thomas clearly disëinguÍshes the two
questùons.of the how and the why of presence, treating the
former as a problem worthy of consideration in itself before
turning to the more thorough explanation of the great value
of this sacrament,'his failure to think of the sacrament in
exactly the same way as Davis hardly constÍtutes proof that
Thomas was ignorant of the spiritual effects for the Church
consequent upon Christrs real presence in the sacranent--if
this r^Íere so, it would have been impossible to rvrite at length,
as we,did in the third. chapter, of the role of faith according
..
,to St- Thomas for appropriáting the grace, love, forgiveness
through
. and power which Christ himself provides the faithful
, the worthy recepLíon of the Eucharíst and which Thomas insists
must be obtained for the attainment of eternal life.
Yet, although we could never subscribe to these extravagant statemenËs suggesting that the doctrine of St. Tliomas
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on the Eucharist is no longer important for the correct interpretation of this spiritual event, there is,
admitted'Iy, a limited sense in which Davis' criticisrn of
Aquinas may be valid.

Davisr crítique of Aquinas is informed by the keen sense of the per:onal nature of Christr

s

presence through this sacrament and the resulting spi¡itua.l

benefits of the personal encounter of Christ. In St. Thomas,
too, especially in his delineation of the necessity of
I livíng faith'
for the spiritual reception of this sacrament, it is clear that the experi-ence of Christ through the
Eucharist is meant to modify and indeed transform the very
being of the recipient. Yet, as was noted in the fast chapter, in Aquinas there is a failure to explain fu1ly the special character of Christr s presence üd the faithful as compared to that rvhich is realized by those other, non-spirítual
recipients who by virtue of Christ's unfa'iling existence in
the sacrament after the consecration, similarly come in rcontact' with the Lord. In particular, in our discussion of the
implications of rsacramentat eating' in the thought of St.
Thomas, it was noted that despite conceding that unspiritual
eaters also rmeet' ChrÍst through the sacrament, Thomas had
not established clearly the grounds on which this eating
could be unfruitful--although elsewhere in his theology he
assigns great importance to the very presence of Chriét to
his.own, faced here by the unparalleled possibility of an
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unfruitful presence of Christ for some recipients of this
sacramentr. .Thomas nevertheless did not employ this opportunity
to show explicit.ly hbw...Christrs presence in this case must
díffer from his fruitful presence ta others. In this regard,
although Davis has not referred. to this ambiguíty ín Aquinas
in support of his charge, it must be conceded that Thomasr
silence about the gradations of Christrs rpresencer which
must, in fact, be manifested in the Eucharist,, at least makes
comprehensíble the c1aím that Thomas has failed to ensure the
truly personal nature of fruitful contact with Christ, for this
inattention to the necessary task of defining the non-spiritual
mee'ting in this sacrament in turn reflects poorly on his claim
for the great importance for the faithful of meeting Chríst
in the sacrament.
The great strength of Èhe modern approach to the
problem of the Eucharistic presence as discussed by
Schoonenberg, Schillebeeckx, Davis, and others, is, of course,
that it guarantees the personal character of Christ's presence only to the members of the Church and correspondingly
makes clear how this differs from his presence wittr others
who receive the sacrament- In particular, these theologians
secure the distinctive character of this sacramental encounter for the Church through meditation on the different
nuances of rpresencer of which men are capable. For example,
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in his treatment of the sacrament, Piet Schoonenberg has
differentiated various intensiLies of presence and applied
the insights derived from these reftections to the problems
peculiar to Eucharistíc theology,18 As schoonenberg obseres,
men can be present in different ways. On the one hand, presence may denote nothing more than a mere exístence in physical proximitlz. Hence , f.er example, in thís case, a stranger
is said to be present with another when he enters into reference
to the spatial locale of this other, Yeto though the tr,ro exist
side, by side, unless they rbecome present' to each other in a
more profound. way, in a more human manner ín which there is
mutual openness and self-disclosureo this presence remains at
the Ievel, sây, of which even inanimatä objects are capa-o-l".19
In contrast, Schoonenberg d.iscerns the more pregnant connotation of rpresencet in the case of the presence of, say, lovers
to each other. When we discuss this kind of presence, implícit
here is. the recognition of the interaction and communication
which occu.rs between the lover and. the beloved, in these
circumstances, there is a tpresencer ,which transcend.s the merely
physical or spatíal: (although not necessarily excluding physical proximity)and, includes the rcontactr of ttrese two at a
deeper, more human and fulfilling
level of their being.
Having suggested that rpresencet can have diverse
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meanings in different contexts of normal human existence,
schoonenþerg then seeks to exprain how in fact these rkinds'

of presence are also to be found in an expressly Eucharistic
seÈting. As a theologian conmitted to the traditiòna1 belÍef
of the church in the unfailing presence of trre Lord in this
sacrament, Schoonenberg is far from Smplying that Christrs
Eucharistic presence is restricted to the faithful alone:
through the consecration, the remaining signs of the bread
and vrine do in realiÈy manifest the true presence of christ.
But, his understanding of various meanings of rpresencet permits hj:n to distinguish differênt leve1s of this presence
of christ, in accordance .with the diff erent k.inds of possible
recipients of the Eucharist. In the fd-rst place, then, in
the f irst 'instantn of the sacrarnental event., Christ takes
hold of the original elements, inwardly changing them so as
to enploy them as the realizing signs of hÍs actual. presence
for the community. This movement of Christn then, ser:ves to
establish his personal offer of himself to those who come to
the altar wishing to rene\¡/ contact wíth the Lord. But, says
schoonebêrg, though we may legibimately descri.be this action
of Christ by which he becomes available to men through the
sacrarnent as a specÍes of presence, because truly personal
presence demand.s a response and openness to the offer of the
oÈher, presence in its deepest meaning occurs in the Eucharist
only in the case of those who in turn disclose their..,depenclence
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on Christ, through the eating of the sacrament in faith and

love--'realt presence in this sense demands even in the
Eucharist the mutual openness of both members of the encounter. Where thÍs is lacking, however, Christ,rs presence
fails to_ achieve the intensity of which it is capable--to
those who eat'perfunctorily and unmotivated by their loving
'devotion to the Lord. and who consequently do ,not draw the
transformed bread and wine into new relation to themselves,
Christ is índeed present, but presenü not in the way that a
lover can be rpresent' (for this demands mutual activity),
but merely in an impersonal way¡ âs it were, in a \^ray analogous to the chance and inconsequential presence of stranger=.20
In view of the absence of a
rationale in St.
"i*ifr=
Thomas for the different kinds of rencounÈer' in the Euoharist, as was argued ín the third chapter, the Thomistic descriptíon of the Eucharist, stands in need of completion.. On
the one hand., Thomas has cogently demonstrated the nature of
the necessary contribution of man to the personal encounter
of Christ in this sacrament: as Thomas states repeatedly in
the treatise on the Eucharíst, only those to whom God has
granted the faith and love by which they may embrace Christ
Ín this sacrament can experience the true depth of power which
knowíng Christ himself can provide. In this sense, Thomas
has firmly established the continuing validi'ty of his teaching
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about the Eucharist as the means of the bestowal of savíng

power--unlike those who see Ín the celebration of the sacraments an atmost tmechanisticr impos'ition of grace in which the
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personal quality of the recipient ís írrelevant, Thomas has

consistently affirmed, in accordance with the basic principles
of the Christian faith, the need for the appropriate personal
response of nran to these signs ín which God displays His love
for him. But, on the other hand, Thomasr treatment of the nature of Christrs presence and activity in'.and through the sacramentmustitsêlfbeamended,toreso1ve,inthefirstplace,
the díff iculty for our und.erstanding of .the unfruitfüI, 'nonpersonal' encounter with Christ posited by Aquinas wíthout ex-planationin|Sacramenta1eatingl.MoLeimportant1y,greater
a.ttentionmustbepaidtoChristlso1á¡I1'activitythroughthe
saerament in order to demonstrate more fully the truly personal
quality of the union between Christ and man which the Eucharist
achieves, for only if the modern dísciples of St. Thomas incorporate this insight from the newer approach to the Euchafist into
the Thomristic framework wílI they be enabled to disclose most
duthentically the personal nature of the fruitful meeting of
Christ and man in this sacrament to which the other elements of
the Eucharistic doctrine of St. Thomas so successfully point.
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TNTRODUCTION

lThis, of course, ís not to deny that the thought
of Thomas remains an important stimulus for some contemporary theologians. Though he would not advocate a
treturn to Thomas' as if Aquinas were the sole authentic
or even the most vafuable source of theological reflection
(see below), the work of perhaps the greatest Catholic
theologian of this century, Karl Rahner, discloses his
acceptance, in broad. outline, of a number of positions
which are dis'binctively Thomist. Particularly interesting
for this thesís is Rahner's affirmation, against those
who would. minimize the human role in the reception of
sacramental grace and accentuate the objective power of
the sacraments, of the need for 'formed faithr for the
fruitful appropriation of all grace, whether granted v¿ithin
or outside the sacramental s'bructure. R.ahner has explicitly
identified. this position as that of St. Thomas irr The_c:leg:Lçgl
Investigations, volume xIV, pp. 155 and. 158; the fõfTõwîng
passage from his bri.ef article, "The Sacrifice of the
Mass, " pp. 66-7, ind.icates, moreover, that Rahner has
adopted Thomas' position as his own:
we have to be fairly clear about the relationship
between sacrament, opus operatum, the objective
cult-action of the õor¡munity on the one hand, and.
subjective devotion and personal choice on the
other. It is a truth of faith, not a piece of
modern subjectivism, that the opus operatum, the
sacrament, the cult-action, has its meaning t
valu¡,r sígnificanee and effectiveness only in so
f ar as it is integrated in the person's ovín
indispensabl e, irieplaceable subjectivity--at
,least when the person, not being an infant, is
capable'of such acts. One can receive grace through
a sacrament only if, and. in proportion êsr one
disposes oneself , by grace, to receive that girace.
Sacraments are not there to act as substitutes for
what needs to be subjectively performed. by a
person, for his faith, his conversion, his internal consent to God. and his grace, his acceptance
174
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of existence in its subjection to death, his

hope in life in the midst of death; neither to
substitute for them or to make them less
exacting. That is not the nature of the
sacraments.

See also pp. 68 and 69 of the same article

for similar

statements.
Although some seem content merely to accept Lutherrs
polemic against the errors of the so-caIled Aristotelian
church as an accurate historical assessment of the theology of Aquinas, amongi Protestants, too, there are those
who appreciate the theological achievement of St. Thomas.
For example, in his book, The Future of Roman Catholic
Theologl¡, pp. LL3-4, Ceorg
awareñéss of the central thrust of Aquinas' thought.
Writing about the need to acknowled.ge Scripture as normative for Christian faith and. theology, Lindbeck points
to those modern thinkers, Protestant and Catholic, whose
theologies are one in the "d.evout and unabashed attachment
to the fuII range of biblicat claims, however incredible

they may seem to either ancient or modern man." Thus,

Lindbeck continues, theologians such as Rahner and. Barth,
Pannenberg and. Metz,
are genuinely united on the dogmatic level by
their adherence to a conrmon revelational center.
They proceed., one might say, not b1r'accomodating
revelation to the newr,but conversely, by interpreting the new worlds of thought and action in
terms of revelation. Thus they are quite unlike

the Gnostics, Latin Averroistsl many Renaissance
humanists, nineteenth-century liberals, and
twentj-eth-century radícal theologians who attenuate or mutilate the basic Christian affirmations
in ord.er to make them believable in terms of
some contemporary procrustean framework of
thought. Instead they stand. in the line of the
Greek and Latin Fathers, Augustine, Aquinas,
Luther, Calvin, and. their successors, who reshape
whatever convictions they may have about the
worId, whether Platonic, Arj-stotelian, late
med.ieval, or modern evolutionary in the light of
their primary commitment to the reality and truth
which is in Jesus Christ. They strive to 'compel
every human thought to surrender in obedience to
Christ' (TI Cor. 10:5), and in so doing find.
themselves drawing closer together, not in an
impoverishing uniformity, but in an enriching
diversity of perspectives v¡ithin what is recognizably
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CHAPTER ONE

lrn St ï-ïf, 113 , 2c, Thomas states explicitly
that through sin, man offends God.
2rn th. rather d.escriptive phrase of I-Iï
, LL3,
I ob 3, through sin, 'someone is far from God; ! see also
I-II, 113, 2c, where Thomas says that human sin causes
a man to fall a$ray from God's unchanging love
3ïr, ï-ïï | J:}g, 7c, Thomas describes the relation
between these two disorders which sin entails in his
explanation of how sin spoils man's natural goodness:
"The goodness of nature is spoiled by the disordering of
mants nature, when his will is no longer subject to God;
for once this order is taken away¿ the consequence is
that the whole nature of the sinful man becomes disorderad. "
See also f-II, 113, I ad I, where Thomas wrítes that every
sin implies a disorder in that mind (mens) which is not
subject to God
4tho*r" distinguishes, in ïï-II, 7, 2 ad 3, a
natural or congenital weakness of the human intellect in
this world from that 'd.arknessr which envelopes the mind
on account of sin
S*ho*r= mentions the impurity which follows on
subservience, in love, to the temporal in TI-LI, '7, 2c.
6"For example, in T-II, 111, 2c, Thomas equates
justification witñ håaIing the soul and. renderinÇ it

pleasing to

God.

'r-rr, 1r3, rc.
tt-tt, 109, Bc: "ïn our present life, this healing
fof grace] is brought about ín thã mind (re"rj , although
fleshly desires are not yet wholly renewed; so Paul,
speaking in the person renewed, says, 'With my mind I
s_erve the law of God, but rvith my flesh the law of sin.'
fnom. 7 z25J In this state man can refrain from mortal sin,
L76
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which is an affair of the reason
But he cannot
refrain from every venial sin, owing to the spoiling of
his lower sensual instinct; the reason can indeed restrain

individual movements of its desire (and this is why they
have the character of sinfulness and voluntariness), but
not alJ. of them: while he tries to resist one, perhaps
another makes its attack, nor again can the reason always
be on guard to avoid these movement.s. "
o

'TL-LI, 4, 4 ad 3: "Grace causes faith not only
when faith begins to exist for the first. time in anyone,

but as long as it perd.ures
. God continuously causes
a person to be justified, even as the sun causes the air
to be lighted. Grace does not, therefore, effect less
when it comes to a believer than when it comes to an
unbeliever; in both it causes faith, strengthening and
finishing it in the one, creating it. for the first time
in the other."

:

::'-:

10_
--I-II,

108, 1 ad 2: Since "the grace of the
Hoty spirit is a kind of interior disposition infused into
us which inclines us to act rightly, it makes us do freely
whatever is in accordance with grace, and avoid whatever
is contrary to it."
See also I-II, I10, 3 ad 3, where
grace is described as "a kind of habitual state which is
presupposed by the infused virtues fi.e.,
and charityJr âs their origin and root."

faith,

hope

1L.
--M. G. Lawler, "Grace and Free Will in Justifi*
cation: A Textual Study in Aquinêsr" p. 624. Lawlerrs
examination in this article of the treatment of the
relationship of glrace and free will in the process of
justification ín the Thomistic corpus reveals a shift in
emphasis in the later Thomas. Although Law1er denies
that Thomas was ever a semi-Pelagian (p. 6l-7), it seems

evident that his earli-er work (De Veritate, the Commentary
on the Sentences ) tended to strãss The- hffian conEFfEuEIone.g. t man's preparation ior the reception
ffi,
of grace. But, because of a great-er acquaíntance with
PauI and. a keener knowled.ge of Augustine's conflict with
the Pelagians, by the time of the composition of the
pertinent parts of the Summa, Lawler notes (pp. 619-20) |
Thomas felt it was more necessary to emphasiãe ttre divine
aspect of this process. In particular, as we shall shortly
see in the text, Thomas no\Àr came t.o af f irm that the movement of. free will required of man in conversion was itset f
the gift of God, the result of God's interior moving of
man to faith.
12S"" ï-rr,

ltog, 7c.
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Thomas r^-has formulated
well
ÞE. rt----the idea of the
unmerited nature of the love which God expresses in the

justification of the ind.ividual in I-II, 110, Ic, where
he contrasts the differing motives or occasions of human
and divine love or 'g'racet: "we must note a difference
between God's grace and. man's. For since the goodness
of the creature issues from the divine will, it is out
of God's love by which he wills good for the creature
that any goodness arises in the creature. Mants will¡ orr
the other hand, is moved by good.ness already existing in
things; and so it is that mants love does not wholly
cause the thing's goodness, but presupposes it either in
whole or in part. Tt is clear, therefore, that upon any
expression of God's love there follows a goodness in the
The way in which
creature caused at some given time .
this goodness d.iffers allows us to notice a difference
in the kinds of God's love for his creatures. One is a
general love
by this he bestows natural being on
created things. The other is a special love, by which
he draws the rational creature above its natural cond.ition
to have a part in the divine goodness" And it is by this
love that he is said to love someone simply speaking;
because by this love God símply speaking wills for the
creature that eternal good which is himself. "
L4--r-rr,
113, 3c
15_
-r-rr, 113, 5c.

16rn addition to the passage from the treatise
on faith cited in note 9 above, there are many passages
in the treatise on grace in which Thomas makes this point.
For example, I-II, LLL, 2 ad 2: "God. does not justify us
without us, since while \tle are being justified, we consent
to God's justice by a movement of free choice. But that

not the cause but the effect of grace. Thus
the whole operation belongs to grace;" I-IIË 109, 6 ad 4:
"It is the þart of man to-prepaie his mind ftor gr.""],
since he does this by his free decision; yet he does not
do this without the assistance of God moving him and
drawing him to himself;" I-II, L09, 7 ad 1: "when man
tries to ris.e from sin by a free decision moved by God,
he receives the light of justifying grace;" see also
I-If, LL2, 2c and 4c¡ and, 113, 3c.
mor¡ement is

L7- Riga,
-'P.
"The Act of Faith in Aquinas and
Augustirrêr" p. L67, observes that this emphasis on the
assent to revelation as itself the pure grace of God was
a dominant theme in the thought of Augustine on faith.

li.":>;.=:Ì.,r7
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18_
--For

example, the first part of this description
is found in II-II, 2, I ad 3, where Thomas supplements
the description of this act given in the corpus (i.e.,
believing is 'to think or ponder with asseñETJT "The
mind of the one believing settles upon the one side of a
question not in virtue of his reason but in virtue of
his will. Therefore assent is und.erstood in the definition as an act of mind in so far as the mind is brought
to its decision by the wí11. " For the earlier formulation
of the last part of this description, see, e.g., II-II,
2, 5 ad 1, where Thomas notes that it is only when aided.
by grace that one can give assent to what is otherwise
beyond one's natural powers; in this passage, Thomas is
referring specifically to belief in the articles of faith.
19rr-rr, l, 4¡ see also r.r.-rr- 2, lc.
|
20
__
--IT-II,

2t 9 ad 3.

2L---II-II.

2, 5 ad 1.

22- IT-II, 6, 1, Thomas consid.ers in gneater
--In
detail whether faith can be said to be infused by God.
In the corpus, Thomas organizes his material in terms of
what he calls the 'two requisitesr of faith. rn the first
p1ace, for faith it is necessary that there be somethingi
which is proposed. for our belief. In this regard, God is
necessarily the cause of faith, for it is only insofar
as God has revealed the things of faith, which surpass
our understanding, that belief is possible. Secondly,
there is the assent of faith itself, of which there áre
two types of cause. First., there is the cause which
persuades from withoqtr €rs, for example, a preacher's
exhortation to faith. Such a cause, however,.is not
sufficient to cause assent: after all, though both have
heard the same ¡lreaching, one man believes wñite another
does not. Therefore, there must be at the same time a
second kind of cause, "an inner c¿-;-use, or¡e that influences
a person inwardly to assent to the things of faith. " At
this point in his analysis, Thomas refeis to the pelagians,
who thought this 'inner cause' to be the free will alone
and who therefore taught that the beginning of faith is
from us alone, i.e., it is from our-own-lãEources that
we are ready to assent to matters of faith.
For Thomas,
"this is a false doctrine
since in assenting
ffor]
to the things of faith a person is raised above his own
nature, he has this assent from a supernatural source
influencing him; this source is God.." Hence, Thomas
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concludes, "the assent of faith

. has as its

God, moving us inwardly through grace.

23t-rt, 1r3,

cause

"

gc.

-)LtSee¡ e.9. I I-II,

IL3t 2 ad 2: "It is out of
the divine love that sin is not imputed to someone by God."
25rh.t love must be part of the human response to
God. in justification
derives from the fact that man's wilI,
as well as his intellect, is involved in conversion to God..
Hence, in addition to the virtue (faith) perfective of
the mind in this return to God, love of manrs true end.
lcod), which is perfective of the will, must also be
gr.anLed to man by grace and play a part in this process.
Thomas mentions the necessity of human charity informing
faith in initial justification in I-IT, 7L3, 4 ad 1. In
the treatj-se on faith, Thomas develops the idea of the
role of charity in maintaining a fruitful relationship
to God in his analyses of rformed' and 'unformed' faith.
Formed faith, for example, is that faith which is formed
or extrinsically shaped and determined by love; love here
serves to direct and. complete the act of faith. For more
complete discussions of the necessity of the habits which
dispose properly both the mind and the will in faith,
see II-II,
4, 2c and 3c; and, of the difference betv¡een
this so-called 'formed' faith and runformed' faith (in
which the habit of charity does not perfect the will and
hence is absent from faith), see TI-IT, 4,4 and 6,2.
26:,

-,.l, LL3, 4 ad 3¡ see aIso, e.9., II-II, 2, '1 ,
where Thomas states in what sense explicit belief in the
mystery of Christ is a matter of salvation for all people;
and., II-T-T' t 2 | 8, where the need. for explicit faith in
the Trinity is explained (corpus: "Without faith in the
Trinity there can be no belief in the Incarnation. 'i )
2

7vü"

find this id.ea of the Church arti-culated
points in his treatise on the Eucharist,
at a number of"u.r,
Thus, for example, in fII, 74r lc, among the reasons for
affirming the suitability of bread and wine as the matter
of the Eucharist, Thomas asks us to consider the effect
of this sacrament in terms of the whole Church 'which is
constituted. from all the diverse faithful' (totius
Ecclesiae . . . quae constituitur ex diversiíTï¿etib¡¡g) ,
also III, 80, 2 ad 2, where Thomas explains that men and
angels share the fellowship of the mystical body, but in

r+ït:ìii.i;t
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different ways, men through faith, angels through manífest vision. For this idea in the treatise on faith,
see II-II,
L, 9 ad. 3, where Thomas says that the Church
is'bound togettrer through faithr (.
totius Ecclesiae,
quae per fidqm.unitur) . Y. Congar in his@
stresses the importance of faith in the determination
of Thomas' understanding of the
Church. See, for example,
his article, "'Ecclesia' et rPopulus (Fid.elis) ' d.ans
1'Ecclésiologie de S. Thomasr" p. L62, where he suggests
that Thomas wished. to defj-ne the Church as 'congregatio
(coetus, societas, collegiuq, communio) fideliumr' and,
his earlier study, "The ldea of the Church in St. Thomas
Aguinasr" p. 337, n. 10, where Congar affirms that "for
St. Thomas, the substance of the mystical Body is living
faith. "
In the latter article, Congar has also explicitly
noted the basically Christocentric character of the Church
in Aquinas on p. 340; here, he observes that God. has
ordained that man's return to God occurs principally in
Christo. A. Dulles, "The Spiritual Community of Man:
The--Cñurch According to Saint Thomasr" p. I33, has
expressed his acceptance of this aspect of Congar's
analysis of Thomas.
28^

ai
ttñr
^tr'-i
c. O'NeilI,
"St. Thomas on Membershíp of the
Church, " has described well the functioh of the visible
Church as the agent of God's saving action in the world"
OrNeillrs article was occasioned by his desire to defend.
Thomas' ecclesiology against those who would dismiss it
as conceiving the Church as only an asserhbly of believers
drawn togeLher by grace. (p. 91). To defend Thomas in
this regard, O'NeiII tries to demonstrate the relation
between the historical manifestation of the mystical body
in the state of the New Law, the Catholic Church, to the
mysti-ca1 þody iLself which, properly speaking, is constituted only by the redeemed and, rrtoreover, includes all
those who have been restored to fellowship with God through
Christ regardless of the date of their birth (that is,
it includes even those men of the state of the Old Law
who were saved througn their faith in Christ).
On the
whole, O'Nei1lrs work here is valuable; especially
interesting is his contention that it is the sacraments
of the New Law which constitute the major new factor in
the lives of the members of the mystical hod.y after Christ.
(As we will shortly see in the text, this is so because
these sacraments, as distinct from those of the Old Lahr,
are able to communicate Chrj-st's grace to those believing
in him. ) Compared. to others who have ventured to write
about the sacraments and grace in Aquinas, two aspects of
OrNeill's discussion are especially gratifying. First,

i.::::;-.i
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his stress in this way on the sacraments has not caused
him to lose sigh't of the fact that in the treatise on
grace, the sacraments are relegated to a secondary level
(see t e.g. I p. 103) : as Thomas notes in the majority
of the relatively few references to the sacraments in
this part of the Summa, the girace of the Holy Spirit is
the principal featurã-ôf the New Law; externals such as
the sacraments come und.er the New Law only insofar as
they dispose men to this grace (see I-II, L07, 1 ad 3;
108, Ic and 2c). Secondly, despite his appreciation of
the sacraments, O'Neill also displays some awareness of
the role of faith in the Thomistic soteriology, acknowledging, for example, that the "association with Christ
is achieved primarily by faith" (p. 117). As suggested
by certain statements later in his article (p. L20),
however, OrNeill tends to view the incorporation by faith
into Christ as a merely mental incorporation requiring
completion (indeed., 'fleshffi-out')
through the later
reception of the sacraments. Although it would be rash
to deny that Thomas acknowledged a legitimate role of
the sacraments in intensifying and. maintaining the relation to Christ, and, though Thomas expresses himself at
times in a v/ay which would seem to warrant this elevation
of the sacraments to equality w-i-th faith, it hardly seems
adequate to characterize justifying faith and the union
to Christ achieved through it as just 'mentaf in Aquinas,
as if this bond to Christ were not lifelgiving and complete
in itself.
29
'"It.-.

is in this context, perhaps, that. we can best
understand Thomas' statement, in III, 641 2 ad 3, that the
Church has been instituted and constructed through faith
and the rsacraments of the faith,' which sacraments flowed
Erom Christ!s side on the cross
30--See

t e.g., IfI, 6L, 3c: sacraments "constitute
certain sensible signs of invisible things by which man
is sanc-tified. "
3t^
--See

, e.g. I I-II7 108, 2c: "since we cannot
obtain grace of ourselves but only through Christ, the
Lord himself instituted by his o\Ázn act the sacraments by
which we obtain grace;" in this text, Thomas then proceeds
to enumerate the seven sacraments. In I-II, 108, 2 ad, 2,
he adds that since grace is from Christ alone, it was
necessary that these sacrarnents be instituted by Christ
himself

')a

"Thomas has providecl a good summary of the
'instrumental' nature of the sacraments in III, 62, 5c¡
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here, he states that the humanity of Christ is the
goü_oingg instrument of his divinity, whose power is
manifested in the sacraments, whereas the sacraments
are sep3rated instruments of his humanity, which further
convey the power of the divinity.
A similar discussion
of instrumentality may also be found in I-II, LL2, I ad
I, in which Thomas notes the instrumentality of Christrs
humanity, and ad 2, in which he mentions that of the
sacraments. For the basic meaning of instrumentt as
used here, see IfI, 62, 3 ad 1: grace is 'in' the
sacrament as in an instrument, inasmuch as an "instrument )
is said to be the tool by means of which some work is
performedi" and, III, 62, I ad 2: an instrument works
as an instrument when "it produces its effects not of
its orlrn po\Ârer but in the power of the principal agent."
There are numerous passages in his general discussion of the sacraments in which Thomas artículates his
belief that the grace of the sacraments is precisely that
which originates in Christrs work on the Cross; see,
e.9., III | 62t 5 ad, 2.
?a
--See
I-fI , LLz, 1 ad 2: "in the sacraments of
the New Law, which have their süurce in Christ, grace is

ind.eed caused instrumentally by the sacraments themselves,
but the principal agent is the power of the Holy Spirit
working in them. " ft is in the light of a passage such
as this that we can best evaluate the critici-sm of Thomasl
sacramental thought made by O. Tappeiner, "sacramental
Causality in Aquinas and Rahner: Some Critical Thoughts:"
accordinõ to ráppeiner, Thomas' notion of sacramentai
causality is deficient precisely because it makes no
mention of the necessary contribution of. the HoIy Spirit
(pp" 246, 256-7). Indeed, Tappeiner even goes so far as
to say that judging from his account of the sacraments,
it is as if St. Thomas had never heard of the Holy Spirit
(p. 247). There will be occasion to note the role of the
Holy Spirit specifically with reference to the Eucharistic
conversion in the second chapter.

"'SeeI e.9., E. Sauras, "Thomistic Soteriology
and the Mystical Body. " Sauras accomplishes the remarkable
feat of describing j-ncorporation into the mystical body
of Chrj-st without noting at all the role of faith in this
process; indeed, âs far as can be dete::mined from a careful
reading of this article, the word tfaith' itself appears
only once (p. 549) , and just in passing, in this entire
accoi:nt. The general tenor of this article, with its
great emphasis on the pov/er of the sacraments as causes
of grace, is suggested. well by the following' passage:
according to Sauras,
..

¿.
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the redemption has two aspects: the first is
called objective redemption or redemption
effected; the second is called subjective or
applied redemption. The first was realized
by the works which Christ performed while in
the world; the second, by the sacraments which
He instituted to apply to us the fruits of
objective redemption. (pp. 544-5)
This neglect of the role of faith in Thomasr account of
the bestowal of grace causes Sauras to make a serious
error in interpretation later in his article in his discussíon of the grace given in the Eucharist: in Saurasf
interpretation, "!.rhén the bod.y of Christ comes in contact
with ours there is an intimate communication of grace
because for us it is not body, but 'spiritus vivificans.t',
(p. 567) Actually, it is quite possible that there are
in fact two things wrong with this statement: not only
d.oes it neglect to follow Thomas in stressing the necessíty
of faith for fruitful reception, but perhaps it also
ascribes to him a too-physical conception of real presence.
As should become clear in the second chapter, the body of
Christ as it is 'in' the Eucharist can hardly be said'to
come into contact' \^iith our bodies.
35_
-'See

the note to the Introduction.

36_ addition
""In
to the discussion of the difference
between the sacraments of the Old. and the Nevr Law which
follows shortly in the text (where this point wil_l become
more manifest), I-II, 113, 3 ad I also makes clear that
the reception of justifying grace in the sacraments (whether
in baptism or in one of the others), always requires a
movement of free choice on the part of one capable of
such a movement; it is only in the case of an infant or
of one who has never trailthis capacity that the sacramental act alone (actually, God workíng through the
sacrament) suffices to justify and to bestow grace
.

J1..,/Mu"h

of the foltowing discussion is based on
frr, 62, 6.
38rtr, 62, 6c. As Thomas adds in the same place,
however, that the Passion had. not yet occurred did ñot
prevent the men of the OId Law from attaining faith in
Christ and his Passion, for even before the passion, they
could conceive an idea of it which could move them to the
faith in the Christ to come.

39r." rïï, 61,

3c.

ti-,;...
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40o f.rIl"r

d.escription of the faith of the men
Iiving in the state of the Old Law and their incl_usion
in the mystical- body is available at a number of points
in the Summa. For example, in the treatise on faith,
there is the discussion of whether explicit betief in
the mystery of Christ is a matter of salvation for all
people (TI-LI| 2, 7)¡ in the corpus, Thomas suggests that
the leaders or teachers of the OId Law had an explicit
knowledge of this mystery, whereas the comrnon pe?æïãE-a¿
only an implicit faith which was attested in their ceremonies. That some men of the OId Law were justified by
their faith in Christ and received grace is also stated
in the treatise on gracei seer ê.g., I-II, 106, I ad 3
and L07, 3 ad 1. Finally, for a good statement in the
treatise on the sacraments of Thomas' teaching in this
regard, see III, 6L, 3 ad 2: "it has alwa1's been through
faith in the future coming of Christ thaL men have been
justified. "
4L_
--See

63, 4

ad. 3.

I e.9., fII,

42ttt, 64,
43'"In

3c

6I, 3c and. 4c, and also III,

ì 62, 5 ad 2.

III, 62, 6c and 6 ad L, Thömas makes the
basic point that justifying grace is now offered. (also)
in the sacraments; in this sense, this marks an ad.vance
on the Old. Law, where faith alone justified.
It would be
a misuse of this particular article, however, to conclude
from its recognition of the new ability of the sacraments
to contribute to justification that Thomas means for the
sacraments to replace faith or even that the sacraments
lvere now acknowledged to be a tcomplement of faith' in
the sense that they have been assigned. an equal role to
that of faith in justification, separate and self-contained
and independent of the continuance of faíth. AIl Thomas
wants to establish in this article is that these sacraments, too, now are able to 'conjoin' us to the Passion;
he does not suggest Lhat this means anything more than
that codls-grace is now definitely offered (also) within
the sacramental structure. To state th.is differently,
when he says that they 'conjoin' men to the Passion, this
does not mean that they cause the grace of the Passion
to be in the recipient. To draw this conclusion from
this article (or, rather: to read this conclusion into
the article) would be to contradict the passages mentioned
in the preceeding note as well as those from the specific
treatise on the Eucharist which will form the basis of the
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third. chapter. As Thomas says in ad L, j-t has always
been by faith in the Passion that men have been justitiea;
in the erã-õE the New Law, moreover, it is also lossible
for the sacraments to contribute to this processr.not
as usurping the function of faith, but as the loci of

Godrs regular offer of that. grace (which is always
necessary on account of continued sin) which may be
approprj-ated alone by faith.

'^Ad 6 of this article is especially important
for this thesis, for, as far as it has been possible to
determine, this is the only instance in his treatise on
the Eucharist in which Thomas has referred. to the twofold
function of faith r €rs outtined in the Introduction, in
the same text.
a. Á.

45th" Eucharist is at times designated. the ,sacrament of charity' becauser âs shall be seen in the third
chapter, charity is boLh required on the part of the
worthy recipient and is itserf increased through reception
of this sacrament; in ad 6, Thomas gives as the justification of this designation that the Eucharist symbolizes

charity

and.

brings it about.

46"Th. Eucharist is called. ,the sacrament of
faith,' in the sense of being an object'of faith; it is
only by faith that we can know that the blood of Christ
is Ín this sacrament in actual fact. And, also, the
passion of Christ justifies us through our faith in it. "
. dicitur lsac-ra{nenËum fidei', quasi fid.ei objectum:
t... guod.
quia
quod
sanguis Christi
chris secund.u
guia
hoc. sacramento, sola fid
rÍsti per fidem iustificat.

. .r
.j.r,::'r::t:j.:t::
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CHAPTER TWO

lrn hi= treatise on the sacraments in general,
Thomas reveals his o\^Jn understanding of the vaÍue of
signs and of the method by which objectsr on account of
their natural characteristics, come to be chosen for
use in Christ's sacraments. For example, in III, 60,
2c, Thomas stresses the itlfol*eËonal qualíty of signs:
signs are objects in coffi
meanings are évid.ent
to men and through the ascertainment of which meanings,
men can gain greater knolvledge of realities less familiar
to them; in other words, signs are given to men so that
they might come to know what they do not know through
things they do. Thus, in keeping v/iLh this analysiã,
Thomas writes later in this same question (III, 60, ¿c)
that through sensible signs, men obtain knowledge of
intelligible realities; for this idea, see also rrr, 6L, lc.
The choice of specifíc objects for inclusion in
the sacraments reflects this conception of the natural
appropriateness of these objects to act. as signs. Hence,
in ITI, 64, 2 að. 2 , Thomas argiues that bertaiñ sensible
objects are able to signify aspects of sacred rearity
because of such a natural aptitude--these objects in their
normal use, that is, suggest a spiritual truth assocíated
with a sacrament (e.g., the use of water is'apt for signifying the spiritual cleansing of baptism on account õf
its use Ín physical washirg) " Nevertheless, in this same
text, Aquinas discloses his awareness that physicar objects
are in themselves ambiguous, apt for the signitication of
many d.ifferent ideas (e.g., water naturally can suggest
both cleansing and the quenching of thirst) " Thus,'Thomas
concrudes by asserting that, in the final analysis, despite
the natural propensity of these things to signify, it is
the work of God which ultimately endows, as it_ \,rère, each
thing with iÈs proper signification in any given sacrament: that. is, it is by the divine institution of the
sacrament that these objects receive a 'special determination' which identifies (and hence restricts
that object
particular
that
meaning
which
the
use
of
the
object
!o) the sacrament
in
is meant to convey.
)
-IIf
, '74, Ic. Elsewhere in his d.iscussion Thomas
has similarly designated this sacrament 'the sacrament of
Church unity'; see, for example, III, 73, 4c, where Thomas
187
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justífies the name communio for this sacrament on the
grounds that one of-fEs-Tesults is the unity of the church;

III, 80, 5 að, 2, where, in the context of explaining why
the mortar sin of unbelief prevents receiving the effects
of this sacrament, Thomas cal_ls it the sacramentum
ecclesiasticae unitatis; If I, 82 , 2 ad ¡l-Tfrêrê-he states
itatis ecclesiasticae requires
that multi
3:28) ¡
Eefatiele
and, TII, 82, 9 að. 2, where he affirms thát
the tx-ritas
cgïporfs=myst+ci is the fructus corporis veri perõepEî.
This notion will be examined in m
r¿
chapter

') "For
this basic idea, see III, 73, 4c, where
Thomas explains that this sacrament is called viaticum
becaube it keeps us on the way to heaven inasmucñl-ãs-ad
2 adds, âs the Eucharist acts as the rrestorativet par
excellence enabling as to continue (in the words ot-õ6-Z)
J_

.

'In III, 74, 1c, Thomas makes the point that
bread and wine were serected for sacramental use on account
of the fact that they const.itute the most cofitmon food of
men. In ITI, 74, 3c, he argiues that it is in particular
wheaten bread which must here be used for the same reason,
mãtf s, because it is the kind of bread. most men eat and
in the sacraments, men use that which is commonly used
for like purpose; in III, 74,5c, he argues that in addition to the fact that it best signifies the spirituat
occasj-oned by worthy reception, it is
' joyr (laetitia)
specifica1fy grape-wine which should t¡e used as the matter
of 'the Eucharist, for this is the kind of wine most men
drink
¿

Ã
"lll
, 79, Ic
6rr, , 73, 5c

7'In

addition to these descriptions of the signifying relation of the Eucharist to the passion taken from
fII, 73, 5c, see also the following passages: III, 73,
5 ad 3, where Thomas explains that the Lord instituted
the sacrament a'b the Last Supper that it might in future
be a memoriale Dominicae passionis; Iff , 79, lc, where
fhoma
in the Eucharist
because, among other reasons, the fact that the passion is
here represented (repraesentatur) suggests that the effects
ofthePassionareffiythissacrament(seea1so,
.:ll';
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e.9., III, 81, 3 ad 1, where the active voice of this
verb is used.) ; and, TII , '79 , Ge, where he says that
reception can protect the recipient from future sins
inasmuch as he is henceforth protected from demonic attack
by this quoddam signum of the passion, by which the demons
were conquered' rrf, 74, 3 ob I repeats the description
of the Eucharist (in III, 73, 5c) as the rememorativum
of the Passion
Ithomas r:nd.erlines the value
of two species for
signifying the Passion in a number of passage;. For
example, in III, 74, lc, among, the reasons ad.vanced in
support of viewing the use of bread and wine as reasonabre,
Thomas notes that ín the passion Christts blood was
separated. from his body;'hence, Thomas continues, in this
memoriare. Dgminicae passionis, it ís good that two species
are al.so taken up separately, the bread. being the
sacramentum csrpgrÈq, the wine, the sacramentum sanguinis.

rr@ts

rhis norionînffi

explaining why, despite Thomas' teaching on concomitance,
two species are not superfluous. As will be seen rater
in this chapter, the idea of concomitance suggests that
when two things are joined in reality, wherever one is,
the other also must be. Applied to th.e present case,
this means that even though no mention of the brood of
christ is made in the form of the consebration of the bread,
since christrs body is not apart from its brood. in reality,
after the conversion of the bread into his body, christ's
bloocl is also present under the species of the bread.,
albeit only by concomitance and not as the direct term
of the conversion; and, the same applies to the consecration of the wine, the body now also becoming present by
concomitance after the conversion of the wíne into the
blood. In view of this teaching articulated in III, 76,
2c, III, '76, 2 ad l must tïy to defend the use of two
species; after all, as ob I argues, if Christ's blõõã is
already present after the consecration of the bread, what
point can there be in consecrating the wj_ne? Tn reply,
Thomas refers again to the retation of the Eucharist to
the Passion as its sign: the use of the second specíes
is varid for the two species serve to represent cÈrist's
Passion, in which his blood was separated from his body
Further justification specifically of the separate
consecration of the wine can be foundt e.g., in fII, 7g,
3 ad.2 and, especially, IIT, 7Bt 3 ad 7. In ob '1 , in the
context of the attempt to determine the suitability of
the second of the eucharistic forms, objection is made to
the explicit mention of the passion only in the consecratory
form of the wine; since the whole sacrament is a memoriale
of the Passion, there is no greãEer reason for meñ:EññïñÇ-
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the Passion in the form of the consecration of the blood
and not in that of the bod.y. In ad 7, Thomas simply
stresses that this separate consecration of the blood
more expressly represents (expressius repraesentat) the
Passion; hence, conclud.es f
is
legitimately made in this form of the Passion and its
fruits and not in the earlier form.
o

'ltt , 7'7 , '7c. This particular signification of
the fractio of Lhe host, along with two others, is
repeated-Ïñ-' rrr, 83, 5 ad 7.
1oïïr, 73, 4c. see also rïï, 73, 4 ad 3: hoc
sacramentum dicitur t sacrificium' inquantum repraesã-ntat
ipsam passionem Christi; and, ITT, 79, 7c, where Thomas
argues that the Eucharist has the nature of a sacrificium
inasmuch as in the Eucharist, repràesentatur paslñlõã?Ïãti.
III, 83, I is also extremely important in regard. to the
sacrificial nature of the Eucharist for Thomas here asks
whether in this sacrament Christ is sacrificed (immoletur).
In the body of the artj-cle, he replies that in¿eea ttre--lEucharist j-s properly called the immolatio Christi, for
Èwo reasons. The second is that @ment,
the effects of the Passion are received.. The first is
that the celebration of this sacrament is an 'image'
(imago) which represents Christrs Passibn, which is the
true sacrifice (imago quaedam est repraesentativa passionis
Christi quae est _vera eius immolra.tio) , and images are often
called by the name of that which they reflect. As will
be seen below in the text, it is also possible to call
this sacrament a 'sacrifice' by virtue of the fact that
in it, the Christ who was sacrificed is contained. Thus,
as should be evident, neittrer way of justifyíng the
ascription of a sacrificial nature to this sacrament
suggests anything even remotely implying the ever new or
recurring death of Christ in the offering of the Mass;
indeed, rather than denying the efficacy of the Passion
by his teaching, Thomas' descriptions of the Eucharist
as a 'sacrifícet serve only to point men anew to the true
source ot their new existence. In chapter three, there
will be occasion to note the role of faith in receiving
the grace mad.e available by this sacrifice of the New Law.
11___
*-III
, 'lB, lc; III, 80, I ad 1.
1)
--IIT,
11

80, L2 ad 2.

"Thomas makes this point in IIT, '79, 7 ad 1; in
this arLicle, Thomas notes that it is because the Eucharis'b
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is also a sacrifice that ít can benefit even those who

do

not actual-ly receive it.

1L
-'III,
75, 2 ad 2. In this extremely important
article in which Thomas states explicitly a number of
ideas which d.ominate his discussión of tlre real presence,
Thomas is discussing whether the substances of the bread
and wine remain after the consecration. The answer given
in the corpus, and supported by four arg-uments, is in
the negative; indeed, the first argument (to be examined.
in detail in the text below), has stated that only by a
conversion of substances can Christ begin to exist in the
Eucharist. The second objection of this article, horøever,
has argued that these original substances must remain,
on the basis of the parallel with the other sacraments:
in these other sacraments employing a material element t
the consecration does not alter the substance of the
material element. Tn response, Thomas notes in ad 2 w}:ry
it is that in this sacrament as opposed to the others,
the material substance does not remain: because these
other sacraments do not contain Christ himself (realit,er) ,
as does the Eucharist

l5raa

'.

, 73, r ad 3.

16cirr"., the tendency of the faithful in Catholic
church history to refrain from eucharistic reception as
a sign of piety and respect for this central sacrament,

it is crucial to clarify here Thomas' basic point. What
âs will become clearer in the text below,
is that the Eucharist constitutes a unique case, for by
the consecration alone (apart. from the reception of the
sacrament) the sacrament is complete. This is so becaùse
the consecration realizes the presence of Christ himself
in the sacramenti whether or not he is in turn received
by the faithfutr does not alter the fact of his real presence
in the sacrament. On the other hand., the other sacraments
serve only a rtransitive' function--their sole task is to
apply the grace and other gifts of the Passion to men.
Thus, inasmuch as they do not contain Christ himself but
only convey his pov¡er, they are completed only when Èhey
actually 'pass along' this power to those for whom it is
intended, the recipients of the sacraments. Nevertheless,
as has been stated., from this fact, Thomas does not d.ismiss
the reception of the Eucharist as irrelevant to the life
of the Church, nor, indeed, does he wish to separate the
further use of this sacrament from its completj-on in the
consecration--after all, inasmuch as it too is a sacrament
instituted ultimately for the bestowal of grace, Thomas
Thomas meansr

f
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does not mean to suggest that the use of the Eucharist
is opposed to its very nature. Thus, for example, apart
from the texts to be studj-ed in the third chapter which
will provide ample evidence of the tremend.ous importance
assigned by St. Thomas to the worthlz reeeption of this
sacrament for the spiritual life, see fII, '73, 2c: here,
in the context of his at.tempt to explain how it is that
what is materially many is yet only one sacrament, Thomas
defines the 'purpose' (fines) of this sacrament to which
it is ord.ered as the spllÏtuaI refreshment of men.
17S""

I e.g. | ïïr,

I8r.", e.g.t ïïr,
19_
--A

82, 4 að.2.

75, Lc.

brief revierv of the contents of this treatise
will reveal the importance of this problem for the organization of Thomas' treatment of the Eucharist in the Summa.
In the first place, the first half of the treatise is
devoted directly to the discussion of rea.I presence and
Thomast attempt to resolve the difficulties
occasioned
by his account of this presence. Thus, after some preliminary considerations in q. 73 about, among other things,
the sacramentality of the Eucharist, its institution by
Christ and. its symbolic value, in q. 74, Thomas turns to
the examination of the terrninus a guo oi the eucharisLic
conversion, the bread añã wlner-ãempnstrating here, for
example, the suitability of these elements to constitute
the basic matter of this sacrament. In qq. 75 and '76,
which together form the heart of this treãtise, Thomas
provides his own ans'r¡¡er to the problem of real presence.
Hence, in q. 75, he depicts the manner in which the
presence of Christ is initiated in the Eucharist, the
instantaneous change of the complete substances of the
bread and wine into the complete substances of Christ's
bod.y and blood.. Q. 76 is d.èdicated to the explanation
of the precise manner of presence which.this conversion
entails; thus, here, for example, Thomas argues that the
whole Christ--divinity,
souI, and. bod.y (including the
accidental d.eterminations of his bodily substance) --is
present, though, he adds, these diverse 'partst of Christ
are present in different ways (see below in the text on
how the presence of those rparts'of Christ which are the
direct term of this conversion differs from that enjoyed
by the other 'partsr, which are in the sacrament only
concomitantly). But, the account of substantial conversion and presence in these two questions directs our
attention to the continued. existence of the accidents of
the bread and wine after the consecration. Thus, in q.
77 , Thomas resumes in d.epth the discussion, begun in ITI ,
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75, 5, of subsistent accidents, stressíng in this question
both the work of God in maintaining these accidentJ and
endowing them with the capacity to do all that the bread
and v¡ine formerly did, and, the increased dependence of
the other accidents after the consecration on the dimensi-ve
quantity of the bread and wine. Finally, Thomas concrudes
the first half of his treatíse by examining in q. 78 the
forms by which the conversion is effected
Even the second ¡r'a1f of the treatise, whi_ch discusses a variety of questions having to do with the proper
cerebration and use of this sacra-ment, reflects Thomast
preoccupation with real presence. Thus, although it is
not absolutely certain that rhomas has integrated perfectly
his teaching on real presence with the requirements of
his theology of grace--the possibility that. he has faired.
to do so will be st.udied in the third chapter--his d.iscussions of tÌ¡e eucharistic effects and tñe ways of 'eating'
this sacrament in qq. 79 and 80, respectively, are based.
orlr and are more or less consistent with, the concrusions
of, the first part of the treatise. Similarly, the analysis
of the first eucharist in q. 81 revears the influence of
the account of real presence articulated earlier--see,
e.g., III, 81, I acl 2, which concludes, on the basis of
the substantial presence of christ in this sacrament, that
christ ÏeõãÏvea rris own body and blood at that meal--r¡¡hire
the earlier discussion causes Thomas in.q. 8Zr on the
minister of the sacrament, to emphasize that the role of
the miníster in achieving the conversion is limited. strictly
to acting rin the person of Christ.r Finally, although
in less obvious vrays, âs its general tone manifests, even
the final question of the treatise, q. 83, which examines
the ritual of the sacrament in the church at the time of
st" Thomas, also is based on this earrier teaching on real

presence.

20- addition to the texts mentioned
-YIn
later in
this chapter which affirm that the belief in real presence
is grounded. on the authori-ty of God, see fIT, '15, tc; here
Thomas rejects as heretical the affirmation of a merely
symbolic presence (in sÍgno) of christ in the sacrament
because thís positiõn-îs-Eontrary to the words of christ
(utpote verbis Christi contrari!4), which suggest his
aiter the cóñsecration.
'
The words of Christ also deterníined the eucharistic
understanding of St" Thomas in other ways. One of the
most significant ways in which the bibricar accr¡unts have
sha-ped his teaching is seen in his description of the
¡ fate' of the substances
of the bread and wine after the
consecration. As wilr be discussed in detait in the text
beIow, Thomas considered it necessary for these substances
to be changed into Christ's body and blood, for this is
the only way in which Christ can begin to exist in the
sacramenti hence, for Thomas, these substances do not remain
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after the consecration for they have been changed into
those of Christ's body and blood. Yet, although this
substantial- conversion was seen by St. Thomas to be
required in order to preserve the real presence of
Christ, for the present writer, at least, it is clear
that Aquinas would not have seen fit to 'dismiss' these
substances in this fashion after the consecration unless
he had first been convinced that the absence of the
original substances was j-tsetf demanded by the biblical
faith in real presence: that is, Thomas would have
amended his account'of real presence and conversion if
the pertinent biblical texts had testified to the continued
existence of the original substances. Support for this
interpretation is found. in the same article (fII, 75, 2c)
in which Thomas asserts the necessity of substantial
conversion to explain real presence. Here, among the
three additional arguments advanced by Aquinas against.
the original substances remainingn he states that the
opposing position would contradict the sacramental form,
which is taken from Scripture: the words, 'This (hoc)
is my bodyr' would not be true if the substance of-tJre
bread was still present, for the substance of the bread
(the 'this' in the form in this unacceptable interpretation) is surely not the body of Christ; this other
interpretation, Thomas adds, would only be viable only
if the form had read 'Here (hic) is my body.' Hence,
Thomas has clearly established his teaching in this particular regard on the testimony of Scripture
J. McCue, "The Doctrine of Transubstantiation from
Berengar through Trent: The Point at Issuer" has'offered
a rather different description of the backgiround to the
med.ieval denial of the continued existence of these
substances. Following the analysis of the'young Luther
(p. 385), the 'point. at issue' for lt{cCue is the abuse of
the authority of the Church in doctrinal matters. In
McCuers eyes, in'terms of the Eucharist, the Church has
misused its-powers by defining as a dogma of belief a
particular philosophical account (i.e., transubstantiation)
of a profound mystery of faith (real presence) while
simultaneously rejecting as heretical other, perhaps more
valid, accounts (i.e., consubstantiation) of this same
mystery. According to McCue, little value can be ascribed
to the idea pf transubstantiation as articulated by
Aquinas and others in the medieval church: as Luther
saw so clear1y, the teaching on transubstantiation, as
distinguished from the truth of real presence, "has no
discernible origin and no appreciable end." Rather, only
the decision of the Church to adopt transubstantiation
as its official explanation of the manner in which real
presence is initiated. has prevented the abandonment long
ago of this weak attempt at speculation. But, the sanction
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of the Church for this teaching means that no one who
is unabler orr intetrectual grounds, to accept this account
can remai-n within the confines of the visibl_e Church
(unless, of course, he is willing to abandon his trust
in Scripture as the sole determinant of faith by professing his acceptance of.the right of the Church to
introduce novelties into the faith) . Thus, the disastrous
consequence of the ilI-advised imposition of this teaching
on íts members is the introduction of division into the
(true) Church of Christ: as McCue states, although "the
dogma of transubstantiation has no purpose and no support
other than the authority of the Churchr" by the Church's
affirmation of it, however, "anyone v¡ho would deny it is
anathema," (p. 407) fn support of his analysis, McCue
points explicitly to Duns Scotus, who suppressed his oürn
conviction about the deficiencies of transubstantiation
in deference to Lateran IVrs doctrinal affirmation of
this teaching. fatthough a detailed discussion would take
us too far afield, it should be noted that an ancillary
feature of McCue's thesis is that Lateran IV did. not in
fact make transubstantiation an officiar teaching-õE trre
Church; this had to await the acti.on of Trent- Thus,
despite the earlier council's statement that the bread
is rtransubstantiatedr (p. 393) in expressing its belief
in real presence, for McCue, the affirmation by Scotus
(and, later, by Trent) of transu]¡stantiation on account
of this council rested. on a misund.erstanding of its
teaching (pp. 403, 405, 407, 430)J Having ãstablished
the relative inanity of transubstantiation and exposed.
the abuse of Church authority which eventually caused
this dubious doctrine to be foisted on Catholicism, McCue
concludes his article by issuing a challenge to cathoric
theologians to transcend the errors of theír tra.dition.
In the light of this penetrating analysis of history,
can it yet be, McCue asks, that Roman Catholicism will
still consider itself bor:nd by this teaching and by the
misguid.ed acticns of theologians and councj-ls to maintain
it? Or, "is the Roman Catholic self-understanding and
íts unclerstanding of the nature and function of dógma such.
that it can reopen this question in a more bâsic way than
thus far it has done?" (p. 430)
Despite McCue's obvious confidence j-n his thesis,
serious objections can be raised against important aspects
of his artic'le. In the first placen the article clearly
fails to fuIfill the promise of its title:
IvtcCue hardly
demonstrates that the affirmation of transubstantiation
I frorn Berengar through Trent' was dependent
on the dogmatic
definitions of the church, whether misinterpreted or not.
Rather, in support of his contention that transubstantiation
\Àras generally perceived as an unsound notion by theologians,
McCue can point only to the example of Scotus (and his
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school). Indeed, for most theologians earlier than
scotus (including Aquinas) --to say nothing of the numerous
cathoric theologians after scotus and. before Trent--the
teaching of transubstantiation was accepted on its owl-r
terms as the most appropriate and consiãtent way of
explaining the real presence of christ in the sácrament.
But, secondly, even with regard to his treaÈment of
scotus, the quality of Mccuers anarysis is questionable.
Mccue is interested in scotus only insofar as scotus can
support the critique (derived from Luther) of the church
advanced in this article.
But, the fact that Scotus
affirmed. this teaching only on the basís of the authority
of the church naturally raises the question--or, ât least
this question would naturally arise for a scholar not
interested primarily in promoting his polemicar interests
(incidentally, Mccue has not identified his denominational
affiriation; hence, it is not clear whether he is writing
as a Lutheran or merely as a disaffected Catholic who
has seen the light) --why this authority was so important
for scotus. NevertheÏ-ess, though he dãpends on sãotus
to prove his case against the Catholic Churchr $rê find
in this lengthy article no reflection at all about the
background to, or the theological presuppositions of,
Scotusr doctrine of the Church .rnd his resolution of
theological problems by appear to the church t oy, moreover,
whether scotus here manifests the common att.itud.e of
medievar theology to the church. The contrast between
McCuers treatment of this feature of Scotust theology
and the analysis of this question offered by D. Burr,
"scotus and Transubstantiationr " is most illuminating in
this regard. Burr, too, is aware that Scotus seems to
have affirmed transubstantiation primariry on the basis
of the authority of the Church (p. 351.). But, Burr is
not content to see in this a typical example of the
degeneration which vitiated medieval thought or a proof
of a general medieval subordination of thãorogicar truth
and principle to the ungodly concerns of the Catholic
hierarchy. rnstead, scotusr affirmation of transubstantiation provides Burr with the occasion for a reasoned
consideration of the presuppositions of scotus' deference
to'the ci:urch. Hence, although he finairy concludes that
Scotus himself has not provided enough information to
alrow us to determine witr¡ certainty-why scotus thought
the Church at the Lateran Council wãs fea to embrace
preci-sely transubstantiation (and. not a different account)
(p. 354) , Burr at least makes Scotus' attitude to the
authority of the church as the ultimate arbiter of dogrna
more comprehensible by examiningr e.9., how his conviction
of divine freedom caused scotus to stress revelation over
so-caIIed natural theology (p. 352), and, most importantry,
the way in which scotust analysis of church councils led
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him to conclude that the same spirit

responsj-ble for the
bibrical revelation was stilr active in the world, guj-ding
the Church in its doctrinat deliberation (p. 353):
But, for our purposes, the most serious defect
in Mccue's presentation involves his treatment of Aquinas.
In general; of course, McCue ís content simply to re-hash
the traditional Lutheran criticisms of Aquínas on transubstantiation. Hence, though the utter inaccuracy of
Luther's historicar judgment forces him to admit tñat a
gocd. number of theologians before st. Thomas had indeed
explicit.ly advanced some form of this doctrine, McCue
nevertheress adds at one point that Luther was in fact
correct to blame the use of this notion in the explanation
of the Eucharist on the und.ue influence of Aquinaã, perverted
by his reading of Aristotler on the understanding of the
church: since Aquinas so clearly wished to maintain this
teaching and to deny the validiLy of other views (ind.eed,
Aquinas' single-minded devotion to transubstantiation
even caused him to castigate these views as heretical),
"Lutherts charge that Aristotle and Aquinas were responsible for the introduction of transubstantiation was not
without an element of truth." (p. 395, n. 13) More serious
than this touching display of confidence in the infarlibility of the master, however, ís the fact that McCue
simply does not do justice to the reasons advanced by
Thomas himserf for denying the continued exj-stence of the
original substances and, especially, fol characterizing
the opposing position as 'hereticalf. For some reason,
McCue has based his presentation of Aquinas t teaching
about the substance of the bread aftei the consecration
not on the passage from the summa discussed in the first
paragraph of the present notõl-5-ùt on the rel-evant text
from his much earlier work, the commentary on the sentences
(IV, dist. xi, a. L, solution 1)
d.ifficurt to discern what support Mccue thinks this text
offers to his thesis. As a careful reading discloses,
Thomas proposes in this passage three kinds of arguments
for denying the persi-stence of the original substãnces
after the consecration. The 'survival' of the substances
of the bread and. wine cannot be affirmed, in the first
place, because such an occurrence would be ,inappropriate,
(incompetens) since, for example, the possibility would.
then arise that the veneration properly accorded christ
in the Eucharist would. d.egenerate into idolatry, that is,
into the worship of the original substances. Secondl_y,
this other opinion is 'impossibre' (impossibiris) in the
context of the cathoric belief in chrlsErs-TeãT-presence
for it is ority Uy a substantial conversion (as wãs seen
above) that Christ actually can begin to exist in the
sacrament. Finally--and. it j_s thís argument which is
crucial for our evaluation of Lhe value of Mccuers treatment
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of St. Thomas--Thomas says that this other position
cannot be affirmed by the church because it is ,heretical'
(haeretica) inasmuch as the idea that the substances of
the bread and wine remain in the sacrament would seem
to contradict Lhe truth of Scripture (i.e., as in ST,
1Il, 75, 2e, Thomas-argues EããE-tñn'hoc_' points to itre
removal of the substance of the breadllpatet ex hoc quod
contradicit veritati Scripturae; non eniffi
icere: 'Hoc est corpus meum, I sed.: tllic est corpust.)
Far from supporting his
s, tnen,
r-s passage quoted
by McCue actually suggests the very opposite of what he
hopes to show. In this passage from the Comm. on the
Sentences, Thomas clearly has based his oppõãïtÏon to
'consu-bstantíation' as heretical wholry on its incompatibirity to scripture 'lwhich is surely not antithetiäa1
to Lutheran interests); to put it. bluntly, Thomas does
not here argue that consubstanLiation is heretical
because it is ì e.g., offensive to the pope or to Lateran
rv, or even because the notion is phitr-osophically unsound..
Of course, when one considers that the whole point of
Mccuers articre is to decry the continued cathoric insistence on transubstantiation and especially to establish
that this insistence at bottom derives from an i.llegitimate
intrusion of the church into the real-m of the 'truths of
faithr' it is not reatly surprising that Ivlccue has chosen
not to pursue the implications (both for his or,rn thesis
and for the catholic understanding of the formulation of
d.ogma) of the evidence of the text that the greatest
theologian of the middle agies oppose<l the heresy of
'consubstantiationf precisely because of the woids (not
of tradition but) of Scripture. Tnstead., McCue simply
foregoes any comment on this particular statement of
Aquinas: just as the scotist reliance on church authority
failed to occasion an investigation of the presuppositionË
of this attituder so too Mccue seems oblivious tõ-the
ramifications of this reliance on scripture as the basic
rule of faith for our estimation of the faith and theology
of St. Thomas
Apart from the general weakness of his thesis and
.the superficiality of his treatment of Aguinas and Scotus,
the basic flaw of McCuers article is that it fails to
perceive that the word 'substancef as used by theorogians
of the real presence at various times in church history
is a rather confusing term, capable of a wide varietlr of
meanings in an eucharistic setting: Mccue simply asêumes
that substantial or rear presence denotes in fact a "physical
presence" (p. 385) of christ in the sacrament. Here,
again,
McCue seems to be following the lead of Luther. Thus,
after chastizing modern catholic thinkers who reject as
"too mat.erialistic" the Berengarian oath of 1059 (to be
discussed in the text below), Mccue points out that Luther--who
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according to McCue held "a traditional real presence
d.octrine" ( for Luther's understanding of I substance , see
the discussion on pp.4l4ff.)--approved of the contents of
this oath: as tuther \^7rote in. ñis Confession Concerning
Christrs Supper (AE, 37, 300f.),
Therefore,thd fanatics (=Zwinglians) are wrongf, as
well as the gloss in Canon Law, if they. criticize
Pope Nicholas for having forced Beren$ar to
confess that the true body of Christ is crushed
and ground v/ith the teeth. Would. to God that
all popes had acted in so Christian a fashion
in all other matters as this pope did. with
Bereng'ar .ín forcing this confession. (quoted on

p.413)
As will shortly become apparent in the text below, such a
!traditional real presenèã d.octrinef as is implicit in the
Berengarían oath can hardly be ascribed. to Thomas Aquinas,
who accordingly also seems to have held a notion of substance different than that advanced by Luther and McCue.
A varuable corrective to Mccue's naive confidence about the
universal agreement among eucharistic theologians about the
meaning of rsubstancer can be foundr âs one \dortld expect, j-n
Jaroslav Pe1ikan, The Growth of Medieval Theology, p. 202,
where in the context o
ute between
Radbertus and Ratramnus, Pelikan authentically acknowledges
the diverse meanings which rsubstancer has had ín eucharistíc theology. C. Stinson, in his doctoral dissertation,
"Substantia Corporis," makes the same point at greater length"
21thi" text is cited in ïrï,
22_
--See,

e.g. I III,

73, 3 ob

3.

73, 2 sed. contra.

23_ addition
-"In
to the passage discussed in the text,
another biblical passage important for the establishment of
the general conviction of the absence of the risen Christ
from the sphere of men until the end of time was Iï Corinth.ians 5:16, 'Even if we have known Christ accord.ing to the
flesh, henceforth we know h-im no more. t For a cliscussíon 'of
the use of this text made by Berengar in his own teaching,
see J. Pelikan, op cit., p. I92.

-)d*Thomas makes the point that sacramental presence
serves to ameliorate the hardship imposed on the faithful by
the withdrawal of Christ's natural presence in a number of
passages. Thusr e.9., in IfI, 75, lc, among the reasons
offered
by St. Thomas for concluding that real pïesence is
I

fitting'

is that this presence is in accordance v¡íth the
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charity of christ. Now, since the law of friendship is
that I friends should l-ive together, , christ has proirised
those whom he loves his bodily presence in heaveä -= a
reward. But, even in the church's pilgrimage (peregrinatio)
in the present â9ê, Christ has not feft men-wit
presence, for he joins the beroved to himself by this sacrament in which he is really present. Hence it i;r âs Thomas
concludes, th_at.hi? real presence ín the Eucharist is a sign
(signum) of christrs great love for men (which love will bã
consummated in the next life).
See also III,
5c, where
in arguing for the 'wisdomt of the institution 73,
oi tfr" Eucharist at the Last supper, Thomas notes that christ, being
to withdraw his natural appearance from the disciples about
(christus in propria specie a discipulis discessuius erat),
wi*
(in saclampntali qpecie seipsum eis reliquit).
itre imprications of those and s
rstanding of the
eschatological connotations of Eucharistic reception ãccording
to St. Thomas will be explored in detail in the third chapterl
25rh" purpose of this discussion
of earlier, less
acceptabre attempts to resolve the d.ifficulties invólved in
the Eucharist has been to establish a framework for the
adequate analysis of Thomas I own treatment of substantial
conversion and presence; in other words, seeking her to
facilitate the.later presentation of Aquinas' oúr,
it is not the intention of the present p.aragraph tothought,
exámine
these other teachings on their own term-s or to determine the
merits-of these different approaches. For more complete,
historical accounts of the Eucharist before st. rhoiras, see
J- McGivern, concomitance and communion, and., c. stinson,
op. " ciË.,- bot
ristíc theologies of
most
of the important thinkers in the west in the course of
the dgvelopment of their respective topics. More concise
descriptions of earlier anaryses of thã Eucharist can be
for:nd in J. Powers, Eucharistic Theology, pp. 1l-31, and,
K. McDonnell,.Jghn C
d- the euchårist,'
pp. 40-59 . vüit
op- cit., has discussed various stages in the Eucharistic
debate in the Latin church: see, ê.g. pp. 74-gO on
Radbertus and. Ratramnus; and pp. ß4-zo4 on Berengar and
the eleventh-century controversy
26Tho*.= cites part
of the Berengarian oath in ïïï,
7
ob
3,
in
the
context
of
his own.d.iscussion of
it77,is the sacramental species or the body of christ whether
itself
which is broken in the sacrament: corde èt ore profiteor
panem et vinl¡m quae i{r altari ponu
sm
rzerum corPus et sangui+em chriétI esse, etm-

bus sacerdotum

iEñ'
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understand.ing of real presence, Thomas denies that Christts
body as it is in the Eucharist is affected in any vTay by the
physical treatment of the consecrated host; rather, the breaking and. chewing mentioned in this oath have to do with the
sacramental species. It would seem therefore, that rather
than grant to the text its proper and more obvious meaning,
Thomas has here preferred to read his ohTn fspiritual'
conception of Christts existence in the sacrament into this
infamous and crude description of real presence.
K. Purday, "Berengar and the Use of the Word
I subsÈantia'
" , has examíned the reasons for Berenglar r s
reluctance to accept a Isubstantial' presence of ôrlrist in
the Eucharist. As Purday points out, although the ro59 oath
quoted above does not employ the word 'sr:bståncê, r a rater
oath
imposed on Berengar by the church (ir roTg) used. the word
rsubstantialiter'
in a centrar passage tó d.escribe the change
(æwantstodeterminewhyBerengarwashesitant
to accept even this later oath, which seemingly affirmed real
presence in a much ress offensive manner thañ the oath of
1059- Purday's examination of the use of the word 'substancet
at, this time reveals that there was no consensus about
its
exact connotation in the Eucharist even among rorthodoxl
writers (p. 104). rnd.eed, some evidence exiá.us that for a
number of contemporary writers ,substance' tended. to refer

to the entire physical structure of a thing (ibid.; see
also pp. 108, 109). More importantly, eurdayïs review of
Berengarrs o\¡¡n use of 'substance; shows'that this was the
dominant sense in which Berengar understood the term (p. 106).
Accord.ing to Purday, this he1þs to explain why Berengai rejected any suggestion of a change of rsubstances' in the Euchaiist,
for such a change, noted. Berengar, would both contradict the
evidence of the senses, and., entail a physical and passible
presence of christ in the Eucharist (p. 107). rn tñe light
of this examination, purday condludes-that Berengar thus
would conceive the L079 oath, employing the word rsubstantialilgf ',- as descríbing, albeit morã uiUañety, the samõaiõõ$-table form of presence as díd the oath or tosg and adds thatsince "his definition of substantia was virtuarry the opposite
of the l-ater connota'tion effiõAÏêd--Tn the doctrine of transubstantiation" (p. 1L0), Berengar vras perhaps justified. in
opposing the cur:rent teaching on reai presence.
27^See,
e.g. , ILI, 76, 1 ob 3.
i:r.i

-See
-28_

ïII,

76

,

3.

29_
--Berengarrs
acceptance of a more tfigurativer
presence of christ in the sacrament forlows lõgically his
rejection of a corporeal eucharistic presenee. J. Mècue,
art. cit., who is not so certain that Berengar actually
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affirmed a merely symbolic presence (although he does not
offer any reasons for his doubt), concedes trrat most have
ascribed such a view Èo Berengar. "whether or not he was a
Zwinglian avant la iettre is here beside the point; so he
was understood i-n his dáf and immediately theieafter''
(p. 386). Actuallyr âs in so many other places in his
article, Mccue appears to be a bit confused. rf he means by
this statement that people at the time of Zwingri or scholars
since the Reformation have viewed Berengar as á ',Zwingrian
avant la lettrer, Mccue is correct. euË, if Mccue
means that
@fBerengarthemselvesperceived'the(anticipatory) resemblance of his thought to the eucharistic theologlz of Zwingli and thus sought to defame him by branding him
a 'zwingliânr' thís would be (to adopt for the moment the
rather strident tone of llccue,s article) to ascribe to these
thinkers a prescience and insight which were otherwise lacking in medieval thought.
30_
--For
a dj_scussion of the complex thought of Ratramnus
in this regard, in addition to J. pelikan, op. cit., p" 7:7,
see K. McDonnell, ep: cit., pp. 5I-2, where McDonnell underscores the platoniõ-iõEõñ oi participation presupposed by
rfigurative'

Ratramnus'

approach.

31rh" contrast between presences in signo
and
veritatem is found in rrr, 75, Ic.

secundurn

32rrr 75, 2c. ïn this articre,
,
Thomas is considering
whettrer the substances of Lhe bread and wine survive the consecration. Tn addition to the argument discussed in the text,
Thomas ad.vances three other reasons for d.enying that the
originar substances remain. The first has ãrreaay been
examined in note 20 of the present chapter. The åeãona is
Lhat if another substance undeserving of Iátria were pres,ent,
it would interfere with the veneratiõn whïEEFust be given tó
the Eucharist and occasion íd.olatry; the third is ttrat it
would. not agree with the rite of the church which forbid.s
reception of christrs body after the eating of bodiry food.
but alIows one to receive one consecrated ñost after another.
As should be evident, the four arguments proposed. by Thomas
here are not of equar weight. For examplã, ã= Duns scotus
saw' the argument from the requirements of latria seems
especially weak, for the accidents of the breãã and wine, which
do survive the consecration, are as underserving of worship as
their substances (and hence as potentiarly trouËlesome). -se"

D. Burr, art. cit., p. 350.
33_
AS F. C. Copleston, Aquinas, p. 35, notes, for
Aristotle and Aquinas, the metãþhysïõiañ is concerned "with
the- categorical structure of empirical realityr"
inteIligible structure of things regarded. in thems"tvesthe
and in their
fundamental relationships.

[
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, 77, I ad 2.

rnia.

36_
-See

¡ e.g., ïIT, '15, 2 að. 3, where in the context
of explaining why the continued existence of the original
substances is unnecessary for sacramental significatlon,
Thomas argues that the accidents of the bread and. wine by
themselves are sufficient to signify the spiritual truths
associated with the Eucharist, for 'it is actually through
the accidents that the nature of any substance is discerned'
(per accidentia cognoscitur ratio substantiae); and., IIT,
77, I ob 1, which argues against subsistent accidents on the
grounds that since taccidents are signs which reveal the
natur:e of the subject in which they inhere' (cum accidentia
sint signa naturae subjecti) , if these accideffid
no subject, there would. then be deception in this rsacrament
of truthrt for the accidents would be rrevealing' something
false (and, indeed, non-existent) .
37- will become evident later in this chapter, in
-'As
Thomas' use of the term fsubstance' in his Eucharistic
thought, certain nuances of meaning may be distinguished.
Fj-rst, IsubstanceI denotes that which in itself is nonspatial and. non-sensible. But, firstty, inasmuch as the
inítial accid.entat modification of subãtance is its dimensive
quantity (see fIf , '77, 2c) , to whose definition belongs the
notion of 'having position,' substance thus denotes by
extension an entity which exists in p1ace. Moreover, though
ítself irot the object of any sense, by virtue of its accidental
modifications which are visible to the senses, 'substancet
also describesrsubstance
that v¡hich
is perceived by the senses. For
I
idea
this
of
as within the purview of the
senses, see E. Gilson, A,he,Christian Ph
Aquinas, p. 29, where Gilson ealls substance the 'being vrhich
comes to us in sense experiencê, I and also p. 31. See also
IÍI, 77., 7c, where Thomas attacks the notion that the fractio
of the host reaI1y occurs but that there is no substance-ã-fter
the consecration involved in this breaking (vera fractio sine
substantia existelte): this opinion is uñac@
ntradicts the senses (hoc-"
sensui
contradici't.) which perceive something extended which aE-Tlrst
is one and dir,'ided into many.
The second meaning of 'substancer is that which in
this entity perceived. through sense is definable and hence
knowable by the intellect.
In this sense, rsubstance'
seems to serve as a synonym for 'essence' which more usually
denotes that which may be defined in substantial entities.
For example, see rrr, '75, 5 ad 2, where thomas says substance
is the proper object of the intellec.t (intellectus
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obiectum substantia) . For other instances
çuiuF.est_proprium
in which rsubstance' actd ãs-Ehê-equrvalent of 'essence,'
see R" Gehring, "The Knowledge of Material Essences According
to St. Thomas Aquinasr" pp. L64ff. Se also M. Grabmann,
Thor-nas Aquinas: His Persohality and Thôught, p. 78, where
Grabmann has asserted that Aquinas, like Aiistotle, distinguished. "a first substance, the real concrete individual
being (Socrates) , and a.second substance, the essence of the
individual being (humanity);" and, E. Gilson, op.cit.,
p. 30, who allows that Thomas sometimes used 'sffiEãñce!
instead of Iessence' because of the closeness of meaning of
the two terms

op. cit.,

38¡0. Grabmann,

pp.

36

,

9L

op. cit.,

p. L29¡ F. C. Copleston,

39S"" Thomas Aquinas, The principles of Naturen
Ir3
(in Selected Writings of St.'T
ke;
s
tantial form;
what makes something exist accidentally is called accid.ental
form.

40_
--See

M. Grabmannr op. cÍt., p. 130: "The substantial form, the essential iormT consiilutes the substance in
its essential being, gives primary and specifíc being to it.
The accidentar form is, as it were, supqradded to a substance
afready constituted in its being, and gives it secondary

being.

"

4lThe principles of Nature L,2:
,
Ã)
='ST.

77, 2c¡ see also E. Gilson, op. cit.,

43---Needless

p. 32.

to say, the description of the uniqueness
of the Euchari-stic change and of the general britliance of
the Thomistic account found on the following pages makes no
claim to be a complete examination of the 'metaphysical'
aspects of Thomasr teaching on the Eucharist; for-one thing,
such a thorough examinatíon would be here impossible, for it
is surely the complexity and speculative brilliance of the
relevant questions in this treatise, III, 75-77, which have
occasioned the opinion of one of the greatest modern authorities on Aquinas, J. I{eisheipl, Friar Thomas D' Aquinao: His
Life, Thought, and Work, p. 315
heEucharist in the Summa "is among the most sublime and the
most perfect treaEîses produced in the Middle Ages." Rather,
the account of substantial conversion and presence which
follows is oriented wholly to the principal concern of this
thesis, the roles of faith in the Eucharist. Hence, in the

i.:'
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first prace, the following description of the work of God. in
this sacrament, subsistent accidents, christ's presence
per modum substantiae, and, concomitance, for example, is
the discussion wiih which tire present
chapter concludes, of the necessity of faith for the personal
realization of real piesence. similarly, the emphasis of the
pertínent aspects of Thomas I theory of real presence will be
of value for the analysis, in the next chapter, of faith's
function in the reception of the eucharistic benefits--for
example, the proper understanding of substantial presence
will furt.her the attempt to define adequately 'spiritual
eatingr bt disclosing the inappropriateness of perceiving
the reception of Christ as primarily a physical act.
'*F
C. Copleston, op. cit., p. 89. See also III,
75, Bc: 'in natural change, the matter of the first thing
takes on the for,m of the second one, having laid aside the
first form. t
Å, a.

45rrr

, 75, 4c. rn this text, Thomas immediatety
adds that this change is thus not formal but Isubstantiális,.

For similar affirmations of the conversion of õõmprê'te
substances involveC in the Eucharist, see, e.g., fII, 75,
77, 5c.
46r""r ê.g., ïïf, 75,4 ad 3, where Thomas states
expligi¡ly that the matter of the originar substances, as
well as their forms, is here converted.

Bc;

4Tolthorrgh the idea represented.
by the term pervades
the enLire treatise on the Eucharist, Thomas uses the actual

word 'transubstantiatiot only in a very few articres: see,
gõ; rrr, 7B-, lc; ancl, rrr, 7g,5
e.g. tffils,
ob 1. Much more commonly, Thomas employs the noun conversio
and. the verb converto to describe the eucharistic cñãnÇe.48'-See
III,

'75, 4 ob 1.

agrri, 75t 4 ad 1,
50--See

að.2.

t ê.9. t IIf , 75, 8c.
l:::r:r-.:.

51rt is not the concern or this thesis to determine
the notion of subsistent accidents-is an aberration in the
thought of Aquinas. Need.less to say, since the time of
Aquinas the question of subsistent accidents has been the
focus of a good deal of debate about the merits of Aquinas'
Eucharistic d.octrine. For a modern inteipretation wtricrl
r:,_
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grants the validity of this concept, see R. Fontaine,
subsistent Accident in th" phirosophy of
nt rhomas and
views a
ment in his philosophy consistent with
the basic features of Thomas, previous ãnãtysis of substance
and accidents (p. 118) . In adãition to thel fact that Fontaine
locates Thomas' discussion in its historical context by surveyirg, for example, the teaching of earrier philosophers on'
subsistent accidents, Fontainers book is valuable.for it
correctry descrj-bes the arg,uments add.uced. by Thomas in
support of the notion, which stress the necessity of God's
work in the maintenance of these accidents (".g.1 p. ll4), and,
the importance ascribed by Thomas to the 'dimeñsi-rã q,r.ntíty'
for the continued existence of the other accidents tpp. 103ff.).
For a mod.ern critique of the notion of subsistent accidents
as
an ad. hoc response to the difficurty posed by the continued.
appõarañões ot the bread and. wíne, ä"ä o. J. B. Hawkins,
"Reflections on Transubstantiation; " Hawkins thinks thai
Thomas must have been "pretty desperate" (p. 315) to suggest
this idea.
52_
'-rn
his discussion of the Eucharist, in the context
of explaining why the accidents of the bread and wine do not
come to inhere ín a new subject after the consecration,
Thomas observes that accid.ents are never passed from one
subject to another (IrI, 77, Ic) . Specifically ín terms of
the Eucharist., ât least two objections t.o the idea that Christrs
body serves as the new subject-of the accidents of the ¡ràáa
can be made. First, it is impossible to conceive how accid.ents of one kind of thing may actually modify a completery
different kind of thing. Moreover, the body õr cnr:_Ët aftår
the resurrection is impassibre and thus cannot und.ergo
further change (ibíd. ) .
.

tr1

"Thomas defend,s the conclusion
accidents remain expressry on the basis
the senses in a number of places: see,
where Thomas says that it is obvious to

that the original
of the evid.ence of
e.g., IIIr 75r 5c,
thã senses that, after
the consecration, all the accidents of the bread and wine
remain (sensu apparet, facta consecratione, omnia accident:ia
panrs and vrnr remanere); rrr, '15, 5 ad 2, where Thomas poiñts
ell us, accidents, which are naturally
discerned by sense, do remain; and, rrr, 'r7, rc, where Thomas
begins his detailed discussion of the problem of sr:bsistent
accidents by noting that our senses perceive that the accidents survive the consecration (accidentia panis et vini,
.

quae sPnsg deprehendpntur

consecra'tionem.

)

i+ hoc saCiãment@

.

54ln the treatise on the Eucharist, Thomas first
makes the point that the remaining accidents of the bread

:::;.::l
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and. wine can now do all that the bread. and wine did when
their substances \¡tere present in III, 75, 6 ad 3. Here,
Thomas begins by observing that certain operations of the
bread and wine were derived from their acèidents; in this
regard, Thomas notes the ability to impress the senses
(:-¡4¡nutare sensum). Hence, since these accid.ents remain,
t@s
stilr àerives from the accidents themselves. But, he continues, other operations of the bread
arose not from the accidents, but from the matter--for
example, in the change of the bread into something else--or,
from the substantiar form--for example, the exercise of the
specific causality of the bread.. That these operations
continue after the consecration is possible, Thomas conclud.es,
because these powers have now been miraculousllt conferred on
the accidents themselves. rn the various artióres of q. 7-1,
Thomas turns in detail to the discussion of how the sub-sis-'
tent accidents are responsible for the.continued ability
of the species to pursue the furl range of the natural
activities of bread and wine.

:i:

l'.:.'
,.:
l:i.

55o=

r.= mentioned in note 51 above, in q. 77
great value to the
quantityt
(quantitas dimensiva) of the bread'dimensive
in his teaðhing on
sõffi
For him, this accident., to tiho""
definition belongs the idea of '|quantity having position,
(rfÏ, '77, 2c) , is the primary and principal acói-aental
modification of substance (III, 76 B ob,1) . As such, it
serves as the medium through which the other accidents
are related to prime matter. Hence, by virtue of this
role as the rfoundation' of the other accidents (rfr, 76,
8c), in IfI, 7'7, 2c, Thomas concludes that after the
consecration, this accident serves as the subject of the
other accidents (see also rrr, 77, 4c). Tn aádition, in
this same text, Thomas offers two further reasons for saying
that the d.imensive quantity becomes the subject of the
other accídents: because the other accidents seem to
affect this accident, inasmuch as what appears to the
senses is something extended which is coloured, etc.; and,
because this accid.ent even before the conversion of
substances seems to be a source of the individuation of
the other accidents, which exis't in this thinE and. not
in another on account of this accident which frevents them
from being in many subjects (for this latter reason, see
also ad 2). The effect of this stress on the importance
of the dimensive quantity is to mitigate somewhat the
harshness of Thomasr teaching on subsistent accidents:
since this accident now assumes a 'quasi-substantial' role
in relation to the other accidents, the difficulty involved
in the idea of accidents surviving the removal of their
substance is more or ress reduced to the questíon of the
regitimacy of the elevation of this accident to such status.
On this, see D. J. B. Hawkins, art. cit., p. 3I5.
Thomas assigns

;ri...,fi::, : r- '
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56Tho*." ascribes subsistent
accidents to divine
providence in ITI, 75, 5c. In thís text, Thomas
piopo=""
three arguments to demonstrate the 'reasonablenesi' of
this arrangement: first, since men do not normally eat
human ftesh--indeed, the thought revolts them--it -is
good that christrs body and blood can hereby be received
under the form of food. in more coflrmon use; second., this
state of affairs precludes the possibility that
eating
of christ in the Eucharist will become an objectthe
of
contempt
for unbelievers; and, third, since Christ. thús is present
invisibly, communion thus can work to the increase
merit of faith (ad meritum fidei). on the basis of ofthethe
first reason, c.mughts
on trre nucñãristic
Presencer" p. 406t has concludea tõ the 'cannibalisticr
nature of eucharistic eat,ing in st. Thomas. (Arthough
Egner, in 'rMore Thoughts on the Eucharistic presence]"
177 r. a11ows that his charge malr be somewhat harsh, he
edoes not really retract this: crit.icism of Aquinas. ) As
will be seen in the next chapter, despite the incautious
nature of Thomas' affirmation here, in no vray is eucharistic
eating for him a 'cannibalisticf act. For ttris thesis,
of course, iç i" the third reason here offered by st.
Thomas which is the most interesti.g, as r¡ras indicated
in the introduction, the meritoriouÃ nature of faith in
the reception of the Eucharist. will be considered at the
end of the third chapter.

57rr, , 7s, 5 ob 1.
58rrt 75, s ad. r;
,

rïï , 77, rc.

59--For mention of the Eucharist as the work of
G99, see, e.9., III,75,
3 sed contra, where the fact that
this sacrament is a work of-ffiQ-ower
precludes the
possibility that the substance of the breäd. is annihilated;
rfr, 75,7c and sed contra, where Thomas says that since
the Eucharistic conversïon is wrought by 'tñe infinite
po',.ter of Godrr the change musÈ be instantaneous;
and,
ïrrf 77, 3 ad, 2, where Thomas concrudes that. it -pã*.iis the

divine poÌ/ì/er which endows the species with- irrã
to
act without their substantiar fórm. For Thomas r description of the -'miraculousf nature of the Eucharist, in.
addition to rfr, 75, 6 ad 3 d.iscussed in note 54 of this
chapter' see rrr, 78, lc: in this sacrament, the consecration of the matter consists in quadam míraculosa
conversione substantiae,

Holy Spirit in III, 75,1 ad l and ad 4; IfI, 7gr 4 ob I
and ad 1 (quoting Damascene, who says the change is achieved
by the H-oIy Spirit); III , 82, 5 ad ã; and, rIr; g2, 5 sed
contra (citing Radbertus on the work of the spiritÍ

l
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6ottt , 75,

4c

6r_
"*See,

in addition, III , '15, 4 ad 3. The third
objection had denied the possibility of the conversion
of complete substances precisely on the grounds that it
is impossible for the matter of one thing, the source of
individ.ual d.istinction, to become the matter of another.
In repl1t, Thomas concedes the accuracy of this observation
with regard to the scope of activity of a created agent;.
but, he continuesr ên infinite agent is in fact able to
transform not only the form, but even the matter of things:
'Form cannot pass into form nor matter into matter by
the power of a created agent.. But the power of an infinite
agent which bears on the whole being of a thing can bring
about such a change. To the form of each thing and to
the matter of each thing the nature tbeing' is coiltmoni
and the author of being is able to change that which is
'being' in the one ínto that which 'beingt in the other,
by taking away what kept this from being from that. t
62rh" affirmation that real presence is a presence
per mo@
appears in numerous texts; see, e.9.,
III,76,
l ad 3¡ III. 76,3c; 5c; and 7c. See also TII,
651 3c, where Thomas says Christ is present in the sacrament quÞstantialiter, and, III, 76, 5c, secundum nrod.um
substffimas,
of course, sub@ce
Ïs not Tess rrealr
physical
than
a
or local presence;
see, e.9., IfI , -13, 4c and fII , 75, lc, where he states
that the sacrament contains Christ realiter
63rrr, 76, 4 að,2 and ad 3.
Local character

of the substantial presence of Christ in the host can be
found in III, BI, passim, the discussion of the instítution
of the Eucharíst; throughout, Thomas maintains the distinction between Christ as he was physicalty present as
the first celebrant of the sacrament, and., Christ as he
was present at. the Supper in the consecrated trost.
65tr.t

, 76, L ad 3.

66rrt , 76, 3c.
67:,:-.', 76, rc.
68rrr , 76, 1 ad t.
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69,¡. McGivern, op. cit. pp.
1BB-9, points out
r
that despite claims to EEõ-contrary, Thomas was not the
first to employ the word 'concomitãntia' in an eucharistic
settingr; in fact, Richard Frsããcre at. oxford (before
1245) seems to have been the originator of the term.
rndeed, IvlcGivern notes at least iive passages in different
writers in which the term appears befõre Aquinas (see p.
2I2) . According to McGivertt- tpp . ZI7f.f.l ,'tftã*ã=;-=p"ci-fic contribution to the idea of concomitance
is thä
argument that the accidents of christfs body and brood.

are also present by concomitance
70S."

, ê.g., rrï , 76,
7Lttt, 76,4 ad r.

4c.

72_

see, ê.9., ïïr, 75 , lc: verum corpus Christi
esse in hoc sacramento non sensu deprehendí
test,
de', uaê' auct'or tati d.ivinaê nnititur.
73rhi= brief survey of Thomas' ¡theory
of knowred.ge,,
which is d.esigrned to demonètrate why the truth of real
presence transcends manr s capacity for knorvledge, is
d.ependent on thq descriptions found in F. C. Cõpieston,
gP=gfþ,.pp. 178-184; M. Grabmann, op. cit., pp. L36-L47¡
H. B. Veatch, Aristotle: @reèiation,
pp. 76-89; and
l"*
of Knowledger" passim. Naturatry, it has been impossibre
to examine in dõEãII the
of the acquilition
of knowledge according- to 'mechan-ics'
st. Thomas; r'ather, thi= srilmar]¡
is meant onry to estabrish'that for Thoflras, i.he naturar
knowledge of 'substancer arises from the evidence provided
by the senses. on this basis, then, the specific -reasons
why the substance of the species after the consecration
is unknowabre, reasons which are directry taken from
Thomas' eucharistic teaching, wirl be more easity understood.
74n. B. Veatch, op. cj-t., pp
.

et

san uínem

76-7.

75p. c. Copleston, op. cit.r

pp. I79-gO.

76_
AS

M. Grabmann, op. cit., p. 138, states,
St. Thomas, "the total conEêñE-õFhigher knowledge isfor
ultimately furnished through the medium of the senses-"

op. ci!.,

77p. c. Copleston, op. cit.,

pp. 139-40.

pp. 181-2; M. Grabmann,

::r1.,;/i
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78*ho*.= states explicitly

that substance
proper object of the intellect in Ifï , 75, 5 ad. 2 is the
(rntellectus . . çuir¡s est proprium objectum substantia,
'
uE-ãïõLtüF-f

n

est visibilis

. . soli intellectui, 'cuïulF6jEum

tsubs
tioned. in note 37 abðve.
10

''rrr',

cet has been

est
gof

men_

75, 5 ad 2.

80--In

IIf, 75,5 ad 2 and ad 3, Thomas makes
point that the respective spheres of interest of the the
senses' and, of the intellect, are di-fferent: whereas
the senses are concerned wi-th the accidents, the intellect
is concerned \^¡ith substance. rn ad 3, Thomas mentions
that faith, which is in the interrect, is not in opposition
to what the senses tell usr for it is concerned wítñ
somethíng (i.e., substance) to which the senses do not
attain
81s". e.g. ïrï,
,
|
iudicamus de substantia.

75, 5 ob

2z

per accidentia

82rr, 75 5 ad,2z fntellectus'.
, |
cuius est
roprium obiectum substantia
r fidem a deceptione
pra.eservatur.
B3rr,

, 76, 7c.

B4rr,

, 75, rc.

85--See

also Iïf , 76, 7cz here, Thomas explai-ns
that the body of christ as it is in the sacramenl is
'visibre' to different kinds of interlect in different
\days- Hence, Thomas says, because the mode of being in
which christ is in the Eucharist is entirely supet.rãturar,
it is only for a supernatural intellect, namelyl tte
divine, that christ is visible directly (quia . . . modus
essendi quo Christus est in hoc sacramentõ-sEiê;Ttus
supernaturalis, a supêrnaturãffi
t
diy-ì-Íìe, secundum sê v
,
Thomas later notes thát tñIs sarne fact also means that for
'man-on-t.he-wayr to heaven, this presence cannot be viewed
by his Íntellect unless through faith, just as is the case
for his knowredge-õE-õEher supernaturar rearities (Ab
ni=i
,: += hq
4ts**"o!,lt
per fidem: ,.sicut
et caêtêrã

::::i

oa

"rr-rr,

r,

B ob

o?

1,

6c.

" 'rf-rr,

2r2

6 and ad

6

BBr." also IïI, 641 3 sed contra, where
it is
stated that it is not as man büE-ãE-ëõd-that christ works
to produce the sacramental effect.
' B9rr, , 75, Ic. Thomas h,ere immediatety quotes
cyril who has directed his comments to the formai basis
ofbe1iefinrea1preSence:commentingonthewords
rThis ís my body,' cyrir states that tñis truth must. not
be doubted; instead., !ìre should take christ's words in
faith, 'for he is truth itserf, he does not lie.' Earlier
(in the sed contra), Thomas had quoted Hirary, who s.eems
to have empñãsfzeã more the mateiiar content of this faith:
there is no room to doubt the truth of real presence, for
this is what the Lord taught and faith accepts.
90-- -rr-rr,

L,

1.

91o= or.= seen
in the preceeding paragraph, for
Thomas the truth of real presãnce is súuãn*eá ,rrra.t iñ"
article of faith d.escribing the omnipotence of God. Thus,
the material object of this act of fáith in real presence'
would be d.irectly concerned with God Himsetf. euir âs
suggested in the present paragraph, with regard to the
sanctifying pourer of the sacrament, God onlf indirectly

constitutes the material object of faith. 92s"" also ïï-ïI
, I, l ad l: we assent to the
objects of faith propter divinam veritatem.
93tho*u.= makes

the point that the priest pronounces
the words of consecration as if christ himself were present
in IIT, 78, 5c; in III, -18, lc, he says that. because-this
sacrament requires a change of substances, thc minister
has no other function than to pronounce the words of
consecration. Thomas also stresses that the minister in
the EucharisË works only 'in the person of Christ' at a
number of points: see, e.g., IIT, 78, Ic and ad 4, and.,
ïfr, 82,5 ad 3, where he states that the priest consecrates
ex persona Christi; and, III , 82, 5c, and., fIT, 83, I
ad 3, where the þriest is said to work in petso"" christi.
94S." frr, 92, Ic.

,. :1-

-2L39uttr , g2, 6c.
96*ho*a= repeats this distinction between
the

various activities of the priest in the mass in III, 82,
7 ad 3; according to Aquinãs, in the mass, the priest
prays in persona Ecclesiae, but consecrates in persona
christ
ies through the pow&:õE-E-is
ordination. Earlier in the Summa, in III, 64, L að,2,
Thomas also'points out that Eñe prayers uttered Ín
confering the sacraments are brought before God. by the
minister on the part, of the Church as a whoIe.
97_
-'See
IIf, 64, 5 ad. 1. As Thomas continues, in
the case of the administration of penance, the personaL
morality of the priest is not d.irectly pertinent, f.or
the cleansing from sin "is something which Christ does
of his own power working through them as through instruments of a certain kind.. Tn IfT, 64, 3c, Thomas describes
the minister of the sacraments as a rseparated instrument'
of Christ in the sanctification of men

9Brh" phrase, sacramente ecclesiae, appears e.g"
r
in IT-II, 1, 1 ad 1.
oo

,

"tr.rr, 64, g.
Ioos"", e.g., rrï, 64r 8.
10Itho*.s makes the observat.ion that the pepsonal
intention of the priest to consecrate the sacraments for
the purpose for which they were instituted. reflects and
'personifies' the intention of the Church itself in a
number of passages: see, e.g., III, 60, 7 ad.3, where
Thomas says that if the priest deliberately distorts the
words of consecration, he does noL intend to do what the
Church does (.
non vidêtur intendere facere suod facit
Ecclesia), and the
also IfI, 60,8c and III,64, B ad2. In III, 641 8 ad
I, Thomas mentions this intention ín terms of the priest¡s
relation to both Christ and the Church: by his intenÈion
(intentio), 'the priest subjects himself to the principal
agent, in such a r^/ay that he intends to do what Christ
and the Church does (ut scilicet intendat facere quod
facit christus et ucc
s
to the necessity of the priest's inÈention in the Eucharist,
see, e.g., III , 74, 2 ad, 2

1o2rrr, 64,9 ad r.

2L4
r0
3__
---II-II,

1, 9 ad. 3. In this text, Thomas explains
that the creed is professed as if ex peEgona totius
Ecclesiae, which is bound togetherffir
fidem uniÈur) . He then exptains that it is plõpeËEat
the creed. be formulated in terms congenial tõ a- 'rivi-ng
faith' (!r{es formaÈa) , j.or this is the kind of faith
enjoyed bfl mã_õEurcñ (fides
. ecclesiae est fides
formata), inasmuch as t
ff
thõ6 wrlo are truly members of christ's church (tatis
fides invenitur in omnibus illis qui sunt numero=eEãerito
-_
oe .e;ccl.esra)

.

104ror an adequate discussion
of the r faith of the
church' in relation to the sacraments in generar, whích

more or less parallels the following analysis of the role

of this faith in the celebration of the Eucharist, see
c- orNeill, "The Role of the. Recipient and sacramental
Signification, "' pp . 274-5.
lo5fn ad.dition to this role of the faith of
the
church in the sacraments, in the summa Thomas arso stresses
the value of this faith in the acEGlreception of sacramental effects. For valid reception of any sacrament,
faith is required. But, there are certain individuals
who are themselves incapable of supplying this faith.
Hence, Thomas says that the tfaith of the church' overcomes
the personal 'defects' of such recipients, alrowing them
to obtain the sacramentat benefits. For further discussion
of this aspect of the faith of the Church, see, in the
treatise on Baptism, TIf, 69, 9 að,2 and. ad 3t and, III,
69,6 ad.3, where Thomas affirms that the rfaith oi the
church' enabres infants and children to receive the fruits
of Baptism; see also III, 68, LZc, where he applies this
teaching to the mentatly deficient. Thomas hãé arso
referred in the treatise on the Eucharist to this aspect.
of the activity of the chureh which arises from its faith
in Christ. 'For St" Thomas, the Eucharist occupies a
centrar place in the spirituat rife, providing men with
certain qifts of christ necessary for the attainment of
heaven. Thus, Thomas argiues that reception of this sacrament works for the general good of the individual.
But,
he adds, for those--such as infants--unable actuarry to
receive the sacramefrt, this inability d.oes not work to
their spirituar detriment. This is the case because,
apart from the physical reception of the sacrament, the
gifts of the Tuchãrist may also be obtained 'spiriluarly',
through a desire
for the Eucharist, a desire wñich the
church can provide in the case of one personarry incapable
of formulating such an intention. rhuèr âs thomas says

f'ati5-l::¡tl
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in the one passage in the treatise on the Eucharist in
whj-ch the term 'fid.es Ecclesiae' in fact appears , ITI,
73, 3c, just as îñfants-Eefîãve with the fái*r of the

Church (ex fide Ecclesiae credunt) r so too by its intentíon (ex
ey desire the eucharist
(desid
hence receive its power
(
gard to the Church desiring the
Eucharist on behalf of the infant, see a1s,o Iff , '79, I
ad 1. In the next chapter, there will be occasion to
examine the reception of the eucharistíc effects by

desire in the case of adults.

,- . .iìl

CHAPTER THREE

The account of the Eucharistic benefits which
follows in the text does not craim to be an exhaustive
examination of at1 the effects described by st. Thomas
in this treatise. Rather, mention has herã been made
of the principal benefits and thos€--ê.9., the
9n1y
forgiveness of sin through the stimuration oi l_ove--which
are especially rerevant to the argument later in this
chapter, which seeks to estabri-sh the resemblance of
this sacrament to other crucial stages in the spiritual
tife. For a more detaited. accounL ót trre benerits of
this sacrament, in addition to III, 79, see J. Dittoe,
"Sacramental fncorporation into the Mystical Bodyr " pp.
502ff . , which provid.es a generally accurate summãry ôf
Thomas' discussíon in this regard.

)
-rrr,

'79, lc

?
JReference
has already been madç to Thomasr conviction that the sacraments can cause grace onry by virtue
of their relation to the passion; see, for
pp.
"xa*þt"l
15f. in the first chapter. rn addition to the
þresent
passage, Thomas has elsewhere advanced the reration
of
the Eucharist to the passion as.a specific cause of its
beneficial effects; see, e.g.t III, 78, 3c; 3 ad.s 3 and 6.

'Aquinas' understanding of the real presence of
christ in the Eucharist in terms of substantial conversion
naturally eriminates the possibitity of explaining real
presence on the basis of an analogy with the rncarnation:
in the rncarnation, of course, the humanity of christ is
not transformed into the divinity, but instead 'co-exi_sts'
with iù. The unsuitability of tÈe fncarnation as a model
upon which to base our undãrstand.ing of the sacrament
emerges in fII, 75t 2 ob l; here, in the context of a
discussion of whether the original substances survive the
consecration, Damascene is quoted to the effect that
christ makes the bread and wine to be his body and brood.
by jgining his godhead to themi hence, this objection
continues, since that to which somethi,ng is joined rearly
exists, the substances of the bread and wine must continue
to exist. Tt is for this reason that there are very few
references to the rncarnation in the treatise on thê
Á.

2L6
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Eucharist. For the most part, the rncarnation is invoked
only in quotes from other writers; in addition to the
present passage (Trr, 79, Ic) , in which immediately after
. Thomas makes the statemenÈ about real presence as the
cause of the Eucharistic benefits cited below in the text,
he quotes Cyril in support, see, ê.g., IIfr 74r 4c, where
Gregory points to the rncarnation to exprain the usage
of unleavened bread in the sacrament ín the Roman chùrch
and leavened bread. in others ('the Roman church offers
unleavened bread, because the Lord united human nature to
himself without any mixture of the divine and human natures.
Butr certain churches offer leavened. bread, because the
vüord of the Father clothed himself with our nature, as
the leaven'is mixed $/ith the flour'); and, IIT, 75', L
ad 1, where Augustine, drawing a pararler to the rncarnation
Ín which 'flesh was enlivened by the Spirit,' is cíted
to establish the value of real presence.
E
tÏn
rII, '79, Lc , Thomas actually advances tws
additional reasons for concluding that grace is offered
through the Eucharist: because the mode in which the
sacrament is given, i.e., as food and drink, suggests that
the Eucharist does for the spírituar life all that material
food and drink do for bod.ily life; and, because the signification of the species as single objects fabricatedfrom m?ny impries that this is the sacrgment through which
the unity of the church is estabrished. As this ¡iiet
review suggests, then, the final two considerations
offered in the corpus poS-nt more to effects, both personal
and communal, which presuppose and resurt from the gíft
of grace than to the actuar causes of grace; hence, in our
enumeration of the causes of grace in the Eucharist in
the text, no reference has been made to these two other
points. (some support for our division of the four consid.erations of this corpus into the categories of
of gracer r and., 'effõEs of the gift of gracer' is 'causes
provided,
in fact, by the following article, TIf, 19, 2c¡ here, in
the context of explaining why the attaining of heaven is
an effect of this sacrament, Thomas repeats the four
considerations of the first article but himserf divides
them into two groupings--most sigrnificantly, he here
entitres the first two considerations, rthat from which
the Eucharist has its effect. I see arso the next note.)
6-In the remainder of this chapter, ample evidence
be provided. that st. Thomas often cites real presence

will
as a source of the various Eucharistic benefits. Ho!,rever,
despite this fiderity ersewhere to the insight first
explicit.ly expressed in III, 79, lc, it is ñevertheless
true that in at least one place, Thomas has obscured. the
id.ea that there are two faètors alrowing the Eucharist to

i: :.. .
I ..'.

'

:
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be a source of salvation by brurring the distinct.ion
between the two causes of the goods of this sacrament.
rn rrr, 79, 2c, Thomas establishes that this sacrament
causes the attainment of eternal life on grounds similar
to those given in the first article. parÈicurarly
interesting is the argument that eternal rife r"=ürt"
from the Eucharist because of 'that from which the
sacrament has its effect' (id ex, quo habet effectum)--here,
thomas mentions both the reãT
this
sacrament, and, his Passion whích i-s here represented
(gcilicgt ipse christus contentus et pasqio ãr¡is rêpÍêêse
sñÏLar to his treatment of these iro r"u.ãons in thåf,first article) how each of these factors contri¡utes in
its own way to,the power of the Eucharist to grant men
entrance to glory, Thomas simply combines the two in his
further explanation: the sacrament causes the atÈainment
of heaven 'because Ít was by his passion that christ
ope,ned for us the entry to eternal lifei
(nam ipse
christus. per suam passionem aperuit nobis ããñum-vitae
aeternae). The c
a sense, understandabre inasmuch as it is especiarly
through the Passion that christ gai-ned the possibirity
of eternal life for men. But, thê person oi christ
should not be reduced to his work ín ttris manner--in
Aquinasr âs in all great christian theologians, person
and work stand on their own terms, and, the persoñ of christ
is of saving significance for the members of the church
apart from any particular aspect of his salvific activity"
Thus, rather than explain the importance of christ's real
presence sorely in the light of, the passion (that is,
because of what christ did), to maintain the insight of
rrr, 79, rc (and elsewhere) that real presence coñstitutes
in itsetf a distinctive cause of the bãnefits of this
sacrament, Thomas should have proposed some consid.eration
in the present text to suggest why the presence of christ
himself in the sacrament should especiarly warrant manrs
attainment of heaven. As has been said, Lhe failure to do
so here simply confuses the reader, who is unable, in
this case at least, to discern any particurar importance
j-n the fact of real presence
-|

'The designation of the Eucharist as the 'sacrament
of charity' appears at a number of places in the treatise
on the Eucharist: seer ê.9., III, 73, 3 ad 3; 79,4 ob
1 and ad 3; 79, 6 ob 2¡ and, 80, 3 ob 2.
o
uR"f"r"rr."
has been made to the motive of love
impelli-ng christ's promise of rear presence in the discussion of rrr, '75, lc, in note 24 of t.he second chapter;

I
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later in the text of the present chapter¡ rrê will discuss
further thís import.ant passage. rn addition to rrr, 75,
1c, see also ffÏ, 80, 5 ad.2, where Thomas says that
mortal sin in a recipient 'confricts with the love of
Christ , of which this sacrament is the sigrn r ( .
contra
caritatem Christi, cuius signum êst hoc sacramentum) .-(rt asr fiowever, not clear from the context whether in
'cLritas chqist.i', the genitive is subjective or objective.)
o

-Thomas mentions

that the Eucharist causes the
increase of the love of the recipient in a number of
texts: see, e.g., fIf , 79, L ad 2, where he says the
sacrament conveys'both grace and the virtue of charity;
III; 79, 3c, where he notes that though one in mortal sin
does not normally receive forgiveness of his sin through
the Eucharist, a man who receives the sacrament devoutly
while not conscious of his sin does receive the 'g.race
of.charityr (gratia earitatis), which perfects his contrition ana t@iveness;
ãnd, Trr, 79, 6 ad
3, where he states that the sacrament tíncreases cÈarity'
(auget caritatem). As in III, 7g, 3c, Thomas associates
charity with giàce in'III , 79, Ic¡ here, he says that
the Eucharist grants men charity, and since tcharity cannot
be without grace' (caritas sine gratia esse non potest),
grace must be confe
.
Orh" phrase quaedam acluqlis refectio
spiritualis
gulcedinis appears, e
1 ad 3" fn IfI, 79, I ad 2, Thomas mentions an actualis
de=lectatio which is connected with the spirituar-eãtffiof the Eucharist and seems to equate it with the 'fervor
of charityr (fervor caritatis) whichr âs will be said
immediately in ffi,
r"""piion of the Eucharist
arouses.

11_

l.n III,
79, 4 ad 1, e.9., Thomas observes that
the fervor of the act of charity' is kínd.led by this
I

sacrament.

2S"" Irï, 79, 4cz res
est caritas
. quq4tum ad

. huius sacramentil

sacramento.

13-,
--Tbj-d.:

. ._: qui_excitatur in hoc sacrame_nto,
venalia
,
-r"
p"""-t.
*tr*
Þ"F
;
=*q*
"rriþE_lolllt
and, IIIrW

qer =qrlem peõgãta
4 ad 3:
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1^
*=Thomas
has

related the importance of the
Eucharist to the church in numerous places in the treatise
on the Eucharist. See, e.g., IfI, 73, 4c, where Thomas
justifies the name communio for this sacrament on the
grounds that this tIETê properry d.enotes 'the unity of
the church, ínto which men are drawn together through
this sacramentr (.
ecç-lesiasticae unitatis, cui
hpmines congrggantur pe
6c,
where among the réá
of mixing water
with the wine is that this signifies the 'effect oi the
Eucharj-st, which is the union of the christian people to
christ' (hoc convenit ad. signifi-candum effectum huius
sacrament
);
smal]amount of water should be ad.ded. for this purpose-, for
then the water will be changed into the wine, tfrus
symbolizi-ng well 'that the people [througtr this sacrament]
are incorporated into christt (cum*aqua in vinum convertitur¿= : ig!i figatgr= quo=d populus
and., Tf I, 82, 9 ad 2, whei
ity
of the mysticar body ís the fruit of ihe true body which
is received' (r:nitas corporis mystici est fructus corporis
veri percepti).
15_
--For

the historical background of these concepts,
see R. King, "The Origin and evolution gf a sacramental
Formula, " which traces their development from the
Berengarian controversy to the time-of Aquinas; King
emphasizes two causes contributing to this development,
the reaction of orthodoxy against Berengarrs euchãristic
teaching, and, the influãnce of Augustiñe's concept of
the sacrament as a consecration of the recipient.
r6tho*.= id.entifies bread and wine as the sacramentum
tantum of the Eucharist in ITI, 73, 6e¡ in'III , 79;-G,
ñe uses the phrase ipsum sacramentum as equivaient
to
sacramentum tantum, saying that in the Eucharist, this is
Eh-nGpecIes or appearance of nourishing food.' see arso
IfI, 73, 3c, where he also employs þsuir sacramentum.
lTrtomas affirms that qofpus
Christi verum is the

res et sacramentum in this sac
.
taffi,
Thomas arso defines the res et
sacramentum here as ipse chrigtlls passus, qui-EõñEnetur
--.---Ír-n fioc sacramento. ïn IIf, 73, L ob 2, he says thãE-tñe
ipsum corpus christi verum is the res et sacramentum.
18r""

, e.g., ïrï, 79, 4c= res
. huius sacramenti
est caritas. In III, 73, 6c, ThomaGEãñffi-EEã is rhe sacramenrat ef fecr (åffe;t;" -rr"i"=

-
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sacramenti), which he later identifies with grace. In
EñIs-EexE; in which Thomas is seeking to determine the
most importan'b Old Testament figure of the Eucharist,
Thomas says that in regards to the sacramentrs effect,

is the best figure, because of the sweetness
(suavitas) of its taste. fn view of his later preoccupatÏon-wîth the sweetness of love enjoyed. by thã recipient (see note 10 of this chapter) and the relation
between the gifts of grace and. charity (see note 9),
it may well be that included under the 'grace' of fIf,
79, 6c is the infusion of love which delights me+.
manna

19r"" ïïï, 80, 4c: the res Èanturn is the corpus
Christi mysticum, qqgd. est socieEãã-ffirum; nT.;7T,

1 ob 2z çorpus mysticum . . . est res tantum in
Eucharistia; andr III, 73, 3c: res sacramenti esL unitas
c,oEõõTlffiystici, sine qua non pffi
20__
--Numerous
examples of the description of the
sacrament in terms of food can be add.uced.. See, e.g. ,
IfI, 73, Lc¡ 73r 3 ob 2 and ad 2, where the Eucharist is
called man's spirituale alimentum; III, 73, 5 ob 1; 79,

1 ob 1; 79, 3 a@the
term spirituale
nutrimentum is employed; ITI , 73, I ad I¡ 73, 2c¡ 79 ,
zcl-ì;ñãre Tfromas mentions the refectj-o this sacrament
brings. See also IrI, 73, 2c anä-J9, te, where Thomas says
this lspiritual food' is composed. of spiritualis cibus

spiritualis potus. For the sacrame@
çibuE, see also III, 79r 4c¡ 79,6c¡ 80, l ob 1; €O'-TF
ãõ-1;- and as the potus fideli!l¡!1, III, 78, 3 ad 1. Finally,
the Eucharístic hffiivus
panis in III, 80,
3 ob 1.
2lttt, 7j , 6c
and.

22s"" ïïï, 7-l , 5c.
23In additior, to Iïï, 81, 3c, see ads 2 and 3;
ín ad 3, Thomas refers explicitly to his earlier teaching

on concomitance

)L
-'Among

the passages which, taken in isolation
would perhaps suggest that receiving Christ in the Eucharist
is somewhat akin to physical nutrition/ see especially TII,
75, 5c; here, in the effort to explain why it was
appropriate for d.ivine provid.ence to permit subsistent
accidents, Thomas has provided. two reasons which seem to
suggest that men actually eat. Christ himself. For example,
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one reason that this arrangement is good is that men eat
christ in the sacrament; nów, since men do not normally
eat human fresh, it is better for them to eat christ under
the appearances of more typical food (quia non est
consuetum hominibus, sed horribile
carñãñ--ñõffiñE c omede re
et sanguinem bibere, Þr
i-tuï nobis caro' et sancruis
sti sumenda s spcr-ebus
orum quae frequentius in
usum hominis veniunt
Moreover, Thomas states in the
same text, subsistent accidents also mean that this
sacrament will not become an object of rid.icule to
unbelievers, which wourd occur if we vrere to eat the Lord
under his or¡/n appearances (ne hoc sacramentum ab
infid.elibus irrideretur, si
minum
nostrum manducemus). See also IfT, 7:, @
things that'nourish us come to us
@ince
by. eating them, and Christ nourishes üs, per EucharisLiam
manducamus Christum; and, ITI , '79, 3 a¿ Z@
entum homo sumit in se Christum
per modum spi

25S"" Iïr,

79, lc: omnem effectum q.uem cibus et
poly? materialis
quant
terialis facit
facit quantum
s_cilicgt sugtentat,
scilicet
sustentat,
auget, repara¿ et@
auget,
tacrt hoc sacramentum quantum ad vitam spiri-tua1em.

26ttr, 73, 3 ob 2 and

ad, 2

27-'Later

in this chapter, in the context of the
attempt to demonstrate the close relation between initial
justification and Eucharistic reception, we wilr return
to the concept of a reception of the fruit of the sacrament
rnrithout physical reception in tnte examination of reception
in voto. fn addition to the reasons noted. in the text,
ã-rurtrrer reason for not taking too seriousry or riteratry
the 'food imagery' in the treatise on the Eucharist is
that this language simply is inadequate to the depth and
scope of effects offered. to the Eucharistic recipient;
for example, it is difficurt to imagine how one can adequateJ-y discuss the experience of , ánd growth in, love
v¡hich is consequent upon valid. reception of the sacrament
in terms of the use of food.
28th" term sacramentalis manducatio first appears
in the treatise on
, lc: hãre,
Thomas avers that this kind of eating is to receive the
sacrament alone, without its effect (.
sacramentatis
meElugatio, , pef quam sumitur solum sacramentuñlîneeffectu ipsius).

1:1'..1
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)q
--That
sacramental eating involves a rcontactr
with the Eucharistic christ is suggested by the following
passages: IfI, 80, 4 að.4, where Thomas notes that
benefitting from the sacrament is not inherent to sacïamental eating, for atthough everyone who eats the
sacrament receives not only the sacramental species, but
also Christ under them, only those really joiied to
ve) äctuaIly benefit from this
contact (ilIe qqi manducat, non solum sumit species
sacramentares, sed eliam ipsum christum, gui est sub eis
iri
uj- non solum sacramentaliter, sed -etiam--retl--ïte7, sunE
sto qonjuncti); IlI;
says that at
t 4Cr \ttTnefe
e Last Supper, Judas along with the other disciples
corpus Domini et sanguinem suscepit; andf III, BZ, 7 ad
it corpus cfriistí
sacramentaliter, albeit n
rrr, BO, 3, whère among othei
@rtÍcle
things, Thomas t.reats the question of brute animals eating
the host; later in this chapterr wê witl refer in some
detaitr to this article.

30--For St. Thomas, the 'presence of Christr constitutes an essential factor in a number of events in
the spiritual life--most importantly, as wili be seen,
in the beatific vision and during the initial conversion

to God- rmplicit, too, in the stress on the value of his
presence in the Eucharist for the faithful is the
assumption of the intrinsic value of christ for hj_s members:
in the fruitful reception of the sacrament, as at other
crucial stages in human salvation, the availability of

christ d.enotes the possibility of entering more prõfor:nd.l_y
into the spirituar rire. But; by virtue ór rris ünderst.näing
of real presence, Thomas must concede that christ also
'becomes available' to manlz unable to benefit from the
reception of the sacrament:-sinners, brute animars, those
who eat the host unaware of its sacramentality. Thus,
he allows that all receive the sacrament, and hence christ,
but not all receive his benefits--the IaÈter, as wirr be
shortllz argued, is re';erved. for those who eat spirituarry,
That christ can therefore be received. apart from his benãfits would seem, in turn, to demand that rhomas qualify
his general affirmation of the vaLue of rear presence-instead of arguing that the rearization of this presence
is valuabre because the source of rife enters contact
with the church, he should have said that it is valuable
for some because christ enters into a relati-on with those
faithfur in a ivay which is beneficial to them. conversellz,
he also should have said that for those incapabre of
benefitting, christ is present in a fundamentalry d.ifferent

l::ilii+:ti
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way: not as the source of life, but simply in a neutral,
'non-com¡nitaI' way. That is, due to the p-ossibility of
many dif ferent kinds of recipients, including the rrãrrspiritual, Thomas should have distinguished áifferent
gradations of christ's o!ün presence realized by the
consecration, so as to ensure the personal quatity of his
presence for the faithful.
But, he did not, being content
to affirm in a general way the significance of thã indiscriminate presence of christ to arr. Hencer âs in his
analysis of sacramental eating in the present text, some
confusion is created by the mention of the situation unique
to the Eucharist, that Christ is here 'eateni (tfrat is,
comes into contact with aIl who receive) but to no effect.
Thomas has nowhere sought to d.efine what this 'proximity'
of christ via the species to the recipient entails; he
simply allows that christ is received in this eating-inand
then add.s that the reception of his ef fects depend.s
add.ition on the proper spiritual disposition in trre recipient. Later in this chapterr wê wirr return to examine
the difficulties posed by Thomas' teaching on the unfruitful
meetíng with Chríst in sacramêntal eating.

.i

31r., ïf ï,

79 , 2 ad, 2, the d.istinction between the
offer or availability of grace, and, the personar appropriation of grace, is implicit in Thomas, discussíoi of
whether the Eucharist allows a man to a!.tain heaven. ob
2 had denied that it d,oes on the grounds that the suffi-.
cient cause of anything always próduces its effect; but,
as Augustine has noted, noE-everyone who receives the
sacrament will attain eternar life.
rn response, Thomas
notes that the same requirements obtain in Lrre Eucharist
as govern the fruitful orientation of the believer to
the Passion. Now, although its power is sufficient for
the salvation of all, the passion does not produce its
effect in those who are not related. to it aê they ought.
Thusr so too, although many receive the sacrament, not al1
wilr enter heaven--for, those eat christ.(ipsum) in this
sacrament unworthily (indecenter) wírl oe ãF1ãaea from
the heavenly inheritance. Hãñng ín this way established
the personal responsjbility of the recipient', in concrusion, Thomas cites Augustiñe's admonitiän that since the
sacrament and its power are two different entities, to
benefit from the sacrament, the recípient should thus
preserve his innocence and reat spíritualry'
(spiritualiter
manducate) tfris heavenly bread (panem
. coõGtêml .

321., ïïï,

80, I ad 2, Thomas suggests that there
are, in fact, two kinds of 'sacïamental-ãating,. On the
one hand, there is the sacramental eating whióh is completely fruitless, for by it, man fails to ieceive the
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Eucharístic effects; it is to this kind of eating which
we referred earlier in our initial description of the
purely physical act of eating the sacrament. On the
other hand, there is that 'sacramental eatingt which is
more closely related to 'spiritual eatingr' which serves
as its completion inasmuch as it discloses the spiritual
attrj-butes worthy of these gifts. In both kinds of
consecration, the
'sacramental eatingr' by viitue of thercontacti
act of eating initiates some type of
with Christ.
But, in the present context, the reference is rather to
the second kind of sacramental eatingr âs the one which
more especially parallels the rspiritual reception' ef
the worthy recipient.
33--See
quam quis

per
percipiunt
?A,

III, 80, lc:
. spiritualem manducationem,
percipit effectum hu

"*Th" phrase cred.it in Christum used in this
passage recalls Thomas' incorporation of the Augustinian
description of the act of faith in terms of 'believing
Godr (credere Deo) , 'believing in God' (creC.ere Deum) ,
and, '6ãEãÇlñg unto Godr (credere in oeüm)l-fñEõ-hîs
otnzn discussion of faith's a@
z" As was
argued in the first chapter , f.or Aquinas, believíng
requires the contribution of both the intellect and the
will--faith is in the intellect as its subject, which
assents to a truth of faith under the influence .of-the wiIl.
Now, as Thomas says in II-T-I,2t 2c, it is its reference
to its object that is the basis for understanding the
act of any power. Thus, since the will and intellect
are both involved herer \úê can understand the act of faith
not only as the intellecL is related to its object, but
also in terms of the relation to it of the will. WiÈh
re-gard to the latter, the wí1.1 is related to the object
of faith, Godr âs to Íts end--therefore, inasmuch as the
will is dranvn to its end, which is the proper object of
charity, by love, Thomas here allows the description of
the act of faith as 'i:elieving unto God' (credere in Deum)
that, is, as being drawn out towards God, w@
of love informing the movement of the intellect.
Wit.h regard to the former, as \Â/as argued. in the
second chapter in our description of Thomas' discussion
in II-II, 1, 1, whether God. is the object of faith, since
faith is a cognitive habit, two elements can be distinguished
in its object: the material object, and, the formal objective. Hence, the act of faith too in terms of the relation
of the intellect to its obiect can be d.escribed in two
\^Iays. With reference to the material object of faith,

1.
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because noÈhing is proposed for our betief unless by
virtue of some relationship to God, the act of faith is
rightly said to be crêdere Deum, believing that something
about God is true. -træ, men affirm the tiutfrs of faith
only on the basis of the authority of God, the formal
objective of faith. Hence, the act of faith also entails
credere Deo, believing Godr âs the med.ium of our assent.

in-EñÏs s/ay, Thomas assimilates Augustine's threefold
description of faith into his own analysis.
Oespite the use of credere in Christum in the
present text, Thomas makes
raditional
formulae in the treatise on the Eucharist. For example,
in add.ition to III, 80 , 2c, this phrase seems to appear
again only in IfI, 80, 3 ob I and ad 1, where Thomas
insists that credere in Christum is essential to spiritual
eating. For
ere Christum, see III,
80, 5 ad 2. However, Thomas ffi
have used.
credere Deo or Christo in this treatise; ratherr ês in
Ïrilf5;Iã,
rhffias.hãs revealed in tess d.irect fashion
his conviction that Eucharistic belief rests on Godfs
authority
Final1y, the use of credere in Christum in IIf,
80, 2c, suggests ¡ âs has bee
s r^/e11
as faith, is required for spiritual eating" Thus, even
in this passage, Thomas has implied the value of love for
fruitful reception; for more explicit affírmations of the
importance of love in this regard, see the following
discussion in the text

35rrr,

Bo

,

365"" IIr,
a1

78, 3c and 3 ad 6.

go, 2

''rrr,
38nrt

2c.

,

i;i¡l1i

að,2

go, 2 ad 3.

39S"" the discussion

4orra, 82,6 ad. 3.
4lrrt, Bo, rc
42ttt,

go

,

4c

in note 25 of

chapÈer one.
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'"IIf, 79, 3 að, 2:
hoç sacramentum homo sumit
q"
Christum per modum spj--pgr
i¡t_
competit mortlio in Þêccatis. rn rrrc
ffiïly-Ee
mortal sinner is unable to
benefit from his sacramental reception, that spiritual
food. is only for those who are spiritually alive, and,
that the union with christ achieved through the sacrament
is impossible for one bound to sin: non èst conveniens
susceptor huius sacTamenti¡ tum quia no@Iiter,
et, ita non debet spirit
L?,

non est

di

mortaliter.
Á,^

'-See also IIf, 80, 4 ad 1: peccatores, qui
defectum fidei formatae- patiuntur circaThFfEEffi,
repelluntu{ a contactu huius sacrâmenti

'-rrr , 73, 4c.
46trt, 79, 2 ad r. see also ïrr, 73, 6 ob 3:
p_otiss+ma Virlus huiu? sacramenti est quod introducit
fg_Ë"g""* i""I"r*,
=
¿.4

nos

A'7

"For this description of the content of the
beatific vision, see TI-II, '1, Bc: duo .
nobis ibi
proponr¡ntur,
ylaenaa
s
cet
occult
_
visio nos beatos facit; et sterium hum@

s

48rt, , 73, 4c.
¿q

'-nespite the value of Eucharistic reception,
Thomas acknowredges that it does not cause in the recipients
of the sacrament the complete rea-lization of the gifts--e"g.,
Iove, the unity of the Church effected through 1ove--that
will be theirs in heaven. See t ê.g. t rTI, 79, 2c, where
Thomas argues that attaining heaven is an effect of this
sacrament can be seen from the things through which the
sacrament works its effects, namely, the usus sacramenti
and. the sacrãmental speci-es; for, the refreffi
spiritual food and the oneness (u4itas) signified by the
species are gained in the presenE-TITã espécialIy through
the Eucharist, although, as Thomas add.s immediately,
perfect refreshment and unity are reserved. to heaven
(fgegçl+g cibi spirítualis et unitas significata per
species panis et vini habentur quidem in piaGséñEî, sed
imperfecte,
perfecte autem in statu gloriae).
-
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--fn the treatise on the sacraments in generail,
. 50_
in III , 65, 3c, Thomas has offered three reasonè for
saying that the Eucharist is the 'greatest sacramentr .
First , for the others only have an instrumental po\^/er
to grant g'race, while Christ himself , the source of
grace, is present substantially in the Eucharist i
second, -f.or the others are ordãred to the Eucharj-st as
to their end--e.9., order is necessary for its consecration;
baptism, for receiving it; penance and extreme unction,
to prepare for worthy reception; and., third, for church
ritual suggests this, inasmuch as the celebration of the
other sacraments almost always ends with the reception
of the Eucharist. In III, 73, 3c, Thomas repeats the
second. reason, when he explains that the Eucharist can
bq calIed. the goal of the other sacraments, because they
rsanctify us and prepare us-to receive the Eucharist or
to consêcrate it. t See also III, 78, 4c, where on account
of
real presence, Thomas affirms that the sacrament is
Igreater
in dignity' than the others.
51r""

, ê.g. , III , BO, 2 ad. 1: sumptio Christi
sub hoc sacramento ordinatur sicut ad finem, ad fruitionem
patrj-ae.

52rtr,

go

,

2c.

tr?

"tThu.t faith in itself 'anticipates' the final
vision of God is a notion that has somã prominence in the
treatise on faith; see, e.g., ri-ir , L; 6 ad I: 'Faith
is concerned chiefly with the realities we hope to
conteñplate in heaven; I in this pIace, Thomas then
procegd.s to quote in support the imporLant passage from
Hebrews (11:r), which states that 'faith is the substance
(that is, the beginning, first realization) of the things
to be hoped for; I for a more complete exegesis of this
passage in Aquinas, see II-II , 4, Ic. In add.ition to
II-II, 1, 6 ad L, see also II-II, I, 5c, where he states
that the angels now contemplate the Trinity and, as in
IIT, 80, 2c, points out the inferiority of the present
experience of man: rthus what we believe in, they see.'
54rfri= description is taken from Iïr,
79, 3c.
trË

that the Eucharist works as
'spiritual food and medicine' for the preservation of
the recipient from future sin by fortifying him inwardly
in ITI, '19 r 6cz Christo c
spiritualem ,vitam
Thomas mentions

!i¡:\i:1!
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spiritualis medicina. For other descriptions of the
personal importance of communion with christ, see also
Iff, 79r 5 ad I, where Thomas says that the Eucharist is
given to a man ras if for nourishing and perfecting him
through Christr (datur homini
. Eucharistia
nrltËlenÊo et_ perf
ad 3, where he states that in tfre Èucharist, â man is
brought to compretion in hímself by union with christ
(.
hoc sacramentum
. ¡ quo perficitur homo secundum
s

struq)

.

56_ addition
--In
to the texts noted. earlier in this
chapter on the importance of this sacrament for the church,
see III, 79, 5c: the Eucharist was instituted ad
spi.ritualiÇer nutriendum per unionem ad Çhristum et ad
membra eius.

57arr, 64, 7c.
58rh" contrast between reception in voto and
in re ís found in TII, 80, 1 ad 3. In III, 79, 3c,
Thomás distinguishes between the sacrament received voto
and actu.

qo
"'rrr,
6g, 2c

60th. use of the words votum and. desiderium
in
this passage from the treatise on eaptism-as TîrtuãI
equivalents is repeated in the treatise on the Eucharist
at a number of places: see, e.g., III, 80, 11c, where
Thomas affirms that spiritual eating inctudes the votum
or desiderium to receive the sacrament; IIf, g0, I-ãd-3,
wheiã-ãEE-ãoting the possibility of receiving' the
sacrament in voto if not in re, Thomas mentions that men
can eat thõ- sãõI-ament spirEuãlly before actually
receiving i¿ propter deÈiderium Ëumendi ipsum saõr.*entum;
and, fIï, 73, 3c, where he notes that sinCe Ehls-tyþã-õF
reception is possible, the inability to recei..,e thãsacrarnent does not prevent the áttainment of heaven--for
salvation, it suffices to hold the Eucharist in voto,
sicut et finis habetur in desiderio et intentlone.
61rh" teaching of rrl, 68,2c on the orígination
of votum in 'faith working through love' is recarred in
fff, gO, fO ad 3; here, Tñomas sãys that for reception
of this sacrament, reverence is needed, and adds Lfrat
reverence is a mixturã of--timor and amor--timor, for from
this arises the humilitas appropriate-to sãcramental

f:1:: i:tiìr-jt1:j
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reception; amor, for the desiderium of eating the Eucharist
is dependent on love.
62ttt, 79, 3 ad 3.
63-'See

note 9 of the present chapter for a brief
discussion of this case in wñich the foigiveness of mortal
sin is_ achieved through the Eucharist.
64- ïfI, 73,
--fn
3c, there is a lengthy discussion
¿
about the need to receive the sacrament át teast 'by
d.esire',. As Thomas observes here, the res sacramenti
of the Eucharist is the unity of christ@,
which is absolutely. neces=..| r"r-=ãi".tionl uecausã outside the church there is no salvation (res sacramenti est
un*!?s c?rporis mystici, si=qg-guejon p@
tÌrt4+i
vertheless, he adds,
acrament
does not mean_that those prevented from receiving wirl
not attain salvation, for the res sacramenti can be held.
before its reception, ex ipgo ffii
percipiendi.
Thusr âs he says in co
anËe purceptionem huius sacramenti, potest homo habere

,

s

65Th.t *"., can receive the fruit
of this sacrament
tby desire', ho'vrever,
shourd. not be viewed as support for
not receiving the sacrament when opportunity to äõ so is
provided. rn a couple of places in the treãtise
on
Eucharist, Thomas has insisted that it is incumbent the
on
christians to receive when thelz can. Thus, for example
,
in rfr, 80, I ad 3, after noting that there can be sþinituat
eating without sacramental eatiñg on account of the
possibility of reception 'by desire' (the idea
is arso
stated in rrr, 78, 1 ad 4) , without explaining why
it is
so Thomas ad.ds that spirituar eating cãnnected with sacramentar eating is better, for the saõramental effect is
here produced more fulry than by desire alone (nec tamen
f rus t r a a dh ibe tur s acramen tq 1 i s manduca
!þr__grf.jã-ÞIêrlI"=
mas argiues

reception whenever possiúIe in his
ffitual
discussion about whether it is lawful to ãbstain artogether
from the sacrament. As he says here, spiritual eating
means to be incorporated into christ.
ñow, included in
spiritual eating is the votum or d.esid.erium of receiving.
the Euchari-st. Hence, sÏãce-incoiþõFãElon-in christ is
necessary for salvation, the votum of receiving this

t r::<:'l-:.:
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23L sacrament is required for salvation (g;|lg_l4"tq percipiendi
hoc sacramentum non
st homini esse saffi
concludes, this does not allow men to
tain from actual
reception, for a votum would. be pointress unless fulfilled upon opporGïEy

66rr, ïIï,

79, 1 ad 1, Thomas proceeds to note
that this desire for the sacrament may be a person's own,
as in the case of an adul_t t or that of the Church¡ âs
in the case of an infant; reference has been made to the
fr:nction of the church in 'desiringr the Eucharist on
behalf of infants in note 105 of chapter 2
67_
-'See

fII,

80, 1 ad l--circa baptisma et alia

sacramenta similis di
-,huiusmidi
d.am suscipiunt tantum sacffim
sacramentum et rem sacramenti-

68s.. ïrï,
691r, ïïr,

,

80,

ver:o

3c

80, 3 ad 3,

Thomas

also notes those

men

who eat the consecrated host unavüare of its sacramentality.
For these menr âs for the mouse, their eating is merely

raccidental'. Nevertheless, such eating too brings chiist
into a 'relation' with these men, one which is juÃt as
d.evoid of any spiritual significance (and, indeéO, of
content) as sacramental eating. As for the sinner, it is
clear that his eating is, ât least, rsacramentalr. yeÈ,
in Thomas' thought, it shares the same ambiguity plaguing
so-calIed 'accidentalr eating--Thomas merert t.erls us
that in such eating, christ comes in rcontact', but does
not explain how, on his presupposit.ions, this r oF any
similar contact with the Lord., can be fruitless.
704" r." observed in the second.
chapter (see
especially: note 16), the Eucharist is uniqué among the
sacraments of the New La$/, for whire the others are completed in usg, this sacrament arone is perfected in the
consecrãEfõñ--of its matter. The distinðtiveness of the
Eucharist in this regardr âs was pointed out Lhere, is
d.erived from the substantiar presence of christ under the
species. Nevertheless, as !ì/as also explicitly stated,
this fact cannot be taken as justification for abstention
from Eucharistic reception, for real presence, in Èurn,
as has been amply demonstrated in this chapter, is itself

ordaíned to the bestowal of christ's gifts to his beroved.
rn this sense, it is possible to speak in the case of the
Eucharist of a 'second.ary' perf,ection which involves its
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proper use, the employment of the sacramental species
and contact with the Christ therein contained, by the
faithful alone. For this idea of the use of the sacrament
as a 'secondarlrr perfection as employed by St. Thomas
himself, see III, 78, I ad 2. Thomas has mentioned. in
many places in this treatise that the use of the Eucharist
is proper to the faithful alone; see III, 74, 7c, where
he says that usus fidelium is consequent upon the consecration; rrr ,:74 ¡-zõffile
he af firms finis
. huius
sacramenti est usus fid.elium; and f IT, ffistus
est in hoc sacramento secundum quod competit refectioni

Tlrrr,

75, 5c. For a more complete description
of the immediate context of, this statement, see note 56
in the second chapter.
72s"., e.g., ï-ïï , M, Lc; the following discussion is based on this text.
73S"" I-Iï,

LirA, L ad,2.

74tt is interesting to observe that in a brief
article which seeks to evaluate Aquinasr treatment of
the Pauline corpus, the important student of both Aquinas
and Luther, otto Pesch, has concruded that despite superficiar dissimílarities, ât bottom, Thomast treatment of
merit is compatible with Lutherrs acceptance of a legitimate
place for ChristÍan 'workr proceeding from faith (and
love); see, "Pau1 as Professor of Theologyr" p. 596.
to I-II,

75See, e.g., r-ïI,
113

lll , 2c, and., the tforeword.r'

76t-t, I LL4, 2c.
77s"" also ï-Iï, LirA, 3c, where Thomas argues
that
since by grace men have become 'sharers , of tî¡e d.ivine
nature and been adopted as t sons of Godr , the inheritance
of heaven is now 'owed' to Christians by the very right
of adoption..
7

8r¡ia.

?o

''r-rrt LLA, S ad 3: rEvery good work performed
by man proceeds from the first gr."ä ár principie and
source' (omne bonum opus hominis procedit a prima gratia
sr_cut. a prl_nl_cl_pio) .

j.:.,i

ir:.
i,::
l f.
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8or-rr, LLA, 4c.
B1_
--r-rr , LL4, 3c
82- f-fft
--See

L:--A,

B3t-t, , LLA. 3

3 ad 3, and, Ll-A, B ad 2.

að.

2.

84--Seet
ê.g. j I-T.I, LLA,3c; 4c¡ 6c; and, especially
LJ-4t
ad
L
1: 'Man merits in so far as he-d.oeã by
,
_I:II own wiI}
his
what he ought to do I (homo lnquq.ntum propiia
voluntate facit illud quod debet. me

85r-tr,

114

,

Lc
':ì

i\ ":'-

86r-r, , LL4, 3c.
B7rh" term appears
I
88S". I-II,

e.g., in T-rr , LIA, 6c.

LitA¡ 4 ad 3, here quoting Galatians
nisi fÍdes--îper

5:6: fidei actus non est meritorius

d.i

lectionem operetur.

r..ì'.ì r Ì.: l

CHAPTER FOUR

1-See

, for example, J. S. Abela, "Trans-Substantiation
or Trans-Signification?", p. 685.
)
t critique of the Thomistic understand.ing
'Davis
of substance and. the ãssertion of its irrerevance in the
consideration of cert.ain problems posed by christ's presence
in the sacrament, which is outlined in the text below,
are advanced in "The Theology of Transubstantiatioñr'

pp. t6ff

.)

'See Ibid., p. L6, where Davis d.efines the

Aristotelian lGìñ-si.a-nce' ín this
'Ibid., p.

A

f ashion

18.

tr

'Tbid.r p. 18: "Most of what is found in breail
and wine exists in exactly the same stale as it would
outside the bread and. wine."
6rbidr-, p. J:2. see also p. schoonenberg,
"TransubsEãñEîation: How Far is This Doctrine tiistorically
Determined.?", p. 81; J. de Baciocchi, "présence eucharistique et transsubstanti.ationr" p. 155; and., of course,
the valua-ble ref lections on the meaning of I substance r
at different stages of the history of Eucharistic thought
in E. Schillebeeckx, The Eucharistr pp. 72f.f.
1r-,

'It is of course crucial to the success of this
modern approach to the Eucharist that it not be bound. to
an 'outmoded' sense of 'substançet. Hence, tþ.ese writers
have devoted a great deal of energy to the examination
of the use of 'subst,ance I in the of ficial teachings of
the church in order to determine whether the ,r=" ór this
word by the.church necessarily implies iLs Aristotelian
connotations. The most important work in this regard has
been done by schilrebeeckx who discusses the Tridentine
formulation of the doctrine of real presence in the first
chapter of The Eucharist. on the basis of an evaluation
of both theffisions
of the Council about the
234
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Eucharist (pp. 29ff.) and certain modern theories on this
question (e.9., pp. 60ff.), Schillebeeckx concludes, in
the first place, that Trentts use of the word 'substanie'
does not in itself denote an Aristotelian content in this
word--in employing the word, Trent was simply adhering
to arsubstancer
tradition of the description of the Eucharist in terms
of
which in fact predates the insinuation of
Aristotle into Eucharistic thought. But, secondly,
Schillebeeckx quickly add.s that personally, he is convinced
that although the Fathers at Trent did not thereby 'canonize'
the Aristotelian meaning of the word, they nevertheless
undoubtedly all conceived. the Eucharistic change as involving
the conversion of. (precisely) Aristotelian substancês-given the state of thought at that time, they would have
had to do so, in the interest of und.erstanding the important truth of real presence in the most appropriate terms
available to them (Seet ê.g., pp. 56ff.). Schillebeeckx's
point here, of course, is that just as these men could.
(and had. to) understand. this d.ogma in this wây, in our
o!ìrn interpretation of this truth of the faith, the changing
circumstances of thought requi-re that contemporary man,
too, must free the term from its earlier encrustations
and interpret rsubstancer in a way more congenial to his
own th.ought-processes (See, e.9. r p. 62) . Schillebeeckx'
analysis has been followed rather closely by Schoonenberg,
art. cit., pp. 82-85. See also Davis, art. cit., p. L2,
$iñeEe-Ee states that Trent employed. ttre,-wõiã-'substance'
not primarily because of Ä,quinas, but because of its use
by other councils, some of which r,rrere earlj-er than Aquinas
and the influence of Aristotle.
BDavi", art; cit., pp. 16 and 21.
o

-See

, e.g. r J. Powers, "Sy_slgrium Fidei and the
Theology of the Eucharístr" p. 2If.., and, Schillebeeckx,
op. cj-t., p. .L2B¡ the following d.iscussion in the text is
based on pp. L28ff .
Ios"" also J. de Baciocchi, art. cit.,

pp. 151ff.

1t_
--See E. Schillebeeckxr "Transubstantiation,
Transfinalization, Transignificationr" p. 328, and,

pp. 103ff.
L2-.: a fine description of how Eucharistic presence
*-For
is expressly oriented to the salvation of men in this new
account of the Eucharist, see E. Schillebeeckx, art. cit.,
p. 328.
I
op. cit.,

l*;<¡: l":i+'j:r_
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13p. Schoonenberg, ,,The Real presence
in Contemporary Discussiofir" p. 5; see also E. schillebeeckx,
op. cit., p. 1I.

*-8.
]4- Schillebeeckx, art.
cit., p. 335; see also
op. cit.r.pp. 110-1, and., p. Sõñõonenbeig, "The Real
Presence in Contemporary Discussionr" p. g.
15". Davis, ,,The Theology of Transubstantiationr,,
p. 23.
16rbid., p.
I

T"

16.

urrd"rstanding the Real pre sence , ,, p .

L7 4 .

l8rh" following discussion in the
text is based
on Schoonenberg,s articles, "The ReaI prêsence ín
Contemporary Discussionr" and., "presence and the
Eucharistic Presence. "
19"th" Real presence in Contemporary
Discussion;,,
p. 7.
20s"", "presence and the grr"ta=;stic presencer,,
p- 48, where schoonenberg stresses the need for this
rinteraction' even in the Eucharist to realize the deepest
meaning of presencei othenuise, the roffer' of himself
by christ wi-ll remain unfulfirred and constituter âs it
v/ere, a less profound expression of presence.
'
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